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PREFACE 
Automatic~ is a timely tepic in any ~ol!llversation concerning the 
current activities of business a~d industiryo The economic resource 
of manpower lubricates the wheels cf business and industry to keep them 
turning; and 9 when a machine is deve1cped to replace that resource 9 
The ~Gll\l@!eli"l!ll @f office or c1erka 1 staffs about automation can be 
expressed iB'il three be1iefsz (1) The adwel!llt ~f machines in business 
upsets the status cf the human c1ericat resource and creates unemploy-
ment; (2) the ad<well'!lt of machines ill'll busi~ess improves the opeirati.~a:1 of 
the economy through savings on costs a!lld through wide distribution of 
final products; and, (3) the advent cf maebhaes in business causes 
society to be faced with the challenge @f mai~taining equilibrium 
betwee3' the labor resource utilized aB\ld the eco!!llomic goods realizedo 
The ~ha11enge of society to maintain that equilibrium st1ggests 
that the combimned efforts of business, h11dustry 9 and edt1cation are 
neededo Through research and experime~tation the best combinati~n of 
all efforts can be maintainedo 
The use c,f ele~tronk digital ccmputers iln! sohdng busine,ss problems 
: . :.'"i 
has added to the complexity of the educati0fflla1 problem of de~elop;ing 
voc:aticma1 cempetenceo New positions ha¥e been createde One positi~ 
in particularJ) that of programner of b~si!ll•ss appl icatfons, h.:as dema1n1ded 
much atte111Jticm fro.m educators. The pr®girammer is the 11brainst.! behind the 
computero Many questions coincerning bis status have not been aln!sweredo 
iii 
There has been dispute regarding where his position lies withi~ the 
organizational structureo Some think that be should contribute to 
actual decisio~ making; others think that he should help provide data 
to enhance de~ision makingo 
The programmer appears 9 at many times 9 t@ be a strange ubreedo 11 
His proper educati@n and training prese~t a~ ~nique problem for 
computer manufact1u11rers, prospective emphiyers 9 and educational . 
institutions .. 
Many research projects concerning the training of computer data 
processing personnel have been conducted; h@Wever 9 most of these 
research projects have been devoted to the te\\!bnica1 composition of 
courses designed for various machine @perators and the skill proficie~cies 
expected ef these operators$ Very tittle research has been conducted to 
help determine the content of a formal educat;en, pattern for people 
i nvo 1 ved with the '~bra i nu mechanisms of the computer o 
Leon 11ay conducted an opinion sur<wey in 1956 to determine .the 
genera1 areas of business and mathemath:s that should influence. a 
curr icuhn fer computer progranmerso 1 tUne years have passed .si.nce Hay 
completed his study. Information bas acctnu1ated and experiences bave 
been numerous. His method of data co11e«:ticmt,, the lapse of time since 
his study, changes in management emphasisi and the gradual recognition 
of computer programing as a professioBII justify a simi tar study, to,either 
endorse Hay 0s conclusions or to make new reccamendations for .a.· formal 
education pattirn for business progranmers. 
1Leon Hay 9 HA Study of Office Automation and the Functions and 
Q.ua 1 if icati ens '.ti Programme;r.s for,. Oat~;rPr1~19,,ssin,g~'. ( unpub~. Ed. D. 
dissertati on 9 U~iversi ty of Southern Ca Hferirnja 9 t.~58). 
Although the Hay study and a simi 1ar st11111dy conducted by Han(<e~ h.ll 
1964 have ccmtributed much toward the erganizatiOllll of a formal pattern 
of education fGII" programmers of business applications, the findi~gs ef 
both studies lack specificities that are mieeded to establish a sound 
basis fer the deve!opment of a model curriculum in the business computer 
progra1811ing area. Hay stated in his study, "There is not yet,,:uni'.lf'ersal 
informatiOA er expetde"ce to .make it possible to say with ani,a~,h~ity 
what tbe content atmd methods of courses should be for prospec~ive 
pr ogr a11111er s .. •i3 
It is t ... puirpeise cf this study te gather current ."informati en tllat 
wilt make it possible tc establish with a degree of authority a,,,four-
year curri~111111um fer business applicatiOfflls programmers .. 
Indebtedness is acknowledged to Dr., Robert Ao Lowry for thee.valuable 
,,·. 
guidance and assistance he offered tbreugh his capacity of major advisor 
\ .: 
and cenni ttee chairman; and to the fol hwh11g members of tbe cqnmittee 
for the ttaluab1e time and suggestions they ct>ntributed to the ~-..p!~tion 
of this studyg Oro Bo Bo Griffith, Dr., M., A .. tcot:'llrad, and Mro W., L0 
Zi..erman .. 
Indebtedness is also acknowledged to ea~h of the business program~ 
mers wbe was i~terviewed and to all of the data processing departmental 
supervisors fer tbeir cooperation in arranging interviews with 
progrannerso 
2Jehn Edward Hanke, 11A Study of the Educ:tation and Traini.~g of 
Business Cemputer Prograaners in Selected Businesses in Northern··.•·· · 
11 linois" (unpub .. K .. S., Thesis, North~rn I11ineis University, 1964) o 
3Hay. p... 79., 
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of the first digital ~omputerr i~ 19518 It has expanded so rapidly 
ha~e led t® t~e be~ief that it ~annot be take~ for granted that we11-
qualified w<»rkers are awai1ab1e fo the !lilmbeirs that wil 1 be required 
to satisfy the ~eeds @f gever~e~t al!ild priwate i~dustry fOff" electronic 
data pr~essi~g @peratio~so Be~ause @f the sh@litage of computer perso~~ 
IIJll 1961# ab@~t 79 500 CO!llllp~ters were f~ @peratio~ in tbe U~ited 
States, ilJll 1962.!) ab«l111Jt 11 DOOO ~ffllpute6"s •re i~ @Jperatio1n10 Three 
thousand five h~~dred new ~ffllp~ters we~e i~sta11ed in 1962& Fer ea~h 
new c~puter that was i~sta11ed.!) 4 to 8 pers@~s were estimated t® hawe 
receiwed trai~f~g t~ qualify them as pr@g~amiffilersD systems analysts, @lll" 
console C1!peratoirs. Ol!il the ba.sh @f that estiHNte!) approximately 
149 000 to 28 9 000 emp1@yees assig~ed t@ ~,e~tr@~ic data processing ~~its 
received trai~i~g i~ ~omputer operati@>lfOs i@ 1962" 1 
The i~sta11ati~n of ~omputers affe~ts employees who perfolf'm clerical 
and accounti~g taskso One ef the ~hief @bje~tives of ~omputer 
1uAutcmati~ Data PrlGlcesshilg fo the Fede!f'a 1 G~verment--Its 
Manpower Require•(!])tsD•n Mianp@wer Report IM•ber ~ (Washill'!lgto~ 9 Hay@ 
1963)@ P• 11. 
installation is clerical labor savingo It ~ou1d be argued by manage-
ment that there is a need to replace with canputers people who perform 
clerical and accounting tasks because du11rhng the ten-ye,ar period before 
1963 the number of clerical personnel i~ the United States increased 
29 per cent. Clerical salaries increased at an average of 3 per cent a 
2 
year from 19S3 to 1963 e On an annua 1 bas is f•r the ten-year period 
between 19S3 and 1963, wages for clerical personnel averaged 392 billion 
dollars. 2 
Further evidence to support the argment that computers should· 
replace employees who perform routine clerical' tasks is the fact that 
today the most powerful computer can take h, and retain information at 
a rate of 100,000 characters per secondo Compared to man 8 s ability to 
absorb and retain information, the computer has an advantage factor of 
1,000:1. Comparing man's ability to dispatch informatiCi>n with that of 
a computer, the computer has an advantage ratio of 2,000:1. That ratio 
is supported by the fact that the computer can record out on magnetic 
tape at the rate of 8,000 words a second compared to man's ability to 
record approximatety·four words per sec~Rd) Computer usage, however, 
will not reach its full potential until users can adapt a program for 
totally integrating management information systems.4 
Installation of computers may affect the morale and job satisfaction 
of employees. The process of installing a computer and of adapting 
work methods to it should be handled with great skill by management. 
2••A Survey and Study of the Computer Field,'' Computers !.!!!!. 
Automation, Jan., 1963, p. 15. 
3tbid.,, pe 160 
4tbid., P• 17., 
A number of exe~utives, for 6ximple, may ewe their position to a particu-
tar system that they have been r~sponsib1e fer introducting and 
administeringo They may oppose automation because automation may do 
away with their systems and thus their jobs.5 The clerical employee 
must face constant threat to his job and the pe>Ssibi 1ity that he wi'H be 
subjected tc, a new training or retraining system to enable him to 
acquire new skills in order to continue to earn his livelihood. lhe 
federal government uses computers to cut clerical and administrative 
costs in the Federal Farm Programo It was estimated that the utilization 
of computers in that program would cut out 241 jobs and save a total of 
1.5 million dollars a year when the program became fully effective in 
1964.6 
The advent of computers in governmerrnt and industr:y brings about many 
side effectso Fewer levels of authority exist in an organizational 
structure. There tends to be greater centralization and less decentrali-
zation of management activities. Sane argue that a blurring of staff 
and line functions takes place; marketing becomes stronger and more 
certain because of easily accessible facts; and decisions are less 
arbitrary because management can obtain facts more quickly and ac:curat~ly. 
The keeper of informatiorn., furthermorei> has,an-t'important position; 
financial control is effective a11d timely; and al 1 levels of an organiza-
tion are infor~d and.more responsive because the producing of multiple 
S1•Business Week Reports to Readers on: Computers,'' Business ~, 
June 21, 1958, p~ 90. 
6uA Survey and Study of the Computer Field.,'' p., 210 
types, ~f ,~,tOll;l,,,te~'lreports causes ipll"ob11e!D,S to,~ apparent rather t.~an 
isolated witbin tbe boundaries of one department~7 
4 
As the number of computer installations continues to increase and as 
various s;~e effects are produced» goverment, industry, and educational 
instittitionsCa're''1:;aced With the task Of proVidf'hg training programs and 
recruitment devices to attract and prepare young people for electronic 
data processing positions. To be of value to management, these people 
must possess a proper balance between technical computer knowledge and 
knowledge of business and operations of industryo 
Some are of tbe opinion that it is easier to teach the machine to 
someone who understands the business than to teach the business to 
someone who understands the machine. A machines technician may not be 
competent to determine the best business applications for a company .. 
Both vocational training programs aind methods of teaching should be 
constantly studied and revised so as to take into account the new 
knowledge and qualifications which the autemation and mechanization of 
office work will require of an ever increasing nunber of employees. It 
may be desirable to increase the number of technical schools or training 
courses and to adapt curricula to the changing requirements of office 
tecbnologyo Courses may also be needed to keep workers abreast of 
changing requirements. 
It is becoming apparent that computer programmers and systems 
analysts are receiving their training in colleges and universities. 
Their positions are rapidly becoming recognized as professional positions. 
The training wh,ic~ these people need is not of a technical nature only 
7R. R. Curry~ 11 Significance of Computer Investment Oeci sions, 11 
Computers and Automation, September, 1962, p. 100 
but also i~~1udes a thorough knowledge ~f busill'lless policies? operations, 
financial statements all'lld other areas of nbusilMless knowledgeu that are 
essentia1 for stJiccessful business maroage!fflento It may be assumed that the 
proper traill'lling of a programmer would place him in a position of vital 
importance to marnagemelnlt in the making of de«:isions and the carrying cut 
of business fun~tienso 
The indiv;dua1 who has the poteff'iltial of becoming a business 
applications progranner and e¥'entua.J1J e111tering a management position 
needs some educatio~al pattern to guide his training in that directioa,. 
There is mlleed few a formal pattern of edQi!licatfo@ that wi 11 provide the 
educatie~ all'lld traill'lling needed by the programmer. 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem of this study is twofold. lhe first part of the problem 
is to determine the factors that should influell'llce a four-year curricul\111 
leading to a degree in computer scieff'Oce with special emphasis on bush,ess 
applicatioll'lls progranming. The second part of the problem is to design 
a model curdcuhn in computer science for Central StcC~e Co11ege, Edmond 1 
Oklahoma, with co8'Dsideration given to the fa.ct.ors determined in part oneo 
The study is designed to answer these specific questions~ (1) What 
is the nature and amount of education that business applications 
progranners have recei~ed1 (2) What are the conditions that surround the 
activities of the programmer that could i~fluence the content of a 
business applications curriculum? (3) With what degree of frequency are 
selected act hi ties encountered by pr@Jgrannen of business applications? 
(4) What sequence ef courses at Central State College should be made 
available to a degree-bound student who aspires to become a successful 
programner of busi~ess applications? 
Del imitatie~s 
As a model curriculum developed iR this study is designed for 
Central State College in particular, certain characteristics relative 
to all four-year curricula at Central State College had to be recognized 
as limitations. I~ the first place, the curriculum for programmers of 
business applications is limited to courses that are available or that 
could read;Jy be made avai 1ab1e at Central State to11ege. 
In tbe second place, a four-year curriculum in this area is limited 
to the acceptable patterns of curriculum design at Central State College; 
consequently, the curriculum m111st co1111tahi either ( 1) SO hours of general 
education with one major and two minor areas of subject matter concentra-
tion or (2) SO beurs of general educaticm with two major areas of subject 
matter eoncentratien. 
It is assumed that a curriculum at Central State College should be 
largely determined by needs of business firms located within the 
proximity of Central State College; therefore, tbi s study is further 
limited to a geographical area within a radius of 100 miles of Central 
State College. The business firms studied are limited to those which 
employ electronic data processing co,np~ters in their automation programs. 
Sources of Data 
Tbe data for this study were obtained fram: (1) published and 
,unpublished materials relating to the history cf the computer, the 
pr~blems encountered throug~ the h1stallation of the ccmputer, the 
operations for whicb the computer is used, and the achiev~nts that have 
resulted fran the operations of the computer; (2) published and unpua .. 
lished research projects dealing with the tr,ining of incHviduals for 
data processing ,positions, with emphasis on programmers; and (3) inter-
views with cOfflputer programmers of business applications in selected 
business firms within a radius of 100 miles from Central State College. 
Procedure 
The following procedures were followed in conducting this study: 
7 
1. Read 1 i terature relative to e lectr'onic data processing computers 
to acquire necessary background knowledge for this study. 
2. Surveyed the related research concerning electronic data 
processing comp~ters to determine the need for this study. 
3. Designed an interview guide to reveal topics that could be 
logically included in a pattern of formal education for the progranner 
of business applications. 
4. C0111piled a list of programmers of business applications in the 
limited area. 
s. Interviewed a sample nunber of progralllftle.51 of business applica-
tions in order to test the usefulness of the interview guide. 
6. Revised the interview guide to eliminate undesirable topics and 
to incorporate additional topics . 
]. Justified the sample interview guides in order to include them 
among the usable guides. 
8. Interviewed the additional pregranners of business applications. 
9. Analyzed data from the interview guides. 
1 O. ·lF.w. .. la.ted tCottel.u~il1ns ancl rtllcflje rn1e11111earcWt'.fons.. 
Definition of Terms 
Gregory and Van Horn designed a glossar y intended to be used by 
people without special training who are i nterested in business data 
8 
processing.a The terms defined in this section are used in this study. 
The terms and definitions are selected from pag~s 745-779 of Gregory and 
Van Horn. 
Business ,.Applicationo A close!l:· relat,d s~~ pf .activities tha.t are tre~ted 
as• unit--tor examp le, each of the following~ customer accounting, 
inventory control, or order entry and sales may be treated as a unit 
for conversion to automatic data processing and operation . 
Business .Q.!!! Processing. Processing of data for actual transactions--
purcbases1 sales, collections--in,o)ving file processing, calcula-
tions, and reporting; also includes processing planned transactions 
for budgeting and operating control purposes. Characterized by 
large volumes of input and output with limited amounts of computa-
tion during processing . 
Computer. Any device capable of accepting d~ta, applying prescribed 
processes to them, and supplying the results of these processes. 
Digital C0111puter. A computer capable of accepting and operating on only 
the representations of n1.111erals or letters coded numerica lly. Hore 
broadly, a digital computer handles numerals, letters, or symbols 
represented as discrete items of data, as opposed to measurements. 
Console. Equipment that provides for manual intervention and for 
monitoring computer operationso 
Data Processing. Rearrangement and refinement of data into a form 
suitable for further use; often involves file processing to update 
files for transactions that occuro 
Debug. To test a program by running it with test, simulated, or live 
data on a computer to find whether it works properly, and, if 
mistakes are revealed either in the final answer or at various 
stages of processing, to discover t he source and make corrections. 
Decentralized Data Pr ocessing. Processing data at many locations for an 
organization that is decentralized managerially, geographically, 
or both. 
Feasibility Study. Preliminary process of determining the over-all 
suitability of applying data processors to specific operations; 
involves both technical and economic considerations. 
Input. The process of introducing data into the internal storage of the 
computer. 
·8Roberi H. Gregory and Richard Lo Van Horn, Automatic Data-Processing 
Systems, Principles and Procedures (2d ed., Belmont, 1963), pp. 745-
779. 
Integr ated.!!!!!, Processing. A business data system designed as a whole 
so tha t data are initially r ecor ded at the point of or igin in a 
form suitable for subsequent processing without manual recopying. 
Machine language. Express i ons used t o def ine the operations of a 
compute r·o Written ins tructi ons which act ivate the computer. 
Libr a ry. An organi zed collection of standardized programs. 
Management Information System. A data - processing system designed to 
supply management and supervisory personnel with information 
cons isting of data that ar e accurate 9 timely, and new. 
Ha trixo A r ectangular array of nllllbers 1 subject to mathematical opera-
tions9 such as addition , multiplication» and inver sion , according 
to specified rul es . Any table i s a matrix. 
9 
Output. Process of transferring data from internal storage of a computer 
to saae other storage deviceo A specific output area may be used 
for organizing data pr ior t o the output operation. 
Program (noun)o A plan for the automatic solution of a problem. A 
complete pr ogr am incl udes plans for the transcription of data, 
codi ng for the canput er 9 and plans for the absorption of the results 
into the sys t em. 
Progra1111i ng. The process of creating a pr ogr am; includes applications 
ana lysi s p design of a solution 9 coding for testing to produce an 
operating progr am9 and development of other procedur es to make the 
s y s tem f unic t i on. 
Simu la tio~. An experimental ana lys i s of an operating system by means of 
mathematical or phys ical mode l s that operate in a time-sequential 
manner similar . to t he sys t em it self . 
Software Package. The pr ogr armiing a i ds supplied by the manufacturer to 
facilitate the user 0 s eff ici ent operation of equipment . Includes 
subroutine libraries and indus try application programs. 
Systemo Any r egu l ar or speci al method or plan of procedure . In a 
broader context, a sys t em consi s ts of an organizat i on, people, 
hardware 9 and procedures tha t operate together to perform a set of 
tasks. 
Systems Analysis. An order ly study of. the de ta iled procedure for 
collecting, organizing, anp evaluating information about an 
organi zation with the objective of improving control over its 
operations. 
Systems Designo Formulat ion and description of the nature and content of 
inputs, files 9 and outputs in order to show how they are connected 
by processing procedures and for the purpose of developing a new or 
improved system. 
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Ce~tra] State C@liege 
,~~tral Stat~ tol]ege 9 the i~stituti@lfil f®r which a model curric~1um 
for b~siiO'.iless app]i~atiolmls programmers is to be designed, is located 
approxi~ate]y iS mi]es l!'ll@rth of the heart ~f Oklahoma City 9 the capital 
city of the state @f Oklahoma anid the iargest ~ity in the state. 
Celmltral State C@11ege was fiirst @rga!filh:ed as a Tenitoria1 Normal 
Schoo! @lfil De~~~ber 24 9 18900 Silml~e that time the l!'llature and purpose of 
the il!'llstito .. rtfolr!l lhlas changed radical lyo @O'.il De(;ember 29 9 1919 9 Central 
State toi1ege was a1U1thorized to be~ome a f@~r=year teachers college~ 
Uniti1 n939 9 Glmlny d~grees with a teachilmlg emphasis were granted. The 
college was th~reafter auth~rized to gralfilt a degree without a teaching 
certHkateo 
Ull'lll!JSIUla] gr@Wlth problems ha"lfe beel!'ll experienced by Central Sta.te 
Co1]ege si~~e t~e year !960. The fu11~timme student enro11ment has 
increased frOlllID approximate]y 4,000 i~ ]960 to approximately 8,000 in 
]965. l~c1uded In these a.ooo studenits are 2,500 business majors, 
representill'ilg IJ'ilearly o~e=third of the t~tai ell'ilro11ment. 
lhe busi~ess c~rricuia offered lead to the bachelor 8 s degree with 
major emphasis ill:il Accoull'ilt ill'lgj) Genera 1 BusilJ'iless, Marke~i-ng., Management, 
Business Educati@tl!l9 or Secretarial Trai@ill'ilg; i~ addition, short vocational 
curricula are offered in secretarial skii~s al!1ld in general business with 
emphasis ell'il a~c@~~ting. 
Sixty per cent of the business students at Central State College 
commute from Oklahoma Cityo Over OS'ile=half ef these studeff'Ots who connute 
hold part=time positions in business fh'ms 1~ated in Oklahoma Cityo 
The iruumber <ef business fiirms withhli the proximity of Central State 
College which employ data proc~ssing perso~IJ'ilel places the college in an 
11 
ideal positio~ t~ offer formal edu~atiG~ a~d training for data processiRg 
persoll!llirne 1 o 
ClilAPTER II 
SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND LITERATURE 
The ffrst conaercial computers installed in the United States were 
1 arge-sca le computers. Sma 11 and medium-sea le computer.s have become 
popular within the past fe~ years. Most of the literature written 
prior to the time of this study concerned the operations of large-
scale computer systemso 
Computers in industry would .be of little consequence without tile 
employment of CC!1111puter programmers in each instaMation., for the 
programmer is the individual who is primarily responsible for the 
uthinldng~• ~nd ••reasoning" of the.c(!)fflputer. The pro.gramme,r of business 
applications must connunicate with many departments and employees of a 
business firm. He must be a communications expert, a public relations 
man 1 and must possess the qualities of a manager if he expects to become 
successful on his job and be eligible for a.dvancement when opportunities 
occur. 
The atmosphere around the business applications programmer involves 
many things. His work is hifiluenced by the business applications which. 
management prescribes for computers and by the objectives which 11lana9e"' 
ment wishes to achieve through the use of CC!lfflputers. This summary oL. 
related literature serves ,to provide a background concerning the various 
conditions that could affect the working atmosphere of a computer 
programmer and, thus, the pattern of education which he should follow. 
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Growth of the Computer Industry 
Although the first conmercial computer in the United States was 
installed in 1951, it was not until 1953-54 that mass productioD 
13 
techniques were applied to computer manufacturing and canvnercial computers 
were purchased on a large scale. General Electric employed tbe first 
large-scale computer to process business data in January, 1954. 1 
Manufacturers of Computers. Over 20 firms now manufacture electronic 
digital computers; however, the 10 firms wbkb have contributed most 
heavily to tbe computer industry are: (l) International Business 
~ 
Machines, {2) Remington Rand divhion of Sperry Rand, (3) Burroughs, 
(4) Minneapolis-Moneywel 1, .(5) Radio Corporation- of America, (6) Pbilco, 
. 
(7) National .Cash Register, (8) General Electric, (9) Control Data 
Corporation, and (10) Sylvania:2 
Practically no computers were sold in 1950; in 1959, enough com-
puters were sold to account for approximately 1.5 billion dollars in 
revenue. Revenue from the sale of computers in 1964 was estimated to 
exceed 4 billion dollars. It bas been estimated that the revenue to be 
realized from the sale of computers in 1970 may exceed 7 to 8 bi 1 lion 
dollars.3 
Many computer divisions of companies which manufacture computers 
are presently operating at a loss and must continue to operate at a 
loss until expenditures are regained. Many small computer manufacturers 
1nA Survey and Study of the Computer Field,u p. 15. 
2Francis Bello, flThe War of the Computers," Fortune, LX, October, 
1959, p. 128. 
31bid. 
wi 11 probably merge, consolidate with larger manufactur~rs., or withdraw 
from th$ industry because they wi11 not be able to withstand excessive 
operating losses.4 
11+ 
Users of Computers. It is estimated that by 1966 more than 10,000 
large-scale digital computers will be in operation in the United St~tes. 
About one-third of all electronic data processing systems are used by 
government and industry to carry out scientific and engineering calcula-
tions. Approximately two-thirds of the systems are utUized to perform 
routine paper werk and solve business problems. Pr.obably the five 
biggest electronic data processing users in industry are General, 
Electric, American Telephone and Telegraph, General Motors, Douglas 
Aircraft, and General Bynamics. 
There are now ewer 150,000 persons employed in the manufacturing, 
programming, operating, and maintaining of computers. In so far as the 
computer programming phase of the computer industry is concerned., 
Seligsehn, Public Relations Ch .. 'irman of the Assodatfon for Computing 
Machinery in 1961, argues that within the next ten years some 20~,000 new 
progranmers- will be needed by business, industry, and government researcb.S 
According to Fortune magazine 
One: very. crude rule of thumb is tbat a firm that needs SO 
clerical employees to do its ntcord-keeping with pre-electric 
methods could do the same jobs electronically, and many other 
jo~s as well, with only 30 clerks. With the roughly $100,008 
saved in salaries and overhead b1~eliminating 20 clerks, such a 
firm could affor(il a .iqonthly ·electr,onic data processing rental 
of $7,000 and have something left over to pay for installation 
and progranaing •••• 
4.,A Survey and Study of the ComputeD" Field,u po 23. 
Szeke Setigsohn, uMaryJand High $choo1 Students Learn Computer 
Programming and Pr~_cticf! on the IBM 709, 11 Computers and AY;tomation, 
X, February, 1961, po 5. ' 
While these simple rules of tht.mb are questionable, the 
computer industry finds it reassuring to know that there are 
now over 6,000 firms in the United States with 100 or more 
clerks and over 15,000 with 50 to 100 clerks. The industry 
has no doubt, moreover, that the wonders of EDP will be 
brought to a substantial percentage of these two categories 
within the next decade.u6 
Program Librariese Improved ready-made pr.ogr,ams that come with 
almost every new computer have reduced programming costs considerably; 
nevertheless, H has been estimated that over $2 billion has been spent 
by government and industry since 1950 on private development programs. 
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Internati on.1 Business Machines probably has the l~rgest library with 
contents of close to 6 9 500 programs. Some of the programs contain up to 
120,000 instructions. The value of the program libr.ry of IBM is hard 
to determine but original programming can cost from $2 to $20 per instruc-
tion. It is estimated that over .625 man years of programming effort would 
be required to duplicate the programs in that particular col lection.7 
The programs located in the vari,.ous progr.m libraries consist of 
two different types--general .nd specialized. The general programs are 
written to represent general management problems common to all industries 
such as 1 inear programming, sales forec~sting, scheduling complex 
projects, orb.lancing production lines. The specialized programs cover 
such areas as demand deposit .ccounting in banks, hospital accounting, 
automobile rating, and insurance accounting.a 
The fact that program libraries exist and that many programs have 
become standardized could lead one to believe that the demand for 
6ee11o, p. 131. 
7uA Survey and Study of the Computer Field,'' p. 17 ~ 
Brbid. 
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computer programmers wilt tend to lessen markedly within the next decade. 
However, many who have studied the phase of employment relative to 
computer programmers argue tbat the demand for computer programmers 
wi 11 continue. It is anticipated that ccmputer programners wi 11 be 
more and more in demand by management because of several factors: 
( 1) Wbi le a program can be standardb.ed .to some degree, very few 
businesses, even branch offices, have truly identical operations; (2) 
A programmer of the future must not only know bow to program business 
applications from the beginning but also must be able to fot~rpret 
standardized programs written by other progra•ers; (3) The dynamic 
society that exists today demands constant change, new inn~vations, and 
exper·ime!l'tation witMn any firm. These factors wi 1 t require up-to-date 
programmers of business applications te enable a f.irm to mai~tain 
competitive status. 
Management Problems. The advent of the computer industry has 
accentuated the problems.of management in the areas of information and 
control. Regarding information, large and relatively indigestible 
masses of data must be processed and presented in coherent form so tbat 
management will bave timely and comprehensive knowledge of what is 
occurring in the organization. ·:Control, as a result, cannot be 
effectively exercised unless information requirements are satisfactorily 
met. The control and information problem of management is further 
evidenced by the fact that computer.· usage implies greater decentralization 
I; 
of authority within corporate uni ts, corporate mergers and acquisitions 
that iocrease the size of corporate units, and product diversificatien.9 
9curry, P• Ht .. 
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Because sucb problems ar·e apparent, technological advances i,n the 197G's 
will probably include data transmission equipment to conform to demand. 
Data transmission systems would perform such functions as tying iogetber 
lines in a data processing center, conveying the latest market an.d 
production facts from a field to a data processing center, and providing 
'' management with up-to-date inform,tion; for mere accurate forecasting, 
inventory controls, and money savings. The linking of advanced 
connunications devices with advanced data processing systems is providing 
a breakthrough to total management information systems. 10 
Applications of Computers 
Business applications of computers fall roughly into three areas: 
(1) clerical work, (2) decision making, and (3) policy determination. 
Accounting for a payrot 1 i 1 lustrates computer appl icat.ion to clerical 
work. For example, names, wage rates,, hours, production, special 
conditions; etco, can be fed into a computer for each of 10,000 separate 
indiv1duals and checks and other explanatory material will come out the 
opposite end of tbe computer. 
Decision maktng start;. where cle,r.ical work stops, and probably the 
most popular example of this area of application would be that of 
handt h1g inventory data -by the computer. The computer keeps a perpetual 
;nventory of all materials on band, acknowledges when a minimtm supply 
of materials is in the inventory, and places an order for a specified 
quantity of materials. If the materials are not received by the time 
H>11A Survey and Study of the Computer Field,11 p. 21. 
the cushion cf materials is used, .the iecmputer will place an expedite 
order tbat practically demands innediate shipmento11 
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Applications !f. Computers !?I. Small Firms. The computer applications 
just described are not only available to the firm which can afford to own 
a computer but are also available to smaller firmso Quite often firms 
which physically or economically cannot afford a computer find a 
computer service center available for their use. Service centers are 
being us~d in three general activity areas~ (1) the area of one-time 
peak load, (2) the utilizing of the progranming and operating staff of 
the center to perform the complete function or any given function of a 
company, and (3) the uti 1 izing of the service center by a c.ompany which 
is not large enough to own or lease its own equipment, yet needs 
advantages of tbe speed of the computer, or by a company which knows it 
will install electronic data processing and wants to utilize machines 
until the installation is made.12 
Applications !f. Computers ..2I. Government. The internal revenue 
service uses computers to process its 95 million tax returns which have 
grown in number from 20 million two decades agoo The Social Security 
Administration has also been using computers to speed the processing of 
claims for social security benefits.13 
Future Applications~ Computers. In the future computers may also 
be used for weather forecasting., medical analysis, traffic control, and 
automatic classroom instructiono 
llneusiness Week Reports to Readers on: Computers," po 72. 
1211What to Look for in Service Centers,'' Administrative Management, 
January, 1963, p. 46. 
13uA Survey and Study of the Computer Field,n p .. 21. 
Specific Achievements of Computer Users 
In general, specific achievements which use of a computer helps to 
bring about are: (1) reduction of clerical costs, {2) accumulation of 
data fast enough and accurately enough to give management an up-to-date 
pkture of conditions at any time., (3) closer control of inventories 
through better estimates of future needs, (4) better customer service 
through speeded up processing of orders, and (S} more efficient 
handling of payroll and other personnel data. 14 ' 
Achievements of Manufacturers. Many manufacturing companies are 
using computers for off-line balancing, scheduling labor utilization, 
and ntnerically controlling machine tools. Advances in management 
science will find increasing use of computers to optimize decision 
making on inventory policy., long-range market strategy., plant and ware-
house locations, and capital investment programs. 
Evaluation .!f. Certain Achievements .2l. Management. Throughout the 
history of the computer industry., management consultants and computer 
manufacturers have drawn some coriclusions from studying successful and 
unsuccessful installations of computers: 
1. The feasibility of a computer installation should be carefully 
determined. Many unsuccessful installations have resulted 
when a computer has been ordered just because a top executive 
thought his company should have one. 
2. Many firms try to do too mucb at once with a computer. 
3. Many business record-keeping systems have grown ~p ratber 
piecemeal over .a period of time and the instaHation of a 
computer forces an overa11 look at the record-keeping system. 
14nooq 1 t Be Afraid to Use a Computer,u Administrative Management., 
January, 1963, P• 49. 
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4. Tbere is a jurisdictional dispute that arises if electronic 
data processing is to be used with maximun effectiveness. 
5. There is no substitute for meticulous preparation and program-
ming before a computer aririves. Eighteen months should be the 
minime time to spend on preparations and programming. This 
period of time is often required to get delivery on a partic-
u1ar type of computer' that may have been ordered.15 
Training for New and Displaced Personnel 
Gover~miental Training Practices. Government agencies have 
experienced difficulty in securing competent personnel to fill the more 
comp1ex jobs associated with automatic data processing. Consequently, 
they rely heavi1y on the training or retraining of employees so that 
20 
they may be shifted from other kinds of jobs to automatic data processing 
positions. This scarcity of personnel is largely attributed to higher 
pay 1eve1s for automatic data processing personnel in private employment 
and to a general shortage of data processing personnel. Federal salaries 
were increased in 1962 to help enable go'lfernment branches to re,tain 
qualified person~et. The Government Employees Training Act helped also 
to relieve recruitment and training prob1ems.16 
A survey of the Bureau of the Budget showed that governmental 
agencies relied almost exclusively on computer manufacturers for the 
training of progranmers and operators. Middle and top management received 
indoctr;nation in electronic data processing from manufacturers, govern-
mental agel"des, ur1dversities, professional associations, etc. 17 
15Be11o, po 164. 
1611Automatic Data Processing in the Federal Government--Its Manpower 
Requirements,'1 p. 1 O. 
17Hfhe Reactions of Employees to Office Automation,u Monthly Labor 
Review, LXXXIII, September, 1960j po 932. 
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Computer Manufacturer Training Practiceso Manufacturers usually 
provide free courses for programmers and operators for agencies using 
their equipme~to For example, IBM alone in 1958 put 14,000 students 
through three to four week programming courses for large- and medium-
sca le computer so 18 The content of the courses was of a technica 1 nature. 
Training programs for planning and programming jobs most frequently 
consist of a four-week programming course at the scbool of the equipment 
manufacturer, p 1 us one year of on-the-j olJ training. Con so 1 e operators 
usually require the same degree of training that planning and programming 
personnel requireo Auxiliary equipment operators usually receive 
on-the-job training as a basic preparation for good job performance. 
-
Secondary Educat.ion Training Practices. Computer personnel training 
has developed on tbe high school level in some instances. The Washington 
D.C. chapter cf the Association of ;Computing Machinery and the Board of 
Education cf Montgomery :County, Maryland, co-sponsored an experim~ntal 
program for 26 junior and senior students at J high school in that area. 
The program was designed to attract talented young people to the comput-
ing field--and especially to the computer programing profession. Th~y. 
studied the history of the computer, the use.of binary and octal num~r 
systems, analysis of typical problems, fundamental programming, and t~e 
application of computerso In this program, actual IBM manuals and 
specially designed films were used as teaching aids.19 
More than 200 school districts and departments of education in'+~ 
states use electronic data processing equipment to process business data. 
l811Bushiess Week Reports to Readers on: Computers,•• p. 87. 
19 Seligsohn, po 5. 
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!!!.!!. High School Training Practices,., As1 a customer of large scale 
computational facilities, the university should be in a position to offer 
training for computer personnel. 
A new Data Processing Center opened in tbe fall of 1963 at Orange 
Coast College in Costa Mesa, California, operates on the principle that 
what is presently an employable skill en a single machine may become 
an unemployable skill in the future as machines, systems, methods, and 
computer languages are changed, improved, or rendered obsolete. Students 
should become familiar with a variety of equipment and understand the 
significance of what they are doing. The person receiving short-term 
training offered by computer vendors may lack the abHity to grow with 
the job. 20 
Selection of Computer Personnel 
Selecth,n Procedures. Selection procedures for electronic data 
processing personnel often fall into two general types. One type involves 
the reviewing of personnel records and recommendations from supervisors 
to compile a list of empl,yees.considered qualified for vadous new 
• 
positions. Employees who are interested in the new positions are given 
' 
an aptitude test; and, from those employees who pass the test, the 
supervisory staff of the electronic data processing group makes its 
selection. Other than test scores, factors taken into consideration by 
the electronic data processing supervisory group are education, experi•nce,· 
and other personal qualifications of the employee as disclosed in 
interviews and records. 
20uorange Coast College Opens Data Processing Center , 11 Co11egiate 
News and Views, December, 1963, p. 27. 
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The other type of selection procedure involves the announcing of 
any new position to all employees and inviting anyone who is interested 
to take tests for the new position. Employees who pass the tests form a 
"reserve poo1 11 from which the company selects people to fill initial 
and new openings in electronic data processing. 
Selection Procedures Reported !'?,l the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
Illustrations of methods of selecting employees for electronic data 
processing positions reported by the Bureau of labor Statistics follows: 
Company B ••• Reviewed employee records, sought supervisory 
recommendations, and gave 4 tests: Wonderlic Personnel Test; 
Schubert General Ability Test (to college graduates only); 
Differential Aptitude Tests (A. Numerical Aptitude, and B. 
Abstract Reasoning). Different passing grades were used for 
each type of job. Experience with the company was given more 
weight than test results. No tests were given for the 
auxiliary equipment operator positions. 
Company D ••• Reviewed employee records and filled key positions. 
Next, announced openings to a11 employees, selecting qualified 
employees on basis of interviews and records. Also ran some 
newspaper advertisements. No tests givens 
Company H ••• Notice given to union of positions to be made 
available. Positions were described, requirements established; 
business and academic background standards set up; positions 
· were posted; applications reviewed; applicants interviewed. 
No tests were given at first. Currently, alt employees eligible 
for positions must pass Aptitude Test for EDPM Ptogrammers. 
Company Q. ••• Department heads were asked to suggest employees to be 
given training courses with understanding they might be r~turned 
to· their original work sections. From among those who took 
course.s, original group was formed. No tests were given.21 
Employment Tests. Some officials are skeptical about the reliabil= 
ity of tests that are available. They prefer to depend on the evaluation 
of the background and experience of the applicant made by the personnel 
officer or supervisor. The type of test generally administered to 
21 11Adjustments to the Introduction of Office Automation," Bulletin 
No. 1276 (Washington, May~ 1960), p. t8Q 
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prospectiwe employees in the electronic data processing area is designed 
to measure tbe learning abi 1 ity of fodividual s rather than to test ··. 
cledca1 skills or personalityo Some typical objectives of tests are 
11 to test now well you can tbink; 11 0 .. ohow wel 1 you are able to reason 
analytically and logically;" and Jfooohow welt you can think in matta. 1122 
A test desigRW!d specifically for determining aptitudes in programming is ~ 
t'c 
in three parts covering& (1) the ability to follow instructions in 
completing numerical series, (2) the ability to see relationships among 
geometrical figures, and (3) the ability to solve problems in arithmetic 
rea sond ng o 23 
Military Agency Selection Procedureo In 1958g a survey of recruit-
ment practices in 129 military agencies showed that nearly two-thirds of 
the agencies filled computer personnel positions from their own staffs 
only. One-tenth filled positions from outside sources only and one-
fourth used both inside and outside sources of recruitment. Recruiting 
from within r~quires shorter training time because the employees already 
know tbe paper werk process; and, in addition, employees• morale is 
kept at a high level because of advancement epportunHies. Shortage of 
talents within a firm is the prime reason for maintaining an outside 
recruitment po1icyo24 Seven out of 10 of the 129 agencies administered 
one or more tests, primarily to applicants for canputer programmer or 
operator positions. 
22tbid., p. 460 
23tbid. 
24uoffice Automation in the Federal Government, 11 Monthly Labor 
Review, LXXXIII, September, 1960, po 936. 
Characteristics Desirable for Ccmputer Personnel 
A brief listing of the characteristics desirable for computer per~ 
sonne 1 is: ( 1) thorough knowledge of ill:ompa111y policies; (2) abi 1i ty and 
desire to stick te endless details and persistence enough to see the 
job through; (3) abi tity to organize 9 direl!'Jt 1 and supervise others; 
(4J kll'S(O'Wledge of ac,counting systems and re@@rds retention; (5) ability 
to visualize ilnista11ation requirements; anmd.w (6) knowledge of the costs 
of operrati 1119 an electronic data processi1n1g systemo 25 
Characteristics Viewed !?X, Computer Manufacturer. From a narrower 
point of ~iew$ perhaps, IBM educators @laim that all one needs to be 
25 
successful in a progrannfog course h · average abit i tyj) aptitude for 
logical thought, and in most cases no mere than a high school dip1Clmao26 
Special Characteristics of Progranmers !!!2, Analysts~ Authorities 
argue$ however, that computer persoriiine1 fer positions such as systems 
analyst and computer programmer requfre higher education and training 
than most clerical employeeso Systems etn1ghl1eers should have a college 
education and a co~siderable amount of ~cmpany experience to be success-
ful at their jobs~ Four out of five men selected for the posit;on of 
analyst with a major airline company bad a ce!1ege degree in business 
administration CJr social studiese27 
Age of Personnel. Apparentlyp there is a trend toward the attracting 
and employing of more young personnel tbal!'i! older personnel hi electronic 
251•oon°t Be Afraid to Use a Computer,11 po 49. 
26neus i ness Week Reports to Readers om ;Computers , 11 p. 87. 
27uimpact on Automation,'' Bulletin!!~ 1287 (Washington, November, 
1960)g p. 95. 
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data processing positions. Seventy per cent of 12,000 people classified 
as computer personnel are under 37 years of age; 40 per, cent of the 
12,000 are under 32 years of ageois You~g employees are less bound by 
tradition and are willing to try new metbodso As a result, some frfction 
between younger and older employees is likely to occur. 
!!!_ !!. Persoll'bnel e Hen outnumber women in electronic data precessing 
positions by eight to one. A high rate of turnover among women 
employees and tbe need for operators to work late shifts are factars which 
influence that ratio. 
Curricula for Electronic Data Processing 
Tbe researcher was unable to find in bis review of related 
literature and research a four-year curriculum for preparing pr09rammers 
of business applications. As a general rule. most curricula designed 
for employees of an electronic data prc,cessing system are of a technical 
nature. These curricula may require a few months or two years for 
completion .. 
United States Department of Educatie Post High School Curricuha. 
The United States Department of Education adopted a suggested program 
for electronic data processing in January 9 1963029 This curriculfilll 
is two years in length and has as a main objective the development of 
occupational competencyo It includes a subJtantial introduction to the 
2S1nterview with Nike Lopez, Tinker Air Force Base Supervisor, 
May 18, 1965, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 
29Etectronic Data Processing--!, "Technical Education Program 
Series Noo 4, A Suggested 2-Year Post ffigb School Curriculum for 
Computer Progranmers and Business Applications Analysts" (Washington, 
1963). 
field of specializationo The content of this curriculum is discussed 
in tbe following paragraphs. 
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The curriculum provides for a total of 15 hours per week to be spent 
in class witb lectures and demonstrations in five courses during the first 
semestero The courses are Data Processing Mathematics I, Introduction 
to Business Data Processing, Electric Accounting Machines, Accounting I, 
and C01111unication Skills I. 
The second semester includes courses tbat account for a total of 
16 class boars each weekG For the most part, the courses included in the 
second semester are courses which build upcm the knowledge 'acquired by 
the student during tbe first semester. The courses are Data Processing 
Mathematics II 9 Data Processing Applications, Ccmputer Progranming I, 
Accounting 119 and Connunication Skills II. 
The third semester consists of courses which meet for a total of 15 
hours each week; they are Computer Progranming II, Progranming Systems, 
Statistics, Business Organizations, and Cost .Accounting. 
Four courses are included in the fourth semester. These courses 
•et for a total of 11 hours per weeko They are Business Systems Design 
and Developnent, Advanced Programming'Systems, Data Processing Field 
Project, and Social Science., 
.!!!.!!. Processing Management Association Curriculan Reconnendations. 
The Data Processing Management Association has also reconnended a 
variety of courses for people who are interested in becoming progranmers 
and business systems analysts. The courses whicb DPMA has outlined 
correspond somewhat to those outlined in the curriculum sponsored by the 
UnHed States Department of Education., The association, however, 
advocates more courses and a wider variety of courses from business areas. 
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Tbe courses suggested by DPMA were designed to develop a professional 
atmospaere for electronic data processing employees. 
The Data Processing Management Association has designed and is 
sponsoring the giving of a comprehensive examination to people who 
believe they can qualify as certified programmers or business analysts:r 
The overall objective of the association is to establish an electronic ) 
data processing examination on a level equivalent to that of the Ameri- J 
...... p"_.,, 
can Institute of Certified Public Accountanh' examination.30 A 
definite curriculun leading to the taking of tbe electronic data pro-
cessing examination has not been establisbe~, however, and DPMA urges 
research to aid in deve 1 oping a strong curri cu 1 un wh icb wi 11 be 1 p 1::::---~ 
prepare one for the examination. 
Two courses from five separate areas are found among the courses 
required by DPMA. Those five areas are mathematics, managerial account-
ing, English, statistics, and data processing systems. 
Eight courses to round out the education of the programmer are to 
be elected from tbe fol lowing: 
1. Budgets and Budget Control 
2. Business Data Processing Applications 
3. Business and EconGDic Models 
4. Business Economics 
5. Business Law 
6. Business Organization and Management 
7. Controllership 
8. Corporation Finance 
9. Cost Accounting 
10. Intermediate or Advanced Statistics 
11. Mathematic or Scientific Computer Programming 
12. Operations Research 
13. Probability Theory and Applications 
14. Psychology or Sociology 
30American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, New York, 
New York, published semiannually in May and November. 
15& Statistical Quality Control 
16$ Symbolic Logic 
170 Work Measurement 
Evaluation !f.. Curriculao The curriculum sponsored by the United 
States Department of Education is designed for Technical Education 
Programso It is primarily designed for a two-year post high school 
program; consequently, the inter-related courses within the curriculum 
are especially designed for technical empbasis. The content of courses 
is, therefo·re, basically not the same as the content of courses which 
are included in a typical four-year college curriculumo 
The curriculum sponsored by the Unhed States Department of 
29 
Education should be considered a guide wbicb is a product of the efforts 
of vocationa 1 educators, junior .co1 lege administrators., and representa-
tives of business and industry.31 Its purpose is to serve as a guide 
in developing curricula that wilt meet local as well as national man-
power needs in the field of electronic data processing. Conditions 
prevalent in local communities could require radical deviations frem 
the guide., 
The Data Processing Management Association advocates that its own 
recommendations of courses serve as a guide in the selection of courses 
to be included in a curriculum suitable for electronic data processing. 
Its recommendations are based upon theory without the support of research. 
While the courses DPNA reconmends are representative of courses found 
within a four-year college curriculum, there is need for research to 
determine the extent to which each course should be involved. 
31Electronic Data Processing--!., p. ;;;. 
CHAPTER III 
RELATED RESEARCH 
A large num.ber of theses have been written on the subject of 
automation and data processing. Eo J. Haga listed 60 of these research 
projec;ts in th~ fil~y, 1963, edition of the Journal of Business 
~ducatj on •. 1 .... . . '· 
St~die~ have been made concerninf ,.clucatJ,on and trair;aing of the 
computer prosrammer and other data processing,.personnel on both the 
secondary and higher education levels. It is the purpose of this 
chapter to review those studies that are invo1ved with the designing 
of a curriculum for business applications programmers. A review of 
thos~ studies w.i11 indicate the need for the present study. 
E. Dana Gibson Studies 
In 1956, E. Dana Gibson surveyed 86 colleges and universities by 
questi~nuir.~. and p.ersonally visfted 21 of .these schools and SO 
business and industdal firms to determine what they were doing or 
plannfog to do h:1 integrated and electf'.onic data processing.2 
lE .. J. Haga, "Understanding Automation,'J The Journal !f.. Business 
Education, XXXVII, No. 8, May, 1963, P• 336. . 
2E. Dana Gibson, Integrated ~ Electronic Data Processfog .!! 
Relation!! Schools of Business Administration, Monograph C-6 
(Cincinnati, 19S7}o 
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At the time of Gibson°s survey very few colleges and universities 
were using or bad access to a digital computero His findings relative 
to a curriculum in computer science are paraphrased below. 
1. Tbe bookkeeping and accounting areas seem to be most 
amenable to a changeover from manual methods. 
2. Electronic data processing demands an over-all point 
of view. 
3o While there will be a continui~g shortage of trained 
integrated and electronic data processing personnel, 
business expects to do its share in the training of such 
per sonine 1 & 
4. A background in integrated=e1ectronic data processing 
is necessary for future office workers. 
5. Progranming seems to be one of the bottlenecks at the 
presenit time. Business prefers to train business 
persc~net in prograrrrning rather than to teach business to 
non-business people, particularly engineers. 
6. Schools are getting integrated-electronic data pro-
cessing equipment on a reduced-cost basis, rental or purchase, 
and every encouragement is given to their introducing 
integrated-electronic data processing courses into 
their curricula for basic and graduate research teaching. 
]. New courses, or revised and combined courses, are 
needed to better educate graduates for integrated-
etectronic data processing job entrance and advancement. 
Some of the areas that the new courses should emphasize are: 
a. Logical thinking. 
b. Hathemat ics. 
c. Statistical methodso 
d. Systems operation. 
8. Operations research is believed to be the logical approach 
to the solution of future business problems, and 
instruction in its techniques and procedures would be 
a major contribution to business. 
9. Broad education seems to be the type business prefers. 
10. Business graduates who have an industrial management 
background (half business 9 half engineerfog) appear to 
be tbe ones best fitted to adapt to the integrated-
electronic data processing changes being made. 
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110 A higher type of quality of busiiraess graduate is needed. 
12. Schools ef business should teach the basic fundamentals 
of integrated-electronic data processing. 
13. Business graduates must be able t~ conmunicate better 
than at present. 
140 Seboeis of business must disco<i,er t~e new functions that 
business l!Mleds in tbe world of the futureo 
15. Stude~ts may be better trained through the use of 
the ease method of teacbingg particularly if work 
experience is added to the re(1uil!"ementso3 
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In 1957 a111d 1959 Gibson agah, sent ctuestionnaires to tbe respondents 
of bb 1956 st'1.ldy.. lbe questh>nnaire was designed to obtain answers 
that migh;· reflect trends as wel 1 as supply information needed by 
electronic data processing educatorso The following questions were 
included: 
1 • Mow ••1 schoo 1 s cwned dig i ta 1 canputer s 1 
26 What types cf computers did tbese schools own1 
36 Diq the schools not reporting owniersbip of computers bave 










What brands of computers were actually used by schools 
not reporting ownership of equipment? 
Did the faculty and/or students ef schools of business 
make use cf the computers? 
What courses were offered in relatien to computers? 
Did those schools not then offering courses plan to 
offer them later? 
Were the courses offered required of students? 
Did the courses carry college credit? 
Were tbe courses offered at the graduate or undergraduate level? 
Ver.e~ny business students cC11111pleting graduate theses in tbe 
a.u:~a.,:-o.f inte.sr.a.te.d a.n.d..,e..le~tronic data processing? 
Who taught tbe course's"? 
Did the schools offer scholarships, fellowships, or assistan~-
sh ips1 
Did the schools of business have persons or committees worki~g 
on the problem of integrated and electronic data processing? 
3Ibido, PPo 4'-470 
~~~ Dana Gibson., Trends .!.!!. .!!!!, Educath,ul ~ .!f. Computers 
.!.!1 Schools .!f. Business, Monograph 1.1 (San Diego, Oct., 1956), p. 27. 
It was thought that the foregoing questions would supply working 
data to satisfy the purposes of the study. The purposes were to: 
1. Determine what schools of business were doing to educate 
their students for the computing age. 
2. Indicate whether schools of business administration were 
doing what they should to educate data-processing graduates. 
3 .. Determine whether adequate emphasis was being placed on educa:-
tional programs for computers. 
4. Determine whether current programs might satisfy the demand--
present and future--for electronic data processing personnel. 
5. Determine whether schools of business administration were 
mak,ing the changes in the curricula necessary to prepare 
their graduates adequately for the automated business world.5 
6 focmul a ted fouc fuodamenta 1 cone I us ions: 6 
First, he concluded that an educational pattern designed to teach 
a student how to think logically from facts must be designed. Computer 
systems supply one with data to enhance decision making. The data 
supplied are facts that are on a current basis. The logical thinker 
will be the one who can arrive at the best solution from the facts. 
Business will desire the logical thinker. 
Second, students wi 11 encounter systems first, last, and always 
in business. Tbe fundamental principles of systems operations and 
bow to use them in practical situations wi11 have to be taught. 
Third, there is an increasing need for a knowledge of statistical 
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analysis. Knowing how to use statistical facts to the best advantage is 
even more important than knowing how to collect them. Probably a minimum 
of one year's work will be necessary to provide training in this area. 
5Ibid., p .. 25. 
6Ibid., p. 107. 
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Fourth, business students must develop a better understanding of 
how business problems can be solved by mathematical models. Operations 
research has had a phenomenal growth in recent years. Much of it bas 
been devoted to the solving of business problems. A background in linear 
progranning, Boolean algebra., matrix algebra., and certain calculus 
relations is extremely desirable. Straight mathematics will not substi-
tute for what is needed in this area. New courses that deal with 
business problems and their solutions wilt have to be organized. 
Melvin L. Edwards Study 
The Edwards study attempted to determine the nature and extent 
of automation in the bookkeeping and accounting phases of office 
work in Oklahoma City., Oklahoma. It also considered the implications 
for business education as the uses of automated equipment are stabilized 
and educational needs are identified more clearly.7 
Edwards interviewed personnel of ~2 accounting firms in Oklahoma 
City which utilized electronic data processing machines in their 
accounting functions. Hfs interviews were reported in a case study 
style. His conclusions ·concerning educational needs were: 
1. Personal traits., work habits., and job preparation required. 
by workers in the automatic data processing field are very 
similar to those required by other office workers. 
2. Current functioning educational facilities can be utilized 
in occupational preparation of prospective employees with 
onty·minor shifts in educational emphasis and a few relatively 
major adjustments concentrated cbiefly around making machines 
available for instructional useo8 
7Kelvin L .. Edwards, ''The Effect of Automation on Machine Accounting" 
(unpub. Ed.D. dissertation, University of Oklahoma., 1958)., p. 167. 
81bid., PPo 178-179. 
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Leon Hay Study 
Leon Hay used the in,terview technique in collecting data for his 
study of office automation and the functions and qualifications of 
programmerso9 He interviewed 26 people in the Los Angeles area who were 
interested in electronic data processing. Included were six manufac-
turers, 12 computer users, six then studying the use of computers, one 
service bureau user, and one who had completed a computer feasibility 
study and found the computer to be uneconornical.10 
Twelve af the 26 people questioned considered college training 
an important factor in the selection of a programmer, while 14 considered 
it an unimportant factor. 11 
The curricular program preferences expressed by the participants 
in Hay's study are indicated in Table I. Hay admits that the type of 
curricular program selected in many cases is selected because of the 
nature of work that is done or is to be done in the particular firm.12 
Tables II and III show various college subjects and how the impor-
tance of those subjects was evaluated in Hay's study. As is indicated in 
Table III, he used three approaches in evaluating the data. Those three 
approaches are described below the table. Nine of the top ten subjects 
are the same in all three groups. These nine subjects are mathematics, 
accounting, business statistics, English, symbolic logic, business letters 
and report writing, office management, science, and public speaking. 
9Hay, p. 115. 
10Ibid., P• 116. 
11 Ibid., PP• 80-81. 
12Ibid., pp. 81-83. 
TABLE I 
CURRICULAR PROGRAM PREFERENCES FOR PROGRAMMERS 
Cf DATA fROCESSING SYSTEMS AS REPORTED 
IN A STUDY BY LE,ON HA'f 
c~rrfcu1ar Program 
Exc1~si~e mathematics 9 physics, or a 
field of ernghiee'ring with strong 
mathematical background traini~g 
Exclusive liberal arts educational 
background (Elnlg1ish 1 logic 9 
languages, phi 1osophy., compositioll!I, 
psycbo1ogy 9 scieB11ce., mathematics 9 
etc.) 
Exclusive general business background 
(accou~ting and economic principles, 
money and banking., business law, 
industrial managementj office management 
etco) 
Approximately one-half liberal arts 
and one-half general business 
Broad general business with special-
. jzation in Glnle ~r two business fields 
Total 
Responses 





3 .. 8 
26 100 .. 0 
Sources leelnl Hay, uA Study of Office Automation and tpe Functions 
and Q.ual ific_ations of Programmers for Electronic Data Pro,;essing, 
(unpub., Ett.'D., dhser:tation» UniversHy of Soutbern California, 1958), 
P• 82. . 
TABLE II 
PREFERENCES FOR COLLEGE SUBJECTS AS ACADEMIC PREPARATION 
FOR PR0GRAMERS OF DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS AS REPORTED 
IN A STUDY BY LEON HAY 
•,;,;. 
College Subjec~s Number of ratings asi 
Essen- Adv is- Unnec-
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tia1 able essary Total 
Accounitilffilg 
Business Law 
Bus;ness Letter and 
Report Writing 
Business Sta ti sties 







Geometry 9 Calculus) 
Marketing 
Office Organization and 
Management 
Personne_l · Admiini strati on 
Philosophy 
Political Science 
Pub 1 ic Speaking 
Purchasing 














/,,.. .............. , 1 













_,,5\ 0 25 
CJ) 8 26 
9 0 24 6 ,, 0 25 
7 0 25 





1 o~ \!_91 21 
3 0 24 
15- 7 23 
11 0 24 
12 9 24 
17 4 23 
13 10 23 
,15 4 23 
6 . (l8) 24 
\....._'4'r·· 
15 4 24 
13 (f()'\. 23 
13 \U) 24 
6 1 24 
18 3 23 
Source: Leon t:tay., 11A Study of Office Automation and th, Functions 
and_ Q.walificatiens ·of Progra1Jmers for Electrenic Data Processing 
(unfi,u~e Ed.Do dissertation, University ef Seuthern California., 1958)., 
P• 8$0 
TABLE III 
RANKING OF ACADEMIC BACKGROUND SUBJECTS FOR PROGRAMMERS OF 
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS AS REPORTED IN A 
STUDY BY LEON HAY 
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Item rank as scored by 
Academic Subject three different methods: 
Mathematics 
Accountin,g,. ,., ,., 
Busini~~·, s·t•Ji ~,HCr~ 
En , 1i b... ., . , . . . 
9 I;<,. .: .... t11.,:1 • 
Symbob1~ 1,,,tog1c 
Business Letters and Report Writing 
Office Organization and Hanag~H'llent 





Pb i 1 o~ophy · ··• 
Theor;Hcar Ec:fi~ernl"cs 
Forei gr, Languages . 
Labor' lielations 
Hi stoF'" ,.,,Y, .. ___ ., .... 
Market·in' "i'' ,,-~, .. -• g ,,. " .... -.. ,, --
Socia 1 Psychology 
Political Science 
Sociology 
Pun::has i ng 
*Did not receive any ratings as nessential. 11 
Col tllln headings-: 
























B - A combination of both "essentialH and "advisable" ratings, 
excluding Hunnecessary" ratings. 
c 
'. T ~5 


















16 .• ,5. 
19 . 
22 
C - Assignment of the following arbitrary numerical weights to tbe 
ratings:· HEssential" plus 2, nadvisab1e11 plus 1, uunnecessary11 
minus 1. 
Source: Leon Hay, 11A Study of Office Automation and the Functions 
and Qualifications of Programmers for Electronic Data Processing" 
(unpub. Ed.D. dissertation, UniversHy of Southern California, 1958), 
p. 87 .. 
A part cf the interview was designed to determine the specific 
. , 
cours~s that the celleges and universities should teach to adequately 
train a computer progranmero Hay summarized bis recommendations as 
follows: 
1. Genera 1 knowledge and informath,lllft oma computers. As a move-
.. ment with tremendous ,ocia1, ec;:onGmic, ph;tosophic, and 
cultural imp ti cat.ions, automation and the development of. 
hig1b-speecf. computing techntiques in business must be 
explained to the prospecti~e programmer as part of general 
knowledge and education. · · 
2. Organization and manipulation of data. An introductory 
cot11·se in programming for the application of the eompu~er 
to business problems. 
3e Systems analysis. A cotarse in;systems and procedures in 
business. 
4. More training in mathematics.13 
Pennsylvania State University Study 
To get some idea of Hs own computer teaching problem, the 
Pennsylvania State University conducted a study to determine the extent 
to which computing facilities bad become a necessity as a part of tbe 
commercial and industrial environment in which the university graduates 
would be employed~14 
The researcher assumed that business itself could make the most 
accurate estimate of its own needs. He e9i\lduc~ed a mail survey aQtohg 
business concerns. The survey population was established as a group of 
comnercial and industrial recruiters who regularly vis'it Pennsylvania 
13tbid., PPG 91-920 
l4Frank R. Hartman, 0 The Demand for College Training in Digital 
Computing.,n Pennsylvania State University, tfniversity Park, Pennsylvania; 
published in Trends in!!!!. Educational !!!!, !!. !Computers l! Schools !f. 
Business, Dau Gibson, edo, Monograph 1 .. 1 (San Diego, Oct., 19S6), p. 84. 
State to interview prospective graduates and who are listed with the 
University Placement Oivision.15 
The questionnaire asked the commercial concerns essentially three 
questions: 
1 • What is the nature of your present or contempt a ted comput hig 
facilities if any? 
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2. What is your demand for grc!lduates in a specific currkulum 
possessing various levels of computer knowledge and experience? 
3. By what factor would you multiply your figures to estimate 
your computer usage and demand for computer-trained employees 
in 1970116 
Fifty-four per cent of the 600 cC111111ercial and industrial concerns 
queried responded. 
In regard to college training, questions that were asked which ar,~ 
of interest are: 
1 • In which curricula has knowledge of computing become a 
factor in training? 
2. What level of knowle~ge about computers is requfred? 
3. What increase in the demand for computer training· is li'kely 
in the next decade?17 
The researcher evaluated his data according to the number of times 
any particular Hem was mentit>ned by the respondents. The most fre-
quently mentioned curricula for electronic data processing personnel were 
accounting and mathematics. Next in importance were physics, business 
~--·---admi ni stral:'ton·r..e,l,eet·F0i,ea+ .... ehgi neer i ng, i ndustr i a 1 engineering, and 
chem1i ca 1 engineering. 18 
15Ibid. 
16Ibid. 
17Ibid., P· as. 
t81bid., p. 88. 
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inquiry, is in l>ookkeeping and acc:.ounting. 
Concerning mathematicians, a conclusion was drawn that they are a 
special case and are a necessary intermediary between the problem and the 
( .. 
mach1,a•~ Mathematicians are in sh.ort supply and some plan which will 
allocate many ef their r4tsppnsibilities to other personnel seems< 
necessary if the appl ic:ation ·of computing to indu·strial and c:Cllllfflercial 
problems i~ to,pro~~ed at a reasonable speed.,19 
' 
The level of proficiency most frequently specified varies among 
tbe different curricula~ In Accounting and Business Administration 
the, predCfllinate need is for more personnel who are familiar with com-
puters. Mereoverg the personnel should be able to help formulate various 
business problems in a logical order so the problems could be progranaed 
by the progranwnerso On the other band, IAf!cessary training for the 
mathematician consists of those special l>r,ancbes of mathematics that a.re 
partkularly applicable to ccnputingo20 
The findings concerning the increase in the! demand for computer 
training in the next decade were not significant. Respondents hesitated 
to make predictions fer the future. 
Adele Frisbie Study 
Adele Frhl>ie completec:,1 a study in 1959 which was based on the 
technological changes in digital electrenic processing equipment 
from 1930 to 1957, trend~ in office employmeat accompanying the 
1911>id. 
2011..·d ..,, . ' P• 89 • 
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intr,odtiction of time equipment, and an examination of major cost factors 
~ssociated witb time changing office mechlani,ms.21 
She surveyed ma~ufacturers cf electrG111ie data processing equipment, 
Bureau of Labor Statistics reports .for se1•~ted cities, and 
users of dig~tal ~•puters to arrive at tbta c:01r11du.si9ns listed below: 
l. lndust1de~ employing tt:)e largest proportions of office 
emp1oyees~-manufacturers 9 gov,rnme~t, federal government, 
hisurance9 publ 1C uti Jitie~, HG banking--constitute the 
leading users of electronic data processing equipment 
· for bf1iisi111ess app1 icati ons. 
2.. Of all businessla~;lications, payroll is the most fre-
quent 1 y pr ogr a111111ed 'h>r 1 ar ge-sc:a 1 e 9 medium-sea 1 e or · .· 
small-scale equipmeF!tG The seciond most popular application 
is aeceunt i ng for inventories o 
· ).. Six business app1 ications are amon9 the leading ones 
pro.granned by users ef a 11 types cf multiple sizes of 
equipmentG These are p~yrc11 9 inventories, ~ales· 
sta,fstics., labor distribution, general accounting, 
and production control. · 
4. Users ef electronic data processing equipment are primarily 
concerned with programming existiAg operations within 
their ccnpanieso 
So There is little agreement on the part of businessmen 
concerning adequacy of ~ackgreund for occupations ..... 
For tlle most-patt, businessmen evaluate the educational 
background of tbe workers on a ltasi:s of the interpretations 
ef tbe firms u needs for ,acb j Gb 88'1\d cf the equipment 
sizes and combinations etllployedo 
·,r. 
6. Companies ~re aware of their respo~sibilities in ~raining 
executives in the capabi 1 ities of these electronic 
systems; and the1. j:lre se~king •ans of accomplishing the 
goalo Tbe most popular meens reported are conferences 
and seminars., company tr,ining pir9!Jrams, and periodicats.22 
I 
~/ 
. 21Ade1e Frisbie, Ufmerging Etectrenic Qata :Processing and Its 
Relation to Office Employment and Costs, 1,10-1957; and Implications 
for Business Training" (unpub. Ph.D., dissertation, New Tork University, 
1961). , 
22tbid., pp. S04-S07 • 
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Edward J. Laurie Study 
Laurie conducted a study in 1958 to investigate the_current, 
committed future, and,potential future applications of domestic 
digital data processing computer systems as they are being developed 
in American businesses and college and university schools of business. 
The areas of computer personnel training and computer operation as they 
are related to successful application of those systems were studied. 23 
Questionnaires were used by Laude to gather information. One-
hundred and sixty-one business firms in the United States,24 collegiate 
schools of business, and 33 other colleges and universities25 were 
respondents to his inquiry. 
Laurie sunvnarized his findings relative to the business firms 
participating as follows: 
1. The three heaviest users of computers among American businesses 
are manufacturing, insurance, and public utility enterprises. 
Main offices house over half of the computers used. 
2. Slightly over half of the responding business firms 
indicate that they are curr:.ently conducting training 
activities in regard to computer personnel. Principal 
trainers of current computer personnel were the firms 
operating the equipment and the manufacturers of digital 
data processing systems. 
3o Most selected future sources of trained computer personnel 
were manufacturers of equ.ipment and operating firms. 
4. Over half of the firms believe it is easier to train their 
present employees to program than it is to teach programmers 
the particular business. About 60 per cent of the firms 
indicate that in their expedence people with mathematical 
aptitude have proved to be the best programmers. 
23Edward Jo Laurie, Digital Computing Systems in Businesses and 
Schools of Business, Monograph C-7 (Cincinnati, 1960,, p. 1. 
241bid., p. 4. 
25Ibid., p. 29. 
So Most committed future app1icati@ff'lls are to payroll, accounts 
receivable,, acicouints payab1e9 illll'lfellbtory control~ general 
accounting, expense accounting!) producth,n accounthig, 
cost accc~nting, and budget preparationo 
,The fi~dings ef Laurie 0 s efforts dealing with the collegiate schools 
of business and oither co11eges and unhersities appear below: 
'", 1 o Oaie ... tbird of the cot leges included in this study had at 
least OH digital computer on the campus. The members 
of the Amerkan Assocfation of Ce11egiate Schools of 
Business had a higher percentage of computers available 
than ~G&\1!-association schools. 
2. About 60 per cent of tbe total respo~ding schools note 
that they visit computer insta11atiens in their own areas. 
About :,o per cent report tbat tliey use an off-campu.._ 
computer for faculty resec\lrCbg student instructiOll!l.,. and . 
the likeo Very few business divisions actually house t6e 
ccmputer they use, and very few actually have complete 
j~rsidictie~ ever such equipmento 
3. Over half cf the schools report that they ;nclude computer 
programming and general data prGCessing problems in 
their ~urre~t course offerings .. This covers courses 
offered for credit cnlye 
4 .. Tbe twG sources of future computer personnel mentioned 
most frequently by collegiate respo~dents are the manu-
facturers of computer equipment and tbe firms operating 
the comp~ters. In tb;s regard the collegiate respondents 
are in a9r~ement with thie busiMss firms who responded to 
the «ifUes~i cl!'lrnaire .. 
s. Over half of the colleges respcll!Oding indicate that tbey 
believe it is easier to train prese~t employees to program 
than to teach trained programmers a particular business. 
About one-third of the college respo~dents believe tbat 
people with mathematical aptitude wi~1 prove to be the best 
progralffllllers. Forty per cent of tbe respondents thought 
computer personnel could be selected thr•ugb the use of 
aptitude tests.26 
Leo Niemi Study · 
Leo Niemi cGmpleted a dissertation in 1959 on tbe subject ef 
data processing and canputerso This study was undertaken to detenn;ne 
(1) the traimi~g and edu~ational needs @f th~se people who bead 
electrc~ic data processing u~its in the vari@JWl!s organizatie~s; (2) the 
traini~g and educational needs as they arise ill!II electronic data 
processing experiernces of other managers; a!llld (3) who should provide 
the 1r1ieeded trai~i~g and educatioR~ 27 
4S 
Niemi•s study was directly concer!llled with the ed-.icatiomial needs of 
electrcnic data processing personnel at the management 1eve1e He 
placed special emphasis on the needs o,f the mall!llagerial or supervisory 
personnel who are ilMl charge ef the analyzers, pirogranners9 console 
operators 9 clerical workers 9 and others wbo make up tbe electronic 
data prccessi~g departme~t& 28 
Niemi sought a solution to bis prob!em by surveying a sampling of 
computer users i~ governmental agencies 9 public utility companies) 
insurance and banking firms, a variety @f ma~~facturing firms, computer 
manufacturers 9 public accou'1!t ing and manageme&'Jllt con~ul ting firms, and 
colleges al!lld ~~iversities. 29 
Fou~ hu~dred and fifty-two questio~naires were sent to potential 
responde~tso Olnl8 hundred eight-two usable replies were received. 
A part of !Nliemi us questio1n1naire was developed for the purpose of 
determining which electronic computer is being used and the extent 
and the ffl!ature of computer appl icatiolr!ls.. tie thought that knowledge of 
the frequeacies of application of electronic data processing to certain 
27t;eo-~iem.i., "E)ec_tr.onic: Data P.r.ocessh1g, and Its Impl icptions 
for tbe Collegiate Business Curriculum (unpubo Ph.D. dissertation, 'Obio 
State University, 1959), p. 170 
28Jbido ,- P• ] .. 
2,u,ide.,, p. 11. 
s:t_ 
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business problems would be helpful in deternniAing the content of college 
electrEmlic data proc:essing co~rseso30 
In an attempt to answer the questi@~9 "Is breadth of education 
rather than spe«:ial izat ion wanted hti e1ecetrcnic: data processing 
managers?" i~formatien was sought to determine what percentages cf the 
curriculum sbGu1d be de~oted to business acninistratfon9 liberal arts, 
math•maticsg and electrical engineeringo31 
Ninty-severn per cent of tbe respo!Mldents in this study recommended 
four years of college. Their reconmendatic~s as to curricular content 
based on t.,_e nnoda1 and median points of the response were as fol lows: 
lo The modal and median responses for business courses were 
40 per cet:1Jt of the curriculum9 which placed business courses 
first. 
2o Mathematics was next with a median response of 30 per cent 
and a modal response of 20 per cent of the curriculmn. 
3. Liberal arts was third with a modal and median response 
of 20 per cent of the curricu1umo 
4. Electrical engineering was in fourth place with a modal 
respo~se ef zero and a media~ response of 10 per cent.32 
The respo~de~ts selected colleges and universities as first 
choice of training agencies for General Orientation to Computers, 
Business Applicatieins, Business Systems A.Hlysis., Industri~l Applications, 
Numerical Analysis, Operations Research, Methods and Applications of 
Analog Computing and Analog and Digital Computer Design. 
:. , 30rb.i.do I,: .P.~: .9o 
31Ibid., 
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Neither ~Gffllllpa~y o@-the-job nor high school programs were indicated 
as th~ first chei~e of training agency for a~y of the .courses.33 
Correspeff!IJCling c1ose1y to the recGlll!lllll8~ded curriculum for data 
processing managers is the actual trai~i~g a~d education of employed 
data processhig managers who were invohed ht the study., Those 
persons actually employed and participathllg in this study possessed a 
large fllll:Bber cf degrees ilffll busiMss, a sma11er nwnber of degrees in 
mathematics, afj)d a still smaller number ~f degrees in liberal arts and 
engineeringo34 
The courses which managers took aB!nd the courses which managers 
recemmemled fer pir@specthve programers reflect a trend away from the 
study of the p~ysi~al aspect of the Cilffl1lputer itself and toward the study 
of uses that cat& l)e made of the icomputer.3S 
Niemi sU1&1Darizes his findingsi 
1. Cemputers are being installed at an unprecqdiented rate 
to prwide managers with more and better data faster and 
at lower cost. · 
2. Persofflffiel ~eed to be trained i~ the knowledge, skills, 
and u1n1derstaRdi ngs of computers amnd electronic data processh1g. 
3., 'Electrenic data prccessiJ19 managers should receive, as a 
minimal requirement, training hi tbe fol lowing specialized 
courses highly recanmended by the respondJntsi 
a. General Orientation!!. :Computers and EDP. Tbh is an 
introductory course whicb lays tbe foundation for more 
ad"all!!ced work. 
14 ~ 
b., Business SyStems A.nalysi s !,!! Design!.!!.. EDP. Since 
electronic data processi~g must be incorporated witbin 
the paper work and conmunicatio11H systems, they should 
,33Ibid.$ P• 1690 
34Ibido:, fi)o 1]0 .. 
3S1bid. 1 po 1710 
4., 
be de~ised according to a@©epted systems principles 
fer t~e greatest efficie~@fo 
Co Bushliess !.!!& Other Appl icatiO!ffils !f Digital Ccmputerso 
Ele~tronic data processing ma~agers should know the 
pG>ssibi1ities a1n1d lim'hatil@!H cf the equipment., 
do Digital Computer PrcgrarmDi~90 F1~ charting a sequence 
of @peratio~s in a particular app1icatio~ and coding it 
i~to l!llacbiine language is a~ esseAtial phase of electronic 
data processilJ!ilg., 
!1eetr@~h: data processh11g malffilagetrs 9 to increase tl!iffir 
compete~~e, should receive trai~ing in tbe following courses: 
ao Digital Computer OperatioA. The electronic data 
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precessing manager should k~ow bcw to operate the .ccm-
p~ter as he supervises, a~d may have to train the oper•torso 
bo Ad~a~ed Progranming Tecbm&ig~eso This course is desirable 
especially for the manager who has charge of a large 
~•fHlter system.. As these systems are more complex and 
costly, additic~at trainiir91 helps assure optimal utiliza-
tion ~f the computero · 
@. 1'111!1lericai A~alysis~ Q~a~titati~e methods are becG111ing 
im:reasingly mere important in management decision 
maki~g~ This course provides ba~kground in topics 
such as the ~llllll1!eriea1 s~l~tic~ of algebraic and ordinary 
differential equations9 ~aneri~al differentiation and 
i~tegration 9 and prepcilraticm of problems for large scale 
c:cnpQ,lltation. 
'~: 
d., tperatioll'lls Research., Operat:ions research techniques 
are ~ing applied to bwsiness and industrial problems 
at an accelerated rate. These techniques are more 
reliable than ru1e~of-tht111b measures for management 
de@ision making., 
s. General Orientation to Computers and EDP and Business 
App1icatfens should be made available to all business 
administration sfudentso The fact tbat the computer is an 
effic:ient data proc:esiing and eperatiGrlls research tool for 
all areas of business and indwstry accounts for this 
reccnnendation. Accountants and office managers, as they are 
very much involved with data processhllg, should be required 
to take these two courses. 
6. General Orientation to Ccmputers and EDP, Business Systems 
Analysis and Computer Applications should be taught in 
departments of busi ne.ss. College prefessors, in teaching 
these courses, have the advantage of being able to take a 
broad, .detached viewpo4nt in each subject. They would not 
be hindered witb the nteessity for promoting a certain kind 
cf ~Ol!lli~~ter or 1imiti~g themselwes to computer applications 
of a certain ki~d ~f business as w~u1d the computer 
manufact~rer or the computer ~sero 
7., Numerical ·A!llla1ysit a1nd ·Openth>lrlls Research fechn;ques should 
be ta@;llght in depar'tments of matbiemati~s beicause of their 
coaite@to Oper.aticns Resear~h App1h:atio1u could very well 
be ta~ght i~ busi!"lless departme~ts, hewevero 
So lHgi ta 1 Cffl!puter frogrammi ng.9 Ad~an1ced Progranmi ng Teehni quessi 
and Di gfta1 Computer ~p1rat ioir& sh@u!d be taught by the 
equipme~t manufacturer. The ma~~fact~rers have the adva~-
tage @f ~a~i~g the eq~ipment a~d qualified instructors 
available fer instructio~at purposes. It would also seem 
reasolrllable that the electr~!"llic data processing manager take 
these ~~~rses on equipme~t his ~Cllill!!pany uses~ 
9o The data processing manager s~@uid have a m;nimun of four 
years of ~c11ege educcatioll'llo A large percentage of the 
respGfnldetffllts had graduate degrees all'lld recommeAdeththe same 
1eve1 •f accomplishment for pr~spe~tit?e etectr•~ic data 
prCK.:essi~g managers~ lhe fee1ilffllg is that in today 0s 
ccmplex dyllillamk eccnomy 9 the mall\llager Meds greater levels 
of cempeteni<Ceo 
100 l~silfflless ~Gmpeten~e is the maj~r irequisite for success fer 
the pr@specti"Ve head '®f an e'Be@;tll"G!Hlic: data processhig unit. 
11., Mathematics is becoming increasi~g1y more important to 
electrc~ie data processing a~d ~ther managers. The use of 
operatie~s research» ~pich empl@ys Sl\'l'!lffle sophisticated 
mathematical te~bni~es» is gai~iftg in popularity as a 
mere effe®tive approach to busi~ess problems~36 
James Frank laSa11e Stlllidy 
LaSalle attempted to determine tbe role @f the secondary school 
business educatie1i department in preparhlig students for employment 
in business offi~es using data prccessioog equipment037 His study was 
cempleted in 1963. Me sought to answer tbree specific questions~ 
36tbid., PP• 173-176e 
37James f., IL.aSat le, 1'1Tbe Role of tbe Se@clllJdary School Bwsi~SJ 
Education Department in Preparillllg Studef!ltS for Employment fo Busi~ss 
Off ices Using Ele<etronic Data Processilffl!g Equipment" (unpu_l;>., Ed.Do· 
clissertation.1> Pennuylvania State Unh·ersity9 1963), p., ·2o 
lo Is there agreement on the part @f the business educators 
and busiMssme1n1 that the busiNss ed1U1<eati on programs1 in 
tbe se~lf)@d,ary sc:hlech shou1 d hll«: 1-ude preparati oin for 
emp1e~~t in the automated busi~ess ~ffice as c~e of tbeir 
ol>je@t'i-wes1 
2o Te w~at exte~t are the busi~ess edueation p.r,grams in the 
sec:o~dary schools Gfferi~g i~stru~ti@oo on •utomated 
data prc@essi~g equipme~t? -
3o O~ busi~ess educators and b~siOIDessme~ agree on the 
c~rricu1lllll experie~ces '9hiicb sb~~id be included in the 
~usill!less education programs cf t~e se~ondary schools to 
prepare studerots for emp1G1men,t i11m the automated bushlless 
@ffic:e? 
LaSalle lliised tbe questio!ffllll\laire te@b1mdque to gather data from 
heads of se~oirnclary busi~ess education departme~ts, business educators, 
machine manrufact1111rers, ainid machine users., Me designed two questic,a, .. 
na:,ires ...... e• fw the busil!lless educatiollll depart111untal chairman and 
business eduicatcn and G1111e f cr the usen and 1fflila11n1facturers cf the 
machineso38 
The questic~~aire distributed to tbe busiirness education depart-
ments in the seCG>ll!ldary schools and tc sele<eted business educators 
on beth the se~~1111dary a~d higher educatiOllll 1ewe1s was constructed 
to obtain the fetn@JWillllg illllformatio~: 
1 .. lhe actiwities and procedures ~eing used to prepare 
studell!lts fer employment in busill!lless offices using 
autmiated data processing equipmenmt., 
2. The extenrt a~d types ef automated data prq~essing 
equipment en which formal i~struction is being givene 
3o The attitudes of business edu~at~n toward tbe role 
of the secondary scboo1 busi~ess education department 
in the area of preparation for autGmation.39 
381bid .. 9 p .. ,,., 
)9Ibid.,, po S6o 
so 
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The questiG!lll)l!llaire distdb~~ed to the representative business office 
and to tbe prod~~ers of automated data processing equipment was iee~-
structed to obfatn the fo110W'il!!8g hiformati<t'»ffllls 
1.. The mcst @enncinl types cf aut-.ated data processing equipment 
bei~g ~sed by business officeso 
2o The ski 1 ls a!Jlld trahring required o,f workers ,h, autemated 
busi~ess @fficeso 
3. The attit~des of businessmen t«J.Ward the role of the business 
educati@oo departme~t in the see~dary schools in preparing 
st~elllts for employment in bQiishiess @ffice~ using automated 
da:ta., prcreessinig eqtllipment}•O 
Although the fi~dings reported by laSa11e may be significant for 
those who are i~terested in curriculum devel~pment en tbe secondary 
school level. tblese findings are not ~®llilsidered to be of major 
impor tarnc:e in re 1 at ion to curr ic:u h.n deve 1 epment on the co 11 ege I eve 1 
and are· lffll«i»tp tl!lereforel) reviewed in tbh @hapter. 
Hanke cofflbdKted a study to determhie wbat conditions now prevail 
in the educatic!ffll aft!lld trahlillllg cf business @::omputer progranmers and wbat 
additions er @hanges might be suggested @06'Cerning curricular patterns 
for business stude1111ts. His study was iecnpleted in 19640 41 
The purpGses of the Nanke study were twofold: 
I. To determine the educational and training requirements 
of business computer progranners based on (a) what is 
being. done at'' tbe pr.esell!lt eand~ (b) what should be done 
in the near futureo 
2.. To determine what J>art of these requirements should 
be provided in the collegiate school or department of 
business and what can or should be provided elsewhere 
4Gtbid,., p .. S7o 
41Nanke, p .. 6 .. 
(as hi bigb school, CMl!-the=j• i1111=serwice programs of a 
company9 equipment manufacturer traiAing programs; or in 
0th.er ~ti1 iege depalr'tme!ffllts)o 
Hanke limited hii s study to inc:hule 123 business progranaers and 
100 of their •p1oyers associated with firms in Northern Il linoh. 
i 
Progranaers respG~ded by c:cmpleti~g a questi~~~aire designed to 
ascertain tft!be edtiiCatf ona 1 backgroull:lld ~f the programmers and what 
co-1 lege courses tbey would suggest as beiiJtg essential, desirable, er 
unnecessary for a successf~t programmerc 
Employers responded by completing a questio~~~ire designed to 
establish poi~ts ~f wiew regarding tbe ba~kground of prograamers.42 
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Table IV sbows the item ranks giwe~ tc background subjects by busi- · 
ness computer. pirogf'anmerso 
Nanke for~ulated seweral conclusiGmJs. lis conclusions relative 
to a curricu1W!III for busirness prBgrammers follow: 
lv Apparently a good business backgrou~d, especially in 
acc0>111nting and general business, is necessary in 
educati,ag business programmers .... 3 
2. Collegiate courses in logic, English and c:ommu11ication '',ski 11s, 
mathematics, and accounting respectively were decreed 
essential ill'll the preparatio~ of business programmers. 
).. Defif<tie.Mies in training of preigrammer applicants exist 
primarily ima Engl hb and .. cOIIIIMl!ffllicat.ion Jkil ls, logic, 
mathelll!ati~al reasoning and aceeamtingo4~ 
4.. It appears that on-tbe-j ob in-service c•pany training, 
co11eges 9 and equi~nt manufactarers respectively are 
eensidered the best sC1>Urc:es for preparing business 
pr egr anner s. 45 
' 42Ibid .. , p .. 7o 
43Ibido, po 75., 
441b·d ·1 ., p .. 76., 
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Sourc:ei . ;John Edward Hanke, nA Study of the Education and Training 
of Business Computer Programmers in Selected Businesses in Northern 
Illihoist• (unpubo M.S. ~sis, Norther111 Illinois University, 1964), 
P• 46. 
Sl!limlary cf Research to Suipport the Need 
For This Study 
Three resear~h studies bave contributed much toward tbe develop-
ment of a format curriculum for business applications programmers; yet, 
none of those studies bad as an objective the designing of a four-year, 
format curricuhn fer progranners. The Gibson studies were hdtiated 
in 195&. The lay study was campleted i~ 19S8 and the Manke study was 
completed in 1964. 
The Gibson study could be tbe foundation fpr curriculum concern. 
Tbe stu~y provided curricult111 reconmendatio~s on a general basis. 
Gibson advocated that a curriculum for programmers should provide: 
(1) lear.ning experiences that would prochace logical thinking, (2) 
learning experiences that would include the aAalysis of various syste s 
of procedurel) (3) learning experiences that h1corpcrate statistical i 
l 
analysis, and (4) learning experiences that would develop a good / 
.-t 
mathematical background. In so far as the investigator can determine, 
Gibson did not include in his currfcultill recommendations courses whicb 
would provide the learning experiences•• advocated. Possibly Gibson 
did not wisb to recommend specific courses for business progranners 
S4 
because most of his conclusions were based upon opinions of educators and 
employers of progranmers or upon historical practices of training 
institutions. 
The Hay study was conducted in Los Angelese The conclusi~ns were 
I 
based up• the opinions of employers of business programmers and ""', 
equipment manufacturers. The conclusions of the Hay studyfwe;~ influe)Fed 
by the qualities an employer thought be would prefer in a programmer ) 
rather than by the qualities the progranner sbeuld really possess. That 
which is theoretically ideal may not be the best practice when actual 
progranaing activities are involved. 
Als•.11 there is reason to question the validHy of the conclusions 
of the May study becaQse of the small ~umber of participants involvedo 
Only 26 people were i~terviewedo Guided by tbe opinions of these 26 
peoplep Hay outlhned nine subjects he <eonsidered important to the 
'.i 
education and training·,of a bu's1ness progrannero These nine subjects 
\ 
are: (1) Mathematics 9 (2) Accounting, (3) Business Statistics, (4) 
English.11 (5) Symbo1,c Logici> (6) Business Letters and Report Writing, 
(7) Office Managemienit,_)(8) Sciel!llce9 ancl (9),P111iblic Speaking., 
The curricular program which over cme-half of the interviewees ~f 
the Hay study prefer;ed was one which would have an exclusively general 
business background--accounting and economic principles, money and 
banking, business law,, industrial management, office management, and 
general business courses. 
The Hanke study was based OA the theory that a curricuhn for 
business progranaers should be detell"mined by wbat business programmers 
and the employers of business pll"ogranners censider: idea 1 o The cone ha-
sions were based upon opinions collected with a questionnaire. The 
participants in the study were Hmited to Nortpern Illinois. 
SS 
Employers of progranmers preferred that a prospective progranner bel 
! 
permitted to pursue a curricu1wn of which 39 per cent would be devoted I 
,,,,p,,,,;~tJ'~'"""j,, 
to business subjectso Progra11111ers reccmnended that a curriculum include 
fa 
the fol lowing subjects, respectively: f ( 1) logic, (2) Mathematics, (3) 
Accounting, (4) English and Comnunication Ski 1 ls, ( S) General Business, 
(6) Business Statistics 9 (7) Engineering, (8} Natural and Applied Science, 
and (9) Social Sciences. 
None of 
hM~~)the treatment of a given subject should be within a curriculum. 
Both Hay and Hanke mention the importance of accounting mathematics, and 
English and conmunication skills; but neither indicates how detailed these 
courses should be treated within a curriculum for business progra11111ers. 
There is need for a sound four-year curriculum which could be 
criticized by employers of progranmers, prospective progranmers, and 
institutions which are in a position, or which will be in a position, 
to train and educate programmers. 
Activities whkh the business programmer actually performs should 
influence the selection of the content of a four-year curriculum. In 
so far as the researcher can find, the present study is the first formal 
effort to determine, upon the basis of the job performance activities 
of successful programmers, what should be the content of a curriculum 
designed to educate programmers. 
Analyses of frequency of occurrence of selected topics which the 
programmer encounters in his job performance should help to determine. 
how detailed the treatment of a given subject in a curriculum should be. 
Through the findings of the present study, educators should be able to 
determine what accounting courses to specify in a formal training 
curriculumo Also, educators should be able to specify the mathematkal 
courses and topics that should be pursued. 
Gibson, Hay, and Hanke indicate, through the opinions of their 
respondents, the need for learning experiences in English and communi~a-
tion ski 1 ls. It appears, however, that those researchers did not present 
objective evidence to support that ne~J. Factual evidence to support or 
reject the need for training in E'nglish .and communication skills should 
be analyzed. Tbe present study attempts to objectively account for 
factual evidence by examining the activities of the programmer in 
relation to tbe size of the firm for wnicb be works and tbe number of 
departments for which be programs activities. 
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Study of the research reports of Gibson, Hay, and Hanke bas 
assured tbe investigator that the problem of the present study has not 
been previously solved. Moreover, the investigator has found no 
evidence to indicate that there has been any prior effort to design, on 
the basis of research findings, a model curriculum that would be 
· appropriate for Central State College. 
CHAPTER IV 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES OF TNE INVESTIGATION 
Tbe primary problem of this study was to determine the factors 
that should influence a fo~r-year curriculum for programmers of 
business applications. lhe secondary problem was to develop a four-
year curriculum for Central State College. The findings relative to 
the primary problem were to be used as guides in developing the 
curriculum. 
The methods and procedures used in the investigation are summarized 
in this chapter. Because it was believed that more reliable information 
could be obtained through personal visits with respondents, the 
interview technique of,gathering data was used; consequently, one of 
the first problems encountered was that of developing an adequate 
interview guide. 
Development of Interview Guide 
The interview guide serves the purpose of guiding the interviewer 
as he gathers information relative to the solving of the problem. It 
helps the interviewer gather homogeneous data from each interviewee. 
One of the primary considerations in the developing of the interview 
guide was the time to be required of those who would be interviewed. 
With the time factor in mind, the investigator endeavored to design a 
guide that would seek out the specificities needed for the solution of 
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the problem and at the same time require a minimum amount of the time of 
each person to be interviewed. 
The interview guide was designed to gather the same basic informa-
tion from each respondent. Information sought from those interviewed 
was limited to that which would be helpful in the construction of a 
curriculum leading to a degree in the area of computer sdence with 
emphasis on business applications programming. As a result, the 
researcher did not endeavor to find out the ages of interviewees, 
tenure of each, types of computers used, brand names of computers., etco; 
., 
instead be sought information concerning education each interviewee 
had attained, the progranming activities of each interviewee, and the 
duties that each interviewee performed in his job. 
To determine what factors should be included in the interview 
guide relative to education, programming activities, and duties involved 
in programming functions., representatives from major companies within 
the Oklahoma City area and business educators in four-year, degre~-
granting institutions were visited. Their suggestions were helpful 
in identifyi.ng important aspects that should be included in the inter-
view guide. After major topics of informatfon and a logical sequence 
of the arrangement of that information were determined, it was decided 
that the interview guide should be refined to the extent that it could 
be sent through the mail as a follow up of this project at some future 
date; therefore, most of the questions were des:igned to be answered 
with a 11yes11 or ••no'1 or with some other. objective-type answer. 
After alt questions were formulated, the researcher organized an 
interview guide consisting of three general areas. The first area cf 
the guide was devoted to questions concerning the educational background 
;1'' 
of the ;nterviewee. The interviewer sought information relative to the 
respondent•s college education in terms of years completed, source, 
degrees earned, and major and minor subject matter concentrations. The 
investigator further sought to ascertain the extent and source of each 
person's technical education. 
The second part of the interview guide was devoted to the pro-
gramming activities of each individual. The interviewer sought 
information concerning the position of the programmers in the organiza-
tional structure of thefr companyg the size of e~ch company, and the 
number of departments involved in programming activities within each 
company. This part also required information to help determine the 
importance of nsoftware packages" or standardized programs in the pro-
gramming activities of the business applications programmer. 
The third part of the interview guide was concerned with the 
collection of da,ta that would have a more direct influence on a 
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curriculum to be designed in the area of computer programming. A sequence 
of course topics included in areas of accounting., mathematics, statistics, 
economics, marketing, and management was prepared. Empbasi s was placed 
on the areas' of accounting., mathematics, and statistics because most 
related literature suggested that mathematics, accounting., and statistics 
were the areas which should most influence a curriculum for programmers 
of business applications. 
Each interviewee was asked toJrate each topic as to its frequency 
of occurrence within his job performance duties. The rating scale 
involved three ratings--one for 11frequently.,1t two for 11seldom111 and 
three for "never occurs.'' Each person interviewed responded by checking 
1., 2., or 3. 
This interviewer thought that providing only three ratings would 
encourage each interviewee to rate each topic accurately. Also, the 
person being interviewed would be less likely to ponder over rating 
the topks. 
Selection of Interviewees 
The firms within a 100-mile radius of Central State College that 
employed electrenk data processing equipment which included a computer 
had to be identified before the 100 people to be interviewed could be 
selected. As a first source of help in identifying those firms, the 
headquarters of International Business Machines in Oklahoma City was 
visited. That was thought to be a logical starting point as IBM 
dominates the computer business in the Oklahoma City area. 
The policy of management at IBM, however, did not permit its 
representatives to give information relative to its customers. The 
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only information that could be readily obtained from the representatives 
of that firm was general in nature. It concerned the number of firms 
within the Oklahoma City area which would possibly be using a computer 
of the kind with which this study is concerned. It was indicated that 
perhaps 20 firms within the Oklahoma City area had regular programming 
crews that progranrned business applications, while there were probably 
10 to 15 other institutions with only one or two people performing 
programming duties. 
Representative$ from IBM also helped by identifying businessmen 
within Oklahoma City who had educational interests in electronic data 
processing. Information obtained through visits with three of those 
businessmen helped to establish the beginning of a list of names of 
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programmers who could be visitedo .Twenty interviews were personally 
conducted by the researcher to determine the effectiveness of the 
interview guide. A few modifications were made in the guide before ft 
was used with the remaining 80 interviewees. 
;the researcher, in a further attempt to gather names of people who 
program business problems within the prescribed area, joined the Data 
Processi~g Ka~agement Association chapter tbat meets monthly in OklabClll8 
Citye Many members of that organization became interested in the study 
and offered further help in establishiAg a list of firms which were 
using·a computer in their data processing departments. The membership 
of the Data Processing Management Association consists of people who are 
in a supervisory capacity associated with an elect.ronic data processing 
department. Many, however, are not supervisors of people wbo perform 
progrannh,g functions.. The majority of the members are supervisors of 
departme~ts @f data processing that employ only unit record equipment. 
Individuals wbo were performing progra1111ing functions within those 
firms which emp1@y computers were contacted through their immediate 
supervisor at their respective companies. Tbe supervisor was consulted 
by telephone a~d was told the purpose of the study. With his coopera~ 
). 
tion, tbe interviewer arranged individual interviews with programmers of 
business applicationso 
An. attempt was made to visit with eacb supervisor of programmers 
of business applications before the programmers under his supervision 
were interviewed. The purpose of t~e visits with supervisors was to 
get a definite concept of the background of the firms for whicb the pro-
granmers were functioning and to learn about the basic operations of 
the companieso Progra~rs from 26 business firms were interviewed. 
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The supervisors of programmers were able to identify those pro~ 
grammers who were considered to be key programmers and those who were 
considered to be successful, but not key, progranmers. The researcher 
personally conducted all 100 interviews, which var;ed in length from a 
mfoimum of 15 minutes to a maximum of ue and one-half hours .. Seventy-
five per cent of the prograrmaers were employed in Oklahoma City and 
25 per cent were employed in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
Procedure for Analysis of Oata 
It was readily recognized that the d,uties of dHferent programmers 
of business applications would vary with.industries. As a result, an 
endeavor was made to get an adequate representation of programmers from 
all industries located within the prescribed area. The number of 
programmers representing each industry is tabulated in Table V. 
Representatives from banking, finance, manufacturing, distribution, 
state government, educational institutions, uti 1 i ties, insurance, 
federal government, and petroleum were interviewed. Because the banking 
and finance industries are similar in their organization and operations, 
those two industries.were combined to facilitate the analyzing of 
responses. Likewise, manufacturing and distribution were combined and 
state government and educational ins ti tut ions were combined. ,Considering 
those combinations as one industry each, data were analyzed for seven 
different industries--banking and finance, manufacturing and distribution, 
state .government and educational fostitutions, uti 1 i ty, insurance, federal 
government, and petroleum. 
Within each industry, as defined in the preceding paragraph, the 
frequency ratings of topics that might occur in each programmer's job 
TABLE V 
TYPES OF INDUSTRIES IN WHICH PR.OGRAHMERS ·OF 
BUSINESS APPLICA.TIO~S WERE EMPLOYED 
Types of Industries 




State Government and 
Education,1 Institutions 
Hanufacturfng and Distribution 























This table should be read: 2, or 2 per cent, of the 100 programmers 
were employed in tbe Utility industry. 
performance were studiedo The number of programmers rating a given 
topic "one" was multiplied by one; the inumber of programmers rating the 
same topic utwou was multiplied by two; and, the number of programmers 
rating that same topic "three'' was mult;piied by three. Those products 
were added together to get for each topic a sum which was dh•ided by 
the total number of programmers within that area. The resulting 
quotient for eacb industry was considered a weighted average frequency 
rating. These ratings are presented in Tables XIX through XXX. 
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~ second way in which data were analyzed was by making tabulations 
on all industries combinedo Given a chosen topic, the number of all 
programmers from all industries who rated the topic 0 one11 was multiplied 
by one; the number of all programmers from all industries who rated it 
11two11 was multiplied by two; and, the number of al 1 programmers from 
al 1 industries who rated the topic "threeu was mut tipl ied by three.-
Those product tabulations were added together, giving a sum which was 
divided by the total number of programmers interviewed. The resulting 
quotient was analyzed as a weighted average frequency rating for that 
given topic for alt industry programmers combined. 
A third way in which frequency of occurrence of topics within a 
programmer's duties was analyzed was by tbe key prograrrrner from each 
firm tbat was visited. The supervisor of the business applications 
programmers at each firm was able to identify the key prograrrrner in bis 
firm.· The key prograrrrner was considered to be the '11ost experienced of 
the progra ... ers employed by his firm and to be involved with prograrrrning 
activities that would most accurately define the progra•ing functions 
of his firm. Given a spec;fic topic, the number of key prograrrrners who 
rated the topic "one" was mu1tip1 ied t>Y one; the nllnber of key programmers 
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who rated it 11twd'' was mutt;plfed ·by two; and, the number of key pro-
grammers who rated it 11 threeu was multiplied by three. The tabulations 
on those products were added together, y;elding a sum which was divided 
by the total number of key progranmers to provide a weighted average 
·, 
frequency rating for all key progranmers from all industries. 
A fourth way in which frequency ratings of the occurrence of various 
·topics within a programmer's job performance was analyzed was by all 
pr'ogrammers except the key progranmers. Given a certain topic, the 
number of noQ-key programmers who rated the topic none" was mulHplied 
by one; the ntlliber who rated it tttwo" was multiplied by two; and, the 
number who rated it "three" was multi plied by three. The resulting 
tabulations of products were added together to provide a sum which was 
divided by the total number of non-key prograR111ers involved in this 
study to yield a weighted average of the frequency of occurrence of 
that topic for all non-key programme~s from all industries combined. 
The weighted averages for key prograR111ers and the weighted 
averages for non-key programmers were used as the main criteria to aid 
in determining whether or not a given topic is important enough to be 
considered an element to be included in a four-year curriculum for busi-
ness applications programming. Rational judgment was used to establish 
cut-off figures wbich would indicate whet~er a topic was or was not 
worthy of being included in the currfouhm. 
The arbitrary ranges of 1 through 1.5, 1.6 through 2.5, and 2.6 
through 3.0 were chosen as crucial freq~ency rating ranges to guide 
the selection of those topics that should influence a curriculum& 
To draw conclusions limited to the business applications programming 
profession in general terms, the data analyzed for key programmers and 
for non-key programmers were studied. Basing general conclusions on 
those anaJyses tended to prevent data for any one industry from biasing 
the selection of factors that should influence a four-year curricull.111. 
Those topics with weighted average freqC!Jencies for key programmers 
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and for non-key programmers between 1 and 1.S were considered 11absolute1y 
essential" as factors that should influence a curriculum for business 
applications programming. Those topics with weighted average frequencies 
for key programmers and/or non-key programmers between 1.6 and 2oS were 
considered factors that shou 1 d be "recOllimended11 for inc 1 us i on in the 
content of the curriculum; and those topics with weighted average 
frequencies for key programmers and for no~-key programmers between 
2.6 and 3.0 were considered factors that should not be included. 
The courses that were available or that could reasonably be made 
available at Central Sta~e College had to comprise the model curriculum 
that was design_!.d• For that reason it was necessary to analyze existing 
courses in terms of which courses include topics that were found to be 
important in programming activities. 
Procedure for Reporting Analysis of Data 
Answers to four specific questions were sought to help effect 
solutions to both phases of the problem of this study. These questions 
are: (1) What is the nature and amount of education that business 
applications progranmers received? (2) What are the conditions that 
surround tbe activities of the programmer tbat could influence tbe 
content of a business applications curriculum? (3) With what degree of 
frequency are selected activities encountered by progranners of business 
appl fcatfo"'~1 (4) What sequence of courses at Central State Co11ege 
should be made avai lab\Je to a degree=boul!ild student who aspires to 
become a successful programmer of business applications? 
The researcher chose to analyze the data gathered through the use 
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of the interview guide through separate chapters based around each of the 
four specific questions. The next three chapters wilt, therefore, 
analyze data relative to the factors which should influence the content 
of a curriculum for business applicatio~s progranmers. These chapters 
will be followed by the fourth chapter which will analyze courses that 
should logically be reconmended to be included in a curriculum for 
business programmers at Central State College. 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF DA.TA REGARDING. THE NATURE AND AMOUNT 
OF EDUCATION THAT SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS 
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS RECEIVED 
A designer cf a currkulum for business applications programmers 
might logically be influenced by information cpncerning the educational 
experiences of successful business applications programmers. This 
chapter will answer the following questions relative to the education of 
the programmers who were interviewed: (1) What evidence is available 
to substantiate the idea that programmers of business applications 
should receive training in college? (2) Which institutions granted:the 
degrees that are possessed by business applications programmers? (3) 
What are the major and minor subject matter areas of concentration 
evidenced.by the college education of programmers of business applica-
tions? (4) What kinds of education have the programmers received 
other t"t}~ri,. fQf'~ii,.l, ~pucation offered ir,, ~~J.1.~91tS,, and universities? 
Wt,at Evidence is Available to Substan1:i.ate the Idea That 
Programmers of Business Apr;lications Should 
Receive Training in Col lege1 
Each programmer was asked to approximate the number of years of 
college education he had received. A.s a guide to what constituted a year 
of college education, 15 semester hours were considered equal to a toad 




Table VI shows that 47 per cent of the 100 programmers interviewed 
for this study had received bachelorsa degrees. In addition, 6 per 
cent of the 100 programmers interviewed had also received masters 0 
degrees. Only 16 per cent of the 100 progranmers interviewed had had no 
college education. Eleven per cent had had as much as one year; 15 
per cent had had as much as two years; and 11 per cent had completed 
three years of college education. Seven per cent of the progranmers had 
completed five years of college education, and 6 per cent had completed 
six or more years. 
The fact that 84 per cent of the 100 programmers interviewed had 
received some college education is objective evidence that the majority 
of successful programmers had attended college. Whether or not their 
job performance has been enhanced through their choice of college 
courses remains to be determined. The Hanke study and the Hay study 
suggest that employers doubt the value of college education as it 
contributes to the success of the programmer. 
Which Institutions Granted the Degrees that are Possessed 
by Business Applications Programmers? 
Each prograneer was asked to identify the institution from which 
he received his college education. The objective of this study was 
not to investigate the purposes and philosophy behind the existence of 
any institution. It was thought, however, that knowledge of the location 
of each institution which had granted a degree to any one of the 100 
programmers might be usefu1 in developing a model curriculum for business 
applications programmers at Central State Co11ege. 
I 
The sources of the degrees held by 47 of the 100 programmers who 
were interviewed are shown in Table VII.. Of the 47 bachelors qegrees, 
TABLE VI 
COLLEGE EDUCATION OF BUSINESS APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS 
BY NUMBER OF YEARS ATTENDED 

























































This table should be reads · 16 programmers, .or 16 per cent of all 
programmers, did not a titend college and possess neither a bache1or 0s 
nor a master's degree. 
0 
15, or 31 o9 per centj) were conferred by t:be tlniversi ty of Oklahoma., 
Normano Seven., or 14.9 per cent, were c:onfened by Central State 
College, Edmond; and 11 six or 12.8 per ©:ernt, we!l"e conferred by Oklahoma 
State Universi tyj) Sti 11water. Two.I> or 4o2 per cent, were conferred by 
Oklahoma City Urnihersityp Oklahoma Cityjl and 2, or 4.,2 per cent, by 
Phillips Urdversity 9 Einid. As is shown in Table VII, each of the 
remaining 14 bache1ors 0 degrees was co~ferred by a different college 
or universUyo Thirty-six of the 47 bachelors 0 degrees were conferred 
by institutions l~ated in Oklahoma and the remaining eleven by 
institutions outside 01<,lahoma. Thirty-fours or 72.3 per centp of the 
47 bache1ors 8 degrees were conferred by institutions that are located 
within a 100-mile radius of Central State College. 
Four of the six masters 0 degrees were conferred by institutions of 
higher education within the state of Oklahoma and two were conferred 
by institutions outside Oklahoma. 
What are the ~Maj or an~ Minor Subject Matteri Areas of 
Concentration Evidenced by the College Education 
of Progranners of Business Appl ic:at ions? 
A curriculum designed to educate and tll"ain programmers of business 
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applications, according to Niemi» should stress either business courses, 
mathematies courses, liberal arts courses, or engineering courses. An 
analysis of the major and minor concentratisns of successful business 
applications progranners should be of interesto 
Progranners who had attended college, even though for only one year, 
were asked to discuss their major subject matter areas of concentratfon .. 
The 84 progranmers who had rec,ived one year or more of college educa-
tion mentioned the major areas of concentra'tion which are 1 i sted in 
Table VIllo 
TABLE VII 
INSTITUTIONS IN WHICH ACADEMIC DEGREES HELD BY 47 
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS WERE EARNED 
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Central State College 





Oklahoma City University 




St. John's University 
Southwestern State College 
Kansas 
Southwestern State College 
Oklahoma 
Texas Christian 
Texas Lutheran College 
Tulsa University 
University of Texas 
University of Wisconsin 
Wichita State University 
Total 
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This table should be read: 7 programmers, or 13.2 per cent of the 47 
programmers who possess college degrees, were granted 7 bachelors• 
degrees and no masters' degrees from Central State College. 
Twenty-six, or 30.0 per cent, of these 81+ progranners chose 
accounting as a major area; 23, or 27 .I+ per cent, mentioned mathematics 
as a major. Other major areas mentioned were, in the rank of their 
frequency of mention: general business, business management, business 
administration, and engineering. Five, or 1+.9 per cent, of the pro-
grammers who bad attended college for one year or longer mentioned no 
major. 
Eighteen, or 33.96 per cent, of the 47 bachelors' degrees, plus 
four masters• degrees, were in the field of accounting. Thirteen, or 
21+.S per cent, of the 47 bachelors• degrees, p1us one master's degree, 
were in the field of mathematics. Thirty, or 64.04 per cent of al 1 
bachelors• degrees were in the fields of business. Forty-three, or 
88.54 per cent, of all bachelors' degrees were in the field of business 
or mathematics. 
Several minor areas of emphasis were evident in the educational 
backgrounds of programmers who had attended college. Table IX lists 
71+ 
20 separate areas of minor subject matter concentration. Business 
administration was mentioned most often as a minor concentration. Eight, 
or 9.5 per cent, of all programmers with college training bad had a 
minor concentration in business administration. It should be kept in 
mind tbat the area of business administration is broad in concept. 
Hany institutions break this broad area down into multiple concentra-
tion areas. 
Physics and business law were each listed as a minor concentration 
by six, or 7.1 per cent, of the programmers. Accounting, economics, 
finance, and chemistry were each named as minor areas by four program-
mers. Twenty-nine, or )4.o per cent, of the programmers with some 
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TABLE VIII 
MAJOR CONCENTRATION AREAS AND YEARS SPENT PURSUING 
MAJORS BY 84 BUSINESS PROGRAMMERS 
















*Rounded. to nearest tenth. 
Years Spent Pursuing Majors Total Per 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6+ Programmers Cent 









































































































30 .. 0 
1 .. 1 
1 • 1 
4o7 
l O 1 
7 .1 
1 • 1 
4.7 
8.3 
l • 1 
2.3 
27.0 
1 • 1 
5.9 
98.0* 
This table should be read: 1 programmer spent 1 year, 4 programmers 
spent 2 years, 3 programmers spent 3 years, 12 programmers spent 4 
years, 3 programmers spent 5 years, 1 programmer spent 6 years, and 2 
programmers spent more than 6 years pursuing accounting as a mtjor 
concentration area. These programmers represent 26., or 30o0 per cent, 
of the 84 programmers who received at least one year of college education. 
TABLE IX 
MINOR CONCENTRATION AREAS AND YEARS SPENT PURSUING 
MINORS BY 84 -eus:r'NESS 'PROGRAMMERS · - ~· 
H;nor Concentrat;on Areas Years Spent Pursuing Minors Total 
1 2 3 4 s 6 6+ Programmers 
Accounting 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 4 
Art 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Business Administration 0 0 0 7 1 0 o, 8 
Business Education· 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Business Law 0 0 1 4 0 0 1 6 
Business Statistics 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Chemistry 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 4 
Economics 0 .1 1 1 1 0 0 4 
Educatio111 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Engineering 0 0 J 0 0 0 0 1 
English 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
Finance , 0 0 0 l i 0 1 4 
Genera 1 Science 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
Management 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 
Marketing 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Mathematics 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 
Philosophy 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Physics 0 0 2 2 1 1 0 6 
Psychology 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Social Studies 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
None 10 9 4 6 0 0 0 29 
Total 84 
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. 4~7 
4.7 
1 0 1 





1 • 1 





34 .. o 
98 .. 0* 
This table should be read: 3 progranmers spent 2 years and 1 progranmer 
spent 4 years pursuing accounting as a minor concentration area. These 
4 progranaers represent 4.7 ~er cent of tbe 84 -progranmers who received 
at least one year of college education. 
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college educatio~ mentioned no particular area of minor emphasiso A 
student often does not select a minor area of concentration until his 
third year cf college. Nineteen progranners who mentioned no minor had 
attended @e11ege for two years or 1esso 
Judgi~g by the subject matter areas in which successful progranmers 
have ~oncentratedp a curriculum desig~ed to educate and train business 
applications programmers shou,d strongly emphasize accounting and 
mathematics. N~ o~e minor area of co~centration should be considered 
ideal for the busiwmess programmer. 
What Kinds of Education have the Progwammers Received 
Other than Formal Educ.itioft"n Offered in 
Co11eges arid Unhiersities? 
The terms 18technica 1 tra i~ing•1 and •-0techffll!ica 1 education'' as used 
in this study mean that type of training which would familiarize the 
progranmer with the actual functioning of the digital computer and the 
unit record equipment which surrounds the digital computer. Technica1 
traini~g for the programmer should polish bis talents to the extent 
that he is professional and a specialist at writing programmed instruc-
tions which activate the computer, regardless of the amount of formal 
education he bas acquired. 
The occupation of a business applieatio~s programmer is technical 
in natureo The programmer must understand the degrees of proficiency 
required for the operation of the computer and auxiliary equipment. 
Table X ind.icates that 45 per cent of al 1 programmers had received 
less than one year of technical educatioin. Twenty-seven per cent had 
received one year and 26 per cent had received two or more years of 
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TABLE X 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION OF 100 PROGRAMMERS BY NUMBER OF YEARS 
Number of Years of Technical 
Education Received 
. Number of Per Cent of 
Programmers Programmers 
None 2 2.0 
-'"'· Less· than 4s 4s.o 
1 27 · 21.0-
2 13 l)oO 
3 4 4.0 
4 1 10 0 
s 1 100 
6 or mere 7 7.0 
Total 100 100~0 
This table should be readi 2 programmers, or 2.0 per cent of the 100 
programmers, had received no technical educationo 
technical education. Two progranaers had had no technical training to 
prepare them for their programming positions. 
The sources of te~hnical education experienced by programmers are 
revealed in Table XI. Sixty-three per cent of the 100 progranmers 
had attended manufacturersg training schools .. Sixty-two per cent had 
participated in seme type of on-the-job training program. Thirteen 
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per cent bad taken advantage of independent technical school training. 
Five per cent bad received technical education in armed service training 
schools and 2 per cent had received education of this kind in publicly 
supported institutions. 
The manufacturers 0 training sch~ols involve short courses that 
vary in lengtb 1from three weeks to several months. These schools are 
conducted by specialty trained representatives of the manufacturer of the 
computer which a firm employso T~ese courses always involve teaching 
the future programner a particular "machine language .. " The programmer 
is expected to master the language to the extent that he can cG111Runicate 
with the digital computer and cause the computer to react favorably. 
On-the-job training programs involve actual programming functions 
for the business applications programmer. Mis performance, however, 
is closely supervised by a skilled and experienced programmer. In 
rare situations, where on-tbe-job training programs are one or more 
years in length, programmers are expected to participate in the actual 
training programs which their employers have designed for all potential 
managers. 
Objective evidence indicates that programmers must receive 
technical training to enable them to perform their duties satisfac-
torily, regardless of whether or not they possess a college degree~ 
TABLE XI 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION OF 1.00 PROGRAMMERS BY SOURCE 
Source of Technical 
Education 
Independent Technical School 
Manufacturers• Training Schools 
On-the-job Training Programs 
Public Supported I"stitutions 















This table sh0uld be read: 13 programmers, or 13.0 per cent of the 100 
programmers, received technical education from an independent technical 
· school. 
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There is further evidence that the type of technical training needed by 
business applications program:ners is no different for those who possess 
degrees and those who do not possess degreeso Consequently 1 a 
curriculum designed to train program:ners should not be too specialized. 
Manufacturers 8 training schools and on-the-job training programs could 
more adequately satisfy the specialized training needs of programmers 
since the training involved would be based on the type and brand of 
computer with which the programmer is associated while on the job. 
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A curriculum for programners of business applications should 
include courses of general nature concerning the computer. These 
courses should pr imar i 1 y deve 1 op work hig ski 1 ls and knowledges to the 
extent that the student will be prepared to master easily the training 
provided by manufacturers' training schools and to quickly complete any 
on-theQjob traini~g program he may encounter. 
Sunrnary 
Eighty-four per cent of the 100 programmers who were interviewed 
had attended an institution of higher education. Forty-seven per cent 
of the 100 programmers possess bachelors' degrees. Thirty-six of 
these degrees were conferred by instittitions of higher education within 
the state of Oklahana and eleven were conferred by institutions outside 
Oklahoma. Six progranmers possess masters 0 degrees, four of which 
were conferred by Oklahoma institutions and two of which were conferred 
by institutions outside Oklahoma 
Twenty-six programmers had chosen accounting as a major area of 
concentration for their college education!) while 23 had chosen 
mathematics. Otber areas mentioned were general business 9 business 
management, business administration, and engi~eering. 
Sixty-three per cent of the 100 progranmers had received 
specialized training in manufacturers' traiff!8iing schools and 62 per cent 
had received specialized training in on-tbe-job training programs. 
Both computer manufacturers 9 training schools and on-the-job training 
programs served as primary sources of the technical training of the 
programners, regardless of their college experience. 
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CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF DATA REGARDING THE CONDITIONS THAT 
SURROUND THE ACTIVITIES OF TME BUSIN~SS 
PROGRAMMER. 
The conditions which surround the activities of a progra111Rer are 
many in' nttnbero The characteristics relevant to those condHions should 
influence the content of a curricultl'll for l>usiness applications 
progranners. Characteristics concerning the position of the programmer 
in an organizational structure, the size of the firm for which the 
progranmer performs programming activities, the activities which a 
programmer encounters before he writes a program, and the writing of 
programs are analyzed in this sectiono 
Tbese characteristics are analyzed by answering the following 
questions: (1) What position within the organizational structure does 
the programmer occupy? (21) What is the scope of a programmer I s 
activities in relation to the size of the firm? (3) What on-the-job 
preparation nnut a programmer perf~rm 1,efere be writes a program? 
(4) Wbat is the scope of the programmer•s actual programming activities? 
What Position WHhfo tbe Organizational 
Structure Does the Progranner Occupy? 
The 100 business applications progra111J1ers who were interviewed were 
asked to identify their position in the organizational sturcture of 
their firmso As the belief exists that tbe progra111Rer occupies some 
position in or closely associated with management, it was considered 
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pertiament to ask each of the 100 programmers i~terviewed to indicate 
the management level of hh own position within the organizational 
structure of bis firm. 
The levels of management with which tbe programmer was asked to 
associate himself and his working activities were operative level, 
middle le~el, apper level, and less _tbamB operative level., Being at the 
operative level of management implies tbat the programmer is 
responsible to personnel in higher ecbe1~ns cf management, yet.:is-the 
supervisGII" of emph»yees whc are respons.i.b1e to him. Middle level lianage-
ment implies tbat the progranner is respo~sible to upper level management, 
yet is the supervisor of programmers aFi1d other personnel who are 
classified as befog in the operative level of management. Upper level 
management includes those programmers who help management make top 
level decisionso 
Table XII indicates that 62 per ceRt of the 100 progranaers con-
sidered themselves as being in the operative level of management, while 
22 per cent classified themselves as being in middle level management., 
Only S per cent classified themselves as being in the upper level of 
managemento lbe remaining 11 per cent did net consider themselves to be 
in a management pesitiono It should be kept in mind tbat all data 
relating to the management levels of their positions were obtained from 
the progra1111111ers themselveso 
The large majority of business applications progranaers occupied 
positions within the operative level cf management a~ opposed to the 
middle and upper levels of managemento Only five of tbe programmers 
were fou~d to have upper management status and to contribute to top 
management decision makingo These facts would seem to imply that the 
TABLE XII 
MANAGEMENT LEVEL CLASSIFICATION OF 100 PROGRAMMERS 
OF BUSINESS APPLICATIQNS 
Manageme~t Level Progranmers 
Number Per Cent 
Opera the 1 eve 1 62 62.0 
Middle level 22 
Upper level 5 5.0 
Less than operative t1 11. 0 
Total 100 1 OOo O 
This table shcwld be read8 62 progranmers, or 62.0 per cent of all 




business app1icatio!nls programmer is mot likely to be directly i~wol~ed 
in maki~g de~isio~s which influence the majcr policies of a firm; however, 
data that the programmer produces through his progranning efforts might 
serve to activate de¢ision making and policy forming by top management. 
lbe positiet:1 lif the business applicatio~s progranmer within the 
organizatio~at struicture was further ''idelnltified through inqufry concern-
ing the types of decisions which the progranners made. Table XIII shows 
that 53 per ~e~t of all the progranwers helped management make some 
l 
decisiemis, while ~7 per cent helped IIIIJ8ke ~• de~isions. The nature of 
those decisio~s which the programmers helped t@ make 9 bcwever, was 
very basi~ to the daily operations of the data proc:essing departmeAt 
witbi~ which they were employed. Only 16 warieties of decisions are 
listed in Table XIIIo It was impossible to list more than 16 distinct 
varieties of decisions without a serioQills degree of o~erlapping.. It 
should be l!lloted that that smat 1 variety ef decisions proves. that 
progran•u·s for different ffrms often make the same types of decisions., I 
The data shewn in Tables XII a~d XIII prowide little evidence that 
would justify. i~cluding a large ~IUIR!ber ef management courses in a 
curriculun for business applications pregrannerso A basic course in the 
principles of management migbt be worthwhile to broaden tbe under-
standings of tbe programmer concerning the field of management. 
What is the Scope of the Activities ef tbe Progranmer in 
Relation to the Size of bis Firm? 
The training and education which a progranner of business appli-
cations should receive in a formal curriculum should be influenced by the 
size of the firms which employ programt11ersQ If the programmer works for 
a large organization with many departments or subsidiaries, he could be 
TABLE XIII 
NATURE OF DECISIONS MADE BY 53 PROGRAMMERS 
WITHIN THEIR PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES 
Help Make Decisions •••••• 53% Do Not Welp Make Decisions ••• 47% 
Illustrations of Nature of Decisions Hade 
1. Decide how much of a departmental workload is to be automated and 
bow it sho~ld be done. 
2. Help make decisions on w"ether it is practical and feasible for a 
job to be done on the computer system as opposed to manual labor. 
3. Help decide which type of program language to use and when a 
machine will be rep1acedo 
4. Determine a systems procedure for accounts receivable and computer 
appl icatiCHIISo 
5. Decide pregramming design for' the departmento · 
6. Develop new payroll procedure, including new method of appointment. 
7. Decide what method will be used to solve a problem in business 
applications. 
8. Direct the flow of work involving the use of the computer. 
9. Help set policy;". division for retail philosophy reporting. 
10. Decide which computer, if any, to acquire; whether to rent or buy. 
11. Decide on financial systems for better accounting control. 
12. Evaluate working forms and choose those best suited for purposes of 
the firmo 
13. Help make policy of standard pricing fer the ;nvent•ries. 
14. Decide how company expenses should be reperted by machines. 
15. Decide tbe number of production items to manufacture by use of 
inventory and production controlo 
- .. ' ~ 
16., Decide what to charge a data processing customer for writing bis 
programs .. 
involved with a large variety of activitieso The association of tbe 
progranner with the different subsidiaries and departments within the 
large firm co~1d present a need for ma~y facets of training in a 
curriculum which is designed to educate programmers of business 
applicationss 
Table XIV compares by size the various firms for which the 100 
progranmers performed programming duties. The number of departments 
within each firm ranged from three to 110. Fifty-two per cent of all 
programmers worked for firms which had 16 or more departments within 
their structure. Eight per cent worked for fims with 11 to 15 
departments 9 and 9 per cent worked for finns with ten departments., 
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Table XV reveals the multiple ntabers of departments that are 
involved in the progranmers 0 programming activities. Twenty-five per 
cent of all programmers programmed business applications for 16 or more 
different departments within their firms, while 15 per cent programmed 
business applications for 11 to 15 departments. 
In view of the data presented in Tables XIV and XV, it seems clear 
that the programmer must conmunica1te with multiple departments within 
the firm by which he is employed., Inherent within the communication 
activities of the programmer are numerous sociological and psychological 
problems involving personnel relations. His association with multiple 
departments also suggests,. the desirability of a broad general business 
background for the business applications progranmer. 
Survey courses in the fields of sociology and psychology as well 
as specialized courses in comnunicaticms should help the progranner 
develop the ability to handle problems be might encounter., General 
sociology, general psychology, and business c:onmunications could be 
TABLE XIV 
SIZE OF FIRMS FOR WHICH PROGRAMMERS WERE EMPLOYED 
CLASSIFIED BY NUMBER OF DEPARTMENTS 
WITHIN THE FIRM 













Number of Programmers 












This table should be read: 52 programmers were employed by firms with 
16 or more departments within their structures. 
TABt.E XV 
NUMBER OF DEPARTMENTS SERVED BY ntE BUSINESS PROGRAMMER 
WITHIN THE FIRM 
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Number of Departments Number of Programmers 
Served by the Progranners 












This table sho~Jd be read: 25 programmers served 16 or more departments 
wi thiA their fJrms. 
designated as the basic topics around whicb courses could be designed 
to he1p educate the programmer of business applications. 
What on-the-job Preparation Must a Programmer Perform 
Before he Writes a Program? 
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Before a programmer can write a program to solve a business problem, 
he must have an understanding of the basic nature of the problem that is 
to be solved. He must become familiar with many business applications 
so that he can construct a route to pursue toward solving a business 
problem. The progranwner often goes to the department which anticipates 
mechanizing a business problemo There be studies the flow of work that 
involves tbe_problem until he can design a program which will solve the 
problem. The process of studying the flow of work that is involved is 
called usystems analysis.•• 
The amount of time necessary for the study of systems and pro-
cedures varies with the complexity of the business problem that is to be 
programmed. In order to program an accounts receivable pro~rlem the 
programner might need to spend one day studying the accounts receivable 
system; yet, in order to-program an installment loans problem the 
programmer might need to spend several months studying the systems 
procedures which are basic to installment loans accounting. The fact 
that a business application must' be studied by the progranmer for a 
period of time before he attempts to write a program should influence 
the content of a curriculum designed to educate business applications 
progranmers. 
Table XVI indicates tbe importance of systems analysis by showing 
the time that each programmer spent studying various phases of business 
problems associated with his company before be attempted to write 
TABLE XVI 
MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM TIME SPENT BY 82 PROGRAMMERS IN 
STUDYING PHASES OF A BUSINESS APPLICATION 
Programmers 
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Time Spent Minimum Time Maximll'll Time 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 









1 year plus 
Total 












3.6 1 1.2 
19.0 3 3.6 
32.0 14 17.0 
9.7 5 6.0 
13.,0 10 12.0 
9.7 7 8.5 
9~7 17 20.0 
1.2 6 7.3 ,., 
14 o.o 17.0 
o.o 5 600 
97.9* 82 98.6* 
This table should be read: 3 programmers, or 3.6 per cent of the 82 
programmers who studied phases of business applications, spent a 
minimum time of less than 1 day studying phases of business applications 
and 1 programmer, or L2 per .cent of the 82 programmers who studied 
phases of business appl icat i c>ns, spent a.111aximum time of less than 
1. day studyh1g phases of .business applications. 
programs for the applications involved. Thie time spent studying those 
applications was varied, ranging from less than one day to more than 
one yearo 
A programmer could not indicate with any degree of accuracy the 
exact time be spent studying any particular business application; 
moreover, a single prograrrmer might have studied several business 
applications within any given year. When the programmer was asked to 
reveal the amount of time he spent studying a business application, bis 
answer was rather general., In most instances, his re~ponse indicated 
that be never spent less than a specified amount of time and never more 
than a different specified amount of time; hence, the data in Table XVI 
are analyzed by the minimum and maximu_m times indicated by each of the 
82 progranners who studied business applications. The majority of the 
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full-time systems analyst was employed by their firms. The systems 
analysts studied the business applications and interpreted them to the 
progranners. 
Forty-nine progranners spent a maximum of two months to one year 
studying the flow of business appl icati;pn$ before attempting to program 
them. Twenty-seven programmers mentioned a minimum of two to seven days 
time, while 14 programmers mentioned a maxim• of two to seven days time 
devoted to studying business applications. Sixteen programmers mentioned 
one day as a m;nimum time for study compared with three programmers wno 
mentioned ene day as a maximum time for study of phases of business 
cam1on to their progranning activities. 
Table XVII lists the.business applications and systems which 82 
progranmers studied before writing a program. 
TABLE XVII 
PHASES OF BUSINESS APPLICATIONS STUDIED BY 82 PROGRAMMERS 
Of' BUSINESS APPLICATIONS 
Studied Business Systems. o •• 82% Did Not Study Business Systems .18% 
I]tustrations of Business Systems Studied* 
1. Transit savings, demand deposits, oil leases, realty payments, and 
insta11ment loans. 
2. Mortgage loans, money order accounting, safe keeping. 
3. Trust department accounting. 
4. Stock transfers, investment securities, loan applications. 
5. Inventory 9 payro11 and cost accounting systems. 
6. All accounting systems and statistical setups. 
7. Admitting routine, medical records, casbiers 8 receipts. 
8. Stock records, equipment inventory, budgets. 
9. Policy issue department 1 claims and accounting, agency services. 
10. Customer and journal accounting. 
11. Credit department and marketing accounting. 
120 Production department regarding applications and flow. 
13. Credits and collections, produce, sales departments. 
14. Trucking and produce departments. 
15. Fund a,,count i ng departments. 
16. Medi~~1 vendor payments. 
17. Accounts payable, manufacturing department, purchasing department. 
18. Income tax and'withholdhigs. 
19. Manufacturing, financial, marketimg, personnel, engineering. 
20. Sales taxes. 
21. Cataloging and supply. 
22. Medical records, standard costs, payrollj) and inventory control. 
23. Fixed assets, retail billing. 
24. Standard accounting procedures~ stock transfer procedures. 
25. ProductioA and quality control tacticso 
26,. Oi 1 and gas a@:countingz> trust accounting. 
27. Sales analysis. 
28. Plant pnd expense accountingo 
29. Casualty insurance. 
*Do not account for 82 because of repetition of business systems and 
procedures studied. 
Tbe fact that business applications programmers analyze a business 
application before they attempt to write a given program is evidence 
that a curriculam which is designed to produce effective business 
progranners should include basic training in systems designing and 
analyzing. The future programmer might also benefit by first-hand 
observation of a variety of business problems and applications which 
could be mechanizedo 
What is the Scope of the Actual Programming Activities 
of the Programmer? 
The actual programming activities ef the programmers involved: 
( 1) writh,g an entire program that wo'111d mechanize a given application 
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for tbe firm which employs the programier, (2) writing an entire program 
that would mechanize a given applicati i0n f~r a customer of the firm which 
employs the programmer, or (3) modifyh:19 a standardized program to the 
extent that it would mechanize an application for the firm which employs 
the programmer or for a customer of the firm which employs the programmer .. 
Standardized programs are those programs which are prepared by 
the ma1;,ufacturer of a particular computer or by a firm which specializes 
;n writing programs to mechanize simple business applications. Almost 
a 11 standardized programs require major modifications by programmers of 
businsss applications before the programs are effective in solving an 
unique business problem. 
Most programmers of business applications are not fnvolved to a 
significant degree with standardized business pro.grams. Table XVIII 
shows that 80 per cent of all progranmers visited do not prepare 
standard programs for use by other busin~ss firms~ It also shows that 
54 per cent of all prograrrmers visited do not utilize stan~ardized 
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TABLE XVIII 
PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES ANALYZED BY USE OF STANDARDIZED PROGRAMS 
WRITTEN OUTSIDE ANO WITHIN PROGRAMMERS' FIRMS 
Programs Written ,outside Firm and 
Used by Programmers 

























1 t .. 0 
100 100.0 
Programs Written Within Firm and 
Used by Other Firms 


























This table should be read: 0.0 per cent of the programs used by 54, or 
54 per cent of all programmers., were written by outside firms; 0.0 per 
cent of the programs written by 80, or 80.0 per cent of all programmers, 
were used by outside firms. 
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programs which are produced by an ou,tside agency. Less than S per cent .. Jl::..:::r,· 
of the total pregrams wrHten by each of 26 programmers incorporated 
$tandardized programs. 'Each of seven progranmers incorporated 
' standardized programs in bis activities for between 6 to 10 per cent of 
the prGgrams he wrote. Each ~f, .nine progranmers incorporated standard~ 
ized programs within 11 to 30 per cent of his programs. 
There exist few., if any, standardized pregrams that would handle 
I 
the business problems of any two firms regardless of similarities 
in the operations of the firms. The fact.that standardized programs 
must be modified by the programmer emphasizes· the element of single / 
identity assoc.iated with each firm. As a resul,t., courses which enco~ge 
,t.---... 
and develop actual programming abilities seem desirable in a curricultn 
for programmers of business applications. The machine language which a 
'. . 1 
programmer employs toward the writing of a program is secondary in 
,importance to the discipline he experiences as he .learns to design and 
wd te a program. 
Tbe programmer of business applicf~ions often finds that he must~ 
L 
operate the digital computer. 'Once he has written a program., there 
must be some reasonable assurance that the program wi 11 solve the 
problem that Js involved. As a general rule, it is the responsil:,ility 
of the programmer to test each of his programs. The program is tested 
\"". ........ 
by submi,tting it to the computer through an appropriate input device.~ 
,. 
The data derived through the solving of a problem by a computer 
frequently must be analyzed for upper management. PrQgrammers of 
busfness appl h:ations who, were interviewed indicated that an effort 
},! 
was mad_e to bave the computer prepare any particular report E!!:_ se; 
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for example:, a progranner of busi.ness applications may design a program 
whicb will instruct tbe computer to produce a c1a.ssified balance sheet 
or i nconte s ta temeFJt. 
The limHed amount of computer operating which the programner must/ 
encounter ~k~s training for cemputer operating an e~fential component 
of a curricutwn fer progranRers of business applications; .however, the 
progra11111er should not be expected to become an expert in every phase 
of the operati:oa of the computer. The level of operating knowledge that 
I _,,,.,/1 
is essentia 1 to the success of a cemputer progranner should be low. !;,--"'·· 
The console operator, a trained specialist for operating computers, is 
usually available for consultation concerning operating problems of a 
severe or complex •ature. 
Sunmary 
The maJori ty of programmers identified themselves as be·ing in the 
o~r~tiv~ level of management as opposed to the middle and upper levels 
of,ma~agement. A.1 though the programmers helped to make management 
decisi011s, the characteristics of these decisions were closely associated 
with the data pr..-ssing department in which the progranners were 
employed. 
Mere than balf of the 100 programmers interviewed work for a firm 
which has within its structure 16 or m~re departments. As a result ef 
the multiple departments within the firms ,ff/ir: which the progranners werk, 
the programmers enceunter many pr'ob::1~s;:pemmen with human relations.~ 
Eighty-two ef the 100 programmers spent time on the job analyzing 
a business appHcation before they attempted to write a program for 
that application. The time which progranners speat studying the varieus 
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business applications varied from less than GM day to more than ene 
year, depending upon the complexity of the applications involved. 
The progranning activiti:ei5 of the programmer involve the designing 
of original programs or the modifying of standardized prog·rams which / 
1,/ 
will accanplisb bis object~ve of mechanizing a business application. 
No standardized progr~m exists that would mecbantze a given business 
applicat,ion for two separate firms •.. Ther-e is an element of single 
identi~y associated with each firm. 
L, 
CHAPTER VI I 
ANALYSIS OF DATA REGARDING THE DEGREE OF FREQUENC't WITH WHICH 
SELECTED ACT! VITI ES AND TOPICS .ARE ENCbUNTERED 
BY PROGRAMMERS OF BUSINESS APPLICATIONS 
Hay,sougbt th~ opini0ns of computer manufacturers a11d computer 
users to help determine tbe qualifications of a progra\1,lmer. 1 Hanke 
>If..,, 
sougbt the opir1iions of employers of programmers to he1p determine tbe 
unique characteri sties or ski 11 s thought desirable for prospective 
progranners.2 This section 0f data analysis identifies the relative 
importance of selected activities within the progranming functions of 
the bus h1ess progranmer o The data reported here are ana 1 yzed to 
support the theory that the frequency with which unique activities 
are encountered by successful progranmers should influence their 
training and education. 
Each progranmer was asked to rate topics in the subject areas of 
accounting, mathematics, statistics, econ•ics, marketing, and manage-
ment as to the frequency of occurrence of each topic within his job 
performance duties.. The rating scale involved three ratings--one for 
"frequently,•• two for ••seldom," and three for nnever occurso 11 Each 
progranmer evaluated each topic by rating it l, 2, or 3. 
I 
2Hanke, p .. 7 .. 
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Weighted average frequencies for each tepic were cletermined for 
progranners fr• al 1 indwstr~~s, for total programmers from each 
in~ustry, for a 11 key· programmers from al 1 industr.ies» and for al 1 
non-key progra...-rs from all i"~ustrieso The weighted average fre-
quencies for key programers and non-key pregrammers were studied to 
determine the topics which should be included in a curriculum for 
business applicatiens programmers. 
The arbitrary ranges of 1 through lo5, 106 through 2.5, and 2.6 
101 
through 3.0 were chosen as crucial fre~uency rating ranges to guide the 
selection of those topics that should i~fluence a curriculumo Tbe 
topics with weighted average frequencies between 1 and 1.5 were con-
sidered 11abse1ute1y essentialu as facters that should influence a 
! 
I 
curriculum for', business applications programmers. The topics with 
weig~~d ·average frequencies between 1.6 and 2.5 were considered factors 
that should be ttreconnended" to influence the content of a curriculum; 
and the topics witb weighted average frequencies between 2.6 and 3o0 
were considered factors that should not be included in a curriculum. 
Frequency of Occurrence of Majer Activity Ar•as 
The 109 prograilllers who were interviewed were asked to associate 
their working activities within six selected major areas of emphasis. 
\ 
These areas are: (1) accounting, (2) statistics, (3) management, (4) 
mathematics, (S) marketing, and (6) eeonemics. 
,Table XIX shGWs a tabulation of major areas involved in tbe duties 
expected of business applications progr~mmers. The table indicates 
that the area of accounting is definitely inv«\>lved in the job activitie's 
of business applic:ati ons pr·ogrammers because key programmers rated 
TABLE XIX 
WEIGHTED AVERAGE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF MAJOR AREAS OF ACTIVITY 
INVOLVED IN THE WORK OF .. BUSINESS APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS 
Maj or Areas" of Activity B&F H&D SG&EI UTIL INS FED G PETR 
Accounting ••••••••• o o • o • o 10167 10 118 1.313 1 oOOO 10400 10333 10200 
Statisticso •• o ••••• o •• o o • 2.250 2. 118 1.250 2.oooj 1.,800 L600 1 .,636 
Management •••••••••• ., • o o o 1.917 1.941 2.313 3.000 2.,200 1.867 10909 
Hathematies •••••••••••••• 10833 1.,706 L.813 )eOOO 1.700 1 .533 1.364 
Marketing ••• o ..... o •• o ••• 2.708 2.4]1 2.813 3.000 2.300 2.867 2.182 
Economics ••••••••••••••• 2.750 2.706 2.750 3.000 2.900 2.667 2.455 
















SG&EI •• Ratfogs @f 16 programmers representii,g 2 educati~nal and 3 state go'1!'ernmelllt i~stitutions. 
UTIL .... Ratings of 2 programners representing 1 utility fjrm. 
INS ••• Ratings of 10 pr@giranmers U;:epresentill'llg 3 insurance firms. 
FED G •• Ratfogs of 15 progra!Jllle'rs re.p'resenting 2 fed~ral government insta11atiol!'lls. 








KEY P o .. Ratings of 2S progranmers representing 1 ~ey programmer from each of the 25 installations visited. 
N-KEY O .. Ratings of 75 progra•ers representing ... n ll'ion-key progranmers from al 1 installations visited. 




accounting wittl a freque1r1Jcy of occurrero~e @f 1 .. 167 and non-key progranne.rs 
rated it 1.514 .. It is clear that accol'Jlllilting should be included in a 
curriculum for b~siness progranmers. The table also indicates that the 
areas of mathematics.,, stati sties~ malr'llagemeint, and marketing have 
frequency rati~gs between 106 and 2.5" The field of economics was 
,;r~·'". . . --,--...,._ 
( seldom )ncountered by prograimers of bush1ess applications • . , .......... ,.,.,,,.;,,,.....----
Although accounting is the only major area rated between t.O and 
1.5 by both key and non-key programners, the areas of stati sties and 
mathematics are worthy of specific considerationo As these two areas 
received a frequelr'llcy rating between leO and leS by key progranmers, it 
seems clear that both mathematics and statistics should be widely 
surveyed in a curriculum designed to educate and train programmers. 
frequency of Occurrence of General Accounting Topics 
Table.~ pre1:ides addi t iona 1 evidence that .the accounting field and 
topics involved within the accounting field are essential to the working 
knowledge of the progranaer. The table presents a selected number of 
general accou1n1ting topics and ind·icates how frequently these topics 
were encountered within the programming activities of the 100 
progranmers. 
Basic accoul!llthng concepts and accrual concepts have a frequemcy 
rating between 1 and 1.SQ A programmer of business applications must 
know tbe significance of debits., credits, accounts, journals., etco 
The fact that accounting information for use of management is rated 
, 1.292 by key progranmers indicates that busifll~ss applications progranners 
were concerned with preparing and interpreting financial statements for 
use by management., Payrot t accounting is rated 1 Q4S8 by both key 
programmers and rum-key progranmers .-. · 
TABLE XX 
-WEIGHTED AVERAGE F.REQ.UENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF GENERAL ACCOUNTING TOPICS IN 
_ . . THE .WORK OF BUSINESS APPLICATIONS' PROGRAMMERS' · · -
Genera 1 Account,i ng Topics B&F M&D SG&EI UTIL INS FED G PETR KEY P N-KEY ALL 
Basic accounting concepts •••• " •• 1.250 10176 1.438 1 .ooo 1.600 1 .600 1.455 1 .292 1o417 10385 
The accrual concepts •••••••••• 2.792 JO 765 1.813 1.000 2.100 2.533 1.909 10583 2 .. 028 L917 
Accoutrrtsffe debits~ ere«Hh 9 ete •• ~ • " 1.042 1..176 1.750 1 .ooo 1 .400 20067 1.364 1 .208 1 .556 1 .469 
Tecnniques of adjustilri! and cl@sing •• 1.750 1 .647 1.875 10000 1 .. 900 2.333 1.545 1 .792 ·10806 1 .802 
Information-for management's use •• -. o 1.583 1.294 1.,25 1.000 i .500 1.867 i.636 1.292 1.639 L,552 
Overall reporting and a~slysis usi~g 
the funds-flow tecbniq~e~ •••••• 2..,417 2 .. 294 2.250 1.000 _ 2. 700 2 .. 467 2.545 2.0'+2 2)+72 20365 
Overall reporting and anaiysis using 
ratios and percentages .... ~ •• o • 2.125 1.588 1.875 1 .. 000 2 .. 200 2.133 2 .. 09n i.875 10972 10947 
Control by use of analysis of cost 
accounting variances .......... 2.458 1.,529 1.938 3.000 2.900 2 .. 133 3.000 1.792 2 .. 305 2 .. 281 
Payr'o11 accounting ............ 1.667 1 .588 1.62.S 1 .. ooo 1.800 2.533 1.45.$ 1.458 1.458 1.458 
Period planning and budgeting •• o ... 2.500 1 .. 941 2.313 1 .. 000 3.000 2.467 2 .. 273 2 .. 083 2.417 2 .. 333 
Break-even chart characteristics ...... 2.792 2 .. 529· 2.938 3.000 2.900 2.733 2.909 2.sa3 2 .. 764 2.719 
Relevant cost (profit maximization) •• 2.750 2,.,235 2.938 3 .. 000 3.000 2.733 2.727 2.500 2 .. 750 2.,as 
Future costs ••• G ........... 2 .. 583 2'~353 2.563 3.000 3.000 2.400 2.727 2.458 2.583 2.552 
Differential costs ••••••••••• 2.667 2 .. 588 2.500 3 .. 000 2.800 2.600 2 .. 636 2.375 2.681 2.604 
Income tax .(individual and business) •• 2.292 2 .. 529 2.250 2.500 2.600 3 .. 000 2.636 2.375 2 .. 528 2.489 
Fiduciary accounting ••••••• "-" • 2.000 2 .. 882 2.563 2.000 2.800 ).000 2.909 2.642 2.642 2.542 
Municipal or governmental principles ... 2.542 2.542 2.706 2.188 3.000 2.000 2.800 2.636 2 .. 628 2.552· 
See Table XIX for details concerning colunnar beadings. 
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Accounting offered in the curriculun1 for business applications 
progranmers should include as essential general accounting topics: (1) 
basic accounting concepts, (2) accrual concepts, (3) the use of debits 
and credits, (4) accounts, (5) journals, (6) accounting data for use of 
management, and (7) characteristics of payroll accounting. 
The concern of the programmer with reporting and controlling 
devices in the accounting field is indicated by frequency ratings between 
1.6 and 2.5 for topics such as the mechanics of accounting involving 
adjusting and closing techniques, the funds flow technique and the 
ratios and percentages technique of reporting and analyzing accounting 
information, and the cost accounting variances for controlling devices. 
It seems logical, therefore, to reconnend that accounting courses offered 
in a curriculua for business applications programmers include learning 
experiences relating tos (1) adjust ing and closing accounts, (2) 
analyzing accounting i nformation through both the funds flow technique 
and ratios and percentages technique, and (3) controlling costs through 
the analysis of cost accounting variances. 
The fact that programmers of business applications were cost 
conscious is indicated by the frequency ratings between 1.6 and 2.5 for 
topics $UCh as period planning and budgeting, break-even chart analysis, 
constr~tion and interpretation, relevant cost factors leading to 
profit maximization for a firm, and future and differential cost factors. 
Income tax accounting for both the individual and business was encountered 
with a frequency of 2.375 by key progranners from all firms. Based upon 
these ratings, topic_s that should al so be reccmnended as a part of the 
content of accounting courses taught to business applications programmers 
are, (1) period planning and budgeting, (2) break-even chart analysis, 
(3) relevant cost factors, (4) future and differential cost factors, 
and (5) income tax accounting. 
Host of the general accounting topics listed in Table XX can be 
found ;n the first two introductory courses ef college ac~ounting; 
however, it is doubtful that the first two courses of college 
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accounting adequately involve the flow of funds and the analysis of cost 
attributes. Courses directly involving cost accounting principles and 
I 
concepts could provide the future business progranmer iwith a broad . ' 
background of the cost elements essential to good management. 
Frequency of Occurrence of Asset~AecGUntin9 ~Toptc~~ 
The frequency ratings of assets listed by broad classifications are 
/ 
tabulated in Table XXIo Those classifications of assets often comprise I 
the asset section of a classified balance sheet for a business firm. No 
particular classification of assets was indicated as uabsolutely 
essenthl" to the working knowledge of a programmer; however, accounting 
for cash and cash funds, receivables, inventories, fixed assets, and 
deferred charges to operations have weighted avetage fre~uencies between 
1.6 and 2.5, ,wbich indicates that knowledge of these classifications of 
' 
assets was considered necessary to the successful performance of the 
activities of business applications programmers. It therefore seems 
clear that the asset accounting topics to be recomnended for inclusion in 
the accounting courses which are a part of the curriculun for business 
programmers are: (1) cash, (2) receivables, (3) inventories, (4) fixed 
assets, and (5) deferred charges to operations. 
Accounting for securities, although not rated with a high degree 
of frequency by all programmers, should be noted as that topic was 
TABLE XXI 
WEIGHTED AVERAGE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF BROAD ASSEJ TOPICS IN THE 
.... WQRK _ Qf ~U~IN~SS ~PLICATIONS PROGAANMER·S 
Broad Asset Topics B&F H&D SG&EI UTIL INS . FED G PETR 
., 
I 
Accounting for cash (special funds) •• 2.333 2.588 2.18&_ 3.000 2. 300 2. 933 2 .455 
~ccounting for securjties •••• ,• •• 2.125 2.882 2.875 3.000 2.600 3.000 2.818 
Accounting for receivables ••••••• 1.750 2.353 2. 125 1. 000 1 .900 2. 533 1.636 
Account i ng for inventories ••••••• 2.583 1 .294 2.000 1.000 2. 200 1.333 2.091 
Accounting for fixed assets •••••• 2.750 2. l76 2.000 3.000 2. 300 2.467 1.545 
Accounting for wasting assets ••••• 2.958 2.824 3.000 3.000 3.000· 2.7)3 2.455 
Accounting for intangible assets •••• 2.917 2.824 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 2 . 818 
Accounting for deferred charges to 
operations •••••••••••••• 2.541 2.471 2.500 3.000 2.400 3.000 2.091 
,-
See Table XIX for details concerning col1..mnar headings. 
KEY P N-KEY ALL 
2. 167 2. 528 2.438 
2. 625 2. 653 2. 646 
1.625 2.083 1 .969 
2.125 1.833 1 . 906 
2.000 2. 222 2 . 270 
2.667 2.875 2. 823 
2.833 2. 986 2.950 
2.208 2.417 2.500 
.s 
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rated 2.625 by key progranmers. Accounting for wasting assets and for 
intangible assets was not invol ved to a significant degree in ~he 
activities of a progranmer . 
Table XXII analyzes the f requency of occurrence of specific topics 
which could be assGCiated with the current assets-- securities, receiv~ 
ables, and inventories. Progranmers 'did not encounter accounting for 
securities and investments or any specific topic within that category 
to a significant degree; however, frequency ratings between 1.6 and 2.5 
for a nunber of receivable asset classifications indicate that accounting 
for receivables is fairly c01111Jon for progranmers. Programmers need to 
know the applications cannon to discounting the note of a customer, 
handling a note in payment of a customer's account, and accounting for 
notes receivable which are past due . Assigned accounts receivable, 
installment accounts receivable, and intercompany accounts receivable 
have frequency ratings between t.6 and 2.5. It is therefore not recom-
mended that securities be given detailed recognition within the accounting 
courses designed for the business applications progranmer; however, it 
is reconmended that accounting courses for progranmers give detailed 
recognition to the following accounting for receivables topics: (1) 
notes, (2} assigned account s~ (3) installment accounts, and (4} inter-
company accounts. 
I 
Progranners of business applications did not encounter consignment 
accounts receivable nor capital stock subscriptions to an appreciable 
degree. 
It is clear that inventory accounting lends itself to progranning 
applicati~s ~ The programmers gave frequency ratings between 1. 6 
and 2.5 to all topics concerning inventory accounting except some 
TABLE XXII 
WEIGHTED AVERAGE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF CURRENT ASSET TOPICS IN THE 
WORK OF BUSINESS AePLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS 
Current Asset Topics B&F M&D SG&EI UTIL INS FED G PETR 
Securities 
Secudties as permanent and t•,orafy 
investments •••• •••••• ••• 2. 167 2.882 2.813 3.000 2.700 3.000 2.818 
listed and unlisted securities ••••• 2.250 2.882 2.875 3. 000 2.800 3. 000 2.818 
Marketable and nol'lllarketable 
securities •••••••••••••• 2.250 2.824 2.875 3.000 2.800 3.000 2. 818 
Receivables 
Notes receivable •••••••••••• 1.917 2.647 2.750 3.000 2.700 2.600 2.091 
Trade customers • notes receivable · • •• 2. 375 2.764 2.875 3.000 2.800 2.867 2.455 
Discounting notes receivable •••••• 2.167 2.882 2.813 3.000 2.800 2.867 2. 545 
P.ast-due notes ••• ••• · ••••••• 1.917 2.825 2.625 2.000 2. 700 2.867 2.545 
~ging and evaluating accounts 










Assigned accounts receivable •••••• 2.333 2.765 2.500 3.000 2.800 2.600 2. 000 -2.375 
Installment accownts receivable •••• 1.917 2.882 2.875 3.000 2.900 2.933 2.000 2.417 
Capital stock subscriptions receivable. 2.750 2.825 3.000 2.000 2.900 3. OQQ- 2. 909 2.833 
Intercompany accounts receivable •••• 2.583 2.412 2.81) 1.000 2.200 2.~67 2.455 2.458 
Advances to employees ••••••••• 2.542 2.059 2.875 2.000 2.400 3.000 2.273 2.292 

































TABLE XXII (Continued) 
Cur~~nt Asset Topics B&F H&D SG&EI UTil INS FED G PETR . KEY P N-KEY · ALL 
Inventories 
Per petual and periodi c inventories ••• 2.583 1.294 2. 125 1. 000 2.400 1. 333 2. 091 2. 083 1 . 903 1. 948 
Goods' not possessed •• o • • •• • • • 2.750 2.412 2.500 1.000 3.000 1.667 2. 818 2. 3J1 1..611 , 2. .. 448 
Goods in transit • •• • •• •• • ••• 2.625 2.529 2.563 2.000 3.000 1.600 2.636 2 .'l58 2. S14 20500 
Goods pledged • • • •• •• • ••• •• 2.708 2. 235 2.625 3. 000 3.000 1.600 3. 000 2. 625 2.417 2. 479 
Valuation by lower of cost or market •• 2. 833 2.353 2.813 3. 000 3. 000 2. 600 3.000 2. 833 2. 681 2.7 19 
Va l uation by cost basis •••••• •• 2.667 1. 941 2.625 3.000 2.900 2.267 2. 727 2 .417 2.500 2.480 
Valuation by retail method •••• ••• 2.917 2. 588 3.000 3.000 3.000 2. 800 2.818 2.708 2. 819 2. 792 
Valuation by gross profit method • • • • 2.875 2. 412 3.000 3.000 3.000 2.667 2.818 2.792 2.750 2.760 
Valuation using first-in, first-out 
method ••••••••••••••• • 2. 792 2. 353 , 2,.688 3. 000 3.000 2.400 2.727 2. 708 2.597 2.625 .... ... 
Valuation using last-in, first-out 
method •••• • ••••••••• •• 2.708 2.412 2.938 3.000 3.000 2.600 2.727 2.667 2.694 2.688 
See Table XIX for ~etails concerning colunnar headings. 
0 
specialized evaluation topics. The prograADers were concerned with 
evaluating an inventory using the first-in, first-out and specific 
cost identification methods. They were also concerned with both 
perpetual and periodic inventory keeping and goods not possessed, in 
transit, or pledged. 
Frequency of Occurrence of Fixed Assets, Intangible Assets 
and Deferred Charges to Cperations 
The frequency rating of 2.406 given by all progranmers to the topic 
of accounting for land, buildings, mach i nery, and equipment, as shown in 
Table XXIII, indicates that progranmers of business applications should 
be acquainted with accounting for fixed assets in this category. Lower 
ratings were given to the other specific topics relating to fixed assets. 
Specific topics in intangible asset accounting were not rated with a 
frequency higb enough to inditate importance to programmers. 
In the field of deferred charges to operations, business programners 
were confronted with insurance, interest6 organi1zation expenses, and 
advertising expenses that are paid in advance. This is apparent from 
the frequency ratings between 1.6 and 2.5 given to these topics. The 
progranaer was not concerned with discounts on bonds and capital stock 
that are associated with securities and investments nor with experimental 
expenses that are paid in advance by a firm. It seems reasonable, there-
fore, to recommend that the following topics within the classifications 
of fixed assets~ intangible assets, and deferred charges to operations be 
included in the acpounting courses designed for progranmers of business 
applications: (t) land, building, plant , and machinery, (2) insurance, 
(3) interest, (4) organizational expenses, (5) and advertising expense.s. 
TABLE XXIII 
WEIGHTED AVERAGE FRE~UENCY Of OCCURRENCE Of CLASSES Of ~IXED ASSETS, INTANGIBLE ASSETS, 
AND DEFERRED CHARGES TO OPERATIONS IN lHE WORK Of BUSINESS APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS 
Classes of Fixed and Intangible Assets 
and Deferred Charges to Operations B&f H&D SG&EI UTIL INS FED G PETR KEY P 
fixed Assets 
Land, buildings, machinery and 
equipment •••••••••••••• 2.792 2.235 1.875 3.000 2.600 2.533 2.545 2.875 
Patterns, dies, drawings, and 
electrotypes ••••••••••••• 2.958 2.412 2.813 3.000 3.000 2.933 L636 2.708 
Wasting assets (depletion items} •••• 2.958 2.824 3.000 3.000 3.000 2.733 2.455 2.667 
Intangible Assets 
Goodwi 11 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2. 917 2.882 3.000 3.000 3.000 2.867 2.909 2.917 
Patents •••••••••••••••• 2.958 2.882 3.000 3.000 3.000 ~.ooo 2.727 2.917 
Copyrights ••••••••••••••• 2.958 2.882 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 2.909 2.917 
Trademarks ••••••••••••••• 2.958 2.882 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 2.909 2.958 











TABLE XXIII (Continued) 
Classes of Fixed and Intangible Assets 
and Deferred Charges to Operations B&F H&D SG&EI UTIL INS FED G PETR KEY P N-KEY ALL 
Deferred charges to operations 
Prepaid insurance •••••••••• o 2.458 2.471 2.625 3. 000 2.600 3.000 2.545 2.250 2.708 2.594 
Prepaid in~er~st •••••••• • • •• 2.375 2. 647 2.813 3.000 2.800 3.000 2. 636 2.500 2.694 2.646 
Discount on bonds •••••••••• • 2.458 2.824 2.938 3.000 20700 3.000 2.818 2.625 2. 777 2. 740 
Discount on capital stock o •••••• 2.417 2. 706 2.938 3.000 2.900 3.000 2.818 2.708 2. 736 2.729 
Experimental expenses •• o •••••• 2.625 20588 2.625 3.000 2.800 3.000 2.818 2.542 2.764 20708 
Prepaid advertisinij o ••••••••• 2.583 2.s88 3.000 3.000 2.500 3.000 2.455 20375 2. 778 2.677 
See Table XIX for details concerning coll.lllnar headings. 
\N 
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The first two courses in accounting should offer adequate training 
concerning those topics rated worthy of consi deration, i.e., between 
1.0 ~nd 2.6, in Table XXIII . 
Frequency of Occurrence of Liability Topics 
The broad liability classifications used in Table XXIV would 
normally be found on the balance shee t of a business firm. The table 
indicates that the current , fixed, and deferred credit to income liability 
classifications were commonly encountered by business applications 
progranmers. The frequency rating for each of these topics is between 
1.6 and 2.5. Contingent liabilities were seldom encountered by 
progranmers of business applications. 
Table XXV reveals that the business programmer is concerned with 
a limi ted ntnber of liability topics . With frequency ratings between 
1.6 and 2.S, notes , accounts, di vi dends , salaries and wages, interest 
and taxes payable may be regarded as important to the knowledge of 
I 
business programmers . Based upon these r atings, i t seems reasonable 
to rec01111Rend for inclusion in the current liability segment of the 
accounting courses designed for the business applications programmer: 
(1) notes payable, (2) accounts payable 9 (3) devidends payable, (4) 
salaries and wages payable, (5) interest payable, and (6) taxes payable. 
Long-term liabilities such as mortgages and bonds payable were 
encountered by programmers with a frequency indicated by a weighted 
average rating of 2.469. A general knowledge of long-term liabilities 
should be sufficient for the programmer. The programmers indicated 
that t hey had relatively little need for knowledge concerning 
classifying bonds, recording bond issues, amortizing bond ;premiums or 
TABLE XXIV 
WEIGHTED AVERAGE FREqUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF COMMON LIABILITY CLASSES 
IN TH~ WQRK OF BUSINESS APPLICATIONS PROGRANHERS 
CQ0111on liability Topics B&F H&D SG&EI UTIL INS FED G PETR 
Current liabilities o •• o • o • o • • 20208 2.059 1.875 3.000 20200 2.800 10727 
Contingent ti~bilities •••• o •••• 20750 2.647 2.813 3. 000 3.000 3.000 2.727 
Fixed liabilities •••• o • o •••• 2.167 2.588 2.750 3.000 2.300 2.933 2.727 
Deferred credits to income ••••••• 2.375 2.471 2.875 3.000 2.400 2.867 L818 
See Table XIX for details concerning coll.lllnar headings. 
KEY P N-KEY ALL 
1.875 2.250 2o 156 
2.708 2.764 2.750 
2.292 2.528 2.469 
2.375 2.500 20469 
v, 
TABLE XXV 
WEIGHTED AVERAGE FRE~UENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF SPECIFIC LIABILITY TOPICS 
IN THE _WORK OF BUSINESS APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS 
Sped f ic L iabi q ~y Topics B&F N&D SG&EI UTIL INS FED G PETR 
Current Liabil i t ies 
Notes payab le ••• • •••• • •••• 2. 375 2.588 2.438 3. 000 2.700 3. 000 2.364 
Accounts payab le •• •• •• • • o ••• 2. 375 2. 176 20313 3. 000 2. 600 2. 933 1.818 
Divi dends payab le •• • •••••••• 2.1 25 2. 882 3.000 3. 000 20100 3. 000 2.818 
Merchandi se rece ived on cons i gnment •• 2. 875 2.884 2. 750 30000 3. 000 2.867 2. 727 
Contracts f or f uture de livery ••••• 2. 875 20647 2.375 3.000 2.800 2.733 2. 909 
Goods in trans it ••• • ••• • •••• 2. 875 2. 706 2.688 3. 000 3. 000 2.733 2. 727 
Accrua ls payab le •••• o • •••••• 20542 2. 471 2. 563 3. 000 2.600 3. 000 2. 545 
Sa lari es and wages ••••••• o ••• 2.208 2. 000 2 .. 125 2. 500 2. 100 2. 933 2.000 
Inte res t payab le •• • •• • • • •••• 1. 958 · 2. 529 2.813 3. 000 2. 000 3. 000 20636 
Conmi ss i ons payab le •• • ••••••• 2. 750 2. 706 3. 000 3. 000 1.900 3. 000 2. 000 
Roya lti es payab le ••• • •••••• • 2. 833 2. 765 3.000 3. 000 3.000 3. 000 2.1 82 
Taxes payable ••••••• : • • o •• 2. 375 2. 353 2. 563 3. 000 2.500 3. 000 1.909 
Fix~d ~ia~il it~es 
. ' 
Mor tgage payable •• •• ••• • • • • • 2. 167 2. 824 2.875 3.000 2. 500 2. 933 2.727 
Bond payable •• •• ••• • •• • •• • 2.250 2.882 2.813 3.000 2.700 3.000 2. 818 
Class i fication of bonds •• •• • •• 2.792 2.882 2.875 3. 000 2.800 3.000 2. 818 
~ecording bond i ssue • ••••• • • • 2.458 2.882 2.875 3.000 3.000 3. 000 2.818 
Amortizat i on of premiun and discount •• 2.375 2.882 2.875 3.000 2.900 3. 000 2. 707 
Bond sinking fund ••••••• ••• • 2.798 2. 882 2.875 3.000 3.000 3.000 2.818 
See Table XIX for details concerning columnar headings. 
KEY P N-KEY ALL 
2.250 2.639 2.542 
2.083 2.458 20365 
2.417 2.681 2. 615 
2.667 2. 861 2.813 
2.667 2. 708 2. 677 
2. 708 2. 792 2. 760 
2.750 2. 639 2. 219 
2 .. 058 2. 306 2. 219 
2. 208 2. 528 2.448 
2.417 2.S83 2. 542 
2. 625 2. 764 2. 729 
2.333 2.403 2. 385 
2.500 2.569 2.552 
2.708 2.583 2.615 
2.667 2. 722 2.708 
2.792 2.681 2. 708 
2.708 2.653 2.667 
2.792 2.764 2. 771 
°' 
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discounts, and establishing bond sinking funds. Table XXV shows all 
of these topics have weighted average ratings above 2.5. 
Frequency of Occurrence of Business Ownership Topics 
The business applications progranmer did not often encounter topics 
relative to accounting for owner.ship of business f,irms. The frequency 
ratings for all topics in this area are between 2.6 and 3.0. The 
ratings of the specific topics relating to business ownership are 
given in Table XXVI. It is therefore apparent that accounting courses 
for programmers should not stress the study of business ownership topics. 
Sunnary of Analysis of Accounting Activities Encountered 
by Business Programmers 
Programmers of business applications were especially concerned with 
reporting, interpreting, and analyzing accounting data. Acquaintanceship 
wi th the funds flow technique and ratios and percentages technique of 
analyzing and reporting business da~a was necessary to the success of the / 
progranrner. Business progranmers are also concerned wi th accounting ~ 
applications involving accounting for casb, receivables, inventories, 
fixed assets, deferred charges to operations, current liabilities, and 
deferred credits to income. 
Progranmers must have a working knowledge of cost control through 
use of break-even chart construction and interpretation, through use of 
analysis of cost accounting variances, and through the preparation of 
relevant, future, and differential cost reports for management. 
Accounting for business ownership problems, detai .. ls of long-term 
liabilities, intangible assets, wasting assets and securities is not 
TABLE XXVI 
WEIGHTED AVERAGE FRE~UENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF BUSINESS OWNERSHIP TOPICS 
IN THE WORK OF BUSINESS APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS 
Business Ownership Topics B&F H~D SG&EI U-TIL INS FED G PETR 
Sole proprietorship •• o • o • o o •• 2.917 2.882 3.000 3.000 2.400 3.000 2.818 
Partnership (formation, operation, 
and disolulion) •••• o ••• o o • 2.833 2.882 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 2.818 
Corporation ••• ~ •••• o •• o •• 2.583 2.882 3.000 3.000 2.600 3.000 2.545 
Organization of corporation ••• • • 2.708 2.882 30000 3.000 2.900 3.000 2.727 
~apital stock of corporation. o •• o 20625 2.882 3.000 3.000 2.600 3.000 2.818 
'freasury stock of corporation •••• 2.667 2.882 3.000 3.000 2.600 3.,000 2.000 
~o-par-value stock of corporation •• 2.708 2-.882 3.000 3.000 2.800 3.000 2.000 
~etained earnings of corporationo o • 2.667 2.882 3.000 3.000 2.600 30000 2.818 
~ppropriated retained earnings •••• 20708 2.882 3.000 3.000 2.800 3.000 20818 
See Table XIX for details concerning colllllnar hea~ings. 
KEY P N-KEY ALL 
2.875 2.861 2.865 
2.875 20903 20865 
2.750 2.764 2.760 
2.833 2.792 2.802, 
2.833 2.708 2.740 
29833 2.819 2.823 
2.833 2.861 2.854 
2.708 2.847 2.813 
2.792 2.861 2.844 
(X) 
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rated sufficiently important within the activiti es of the programmer 
to merit being included within a training program for business programmers. 
Frequency of Occurrence of St atistical Topics 
The frequency of occur re.nce of statistical topics for the programmer 
of business applications is shown in Table XXVII. Key progranmers 
encountered the field of statistics with a frequency rating of 1.5; 
therefore, knowledge of topics within the field of statistics may be 
considered as essential . Statistical topics with a frequency rating 
between 1.6 and 2.5 were elementary ntnber usage techniques, probability 
of equally likely outcane of a nlnber of reoccurring events, and methads 
and principles involved in sampling. These topics are reconmended for 
inclusion in the statistics courses designed for business applications 
progranaers. 
Progranaers of business applications programmed applications 
which involved randan selecting of scientific samples, determining 
the standard error of the mean i making statements of r~liability, and 
drawing statistical inferenceso These topics have frequency ratings 
between 1.6 and 2.5; therefore, it is reconmended that they be included 
in the content of a statistics course that is within the curricul1.111 
of the programmer. 
Key programmers were concerned with the correlation and the analysis 
of variances techniques of canparing data. Their concern is indicated 
by a frequency rating of 2. 4580 The prograaaers also utilized knowledge 
concerning statistical quality control techniques in production and 
management and often helped prepare control charts of variables conce~n-
ing business problems. The progr ammers • need for knowledge concerning 
TABLE XXVII 
WEIGHTED AVERAGE FRE~UENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF STATISTICAL TOPICS 
IN THE WQRK OF BUSINESS APPLICATIONS P~OGRANKERS 
Statistical Topics B&F H&D SG&EI UTIL INS FED G PETR 
== . -, 
The field of statisti cs •••••••• 2.417 2. 176 L438 3.000 1.800 1.533 lo545 
Elementary number usage techniques ••• 2.459 2.235 2.000 3.000 2.300 2. 067 2.545 
Probability (equally li kely outcome) •• 2.667 2.235 2.313 3.000 2.700 2.067 2.636 
Principles invol~ed in sampling •• . •• 2.667 2.059 2.000 3.000 2 0 7 00 j 1 • 66 7 2.545 
Random selection--scientific sampl ing 2.750 2. 176 2. 12_5 3.opo 2.800 1.867 2.636 
Standard error of the mean •••••• 2.708 2.412 2.375 3. 000 2.700 2.200 2.636 
The statement of reliability ••••• 2.750 2.353 2.500 3.000 2.600 2.333 2.727 
Statistical inference •••••••• 2.708 2.294 2.438 3. 000 2.700 2.200 2.727 
Sampling methods ••••••••••• u 2.667 2.294 2.063 3.000 2.700 1 .933 2.545 
Bivariate data and regression analysis. 2.968 2.647 2.688 3.000 2. 700 2.667 2.818 
Confidence intervals ••••••••• 2.968 2.706 2.750 3.000 2.700 2.733 2. 818 
In economics and business •••••• 2. 968 2.647 2.625 3.000 2.700 2.733 2.818 
Correlation--the analysis of vari ance. 2.968 2.647 2.438 3.000 2.400 2.400 2.818 
Statistical quality control in 
production management •••••••• 2.875 2.471 2.813 3,,000 2.600 2.133 2.818 
Statistical surveillance of . -
repetitive process •••••••••• 2.917 2.588 2.813 3.000 2.800 2. 333 2.0,a 
Control charts of variables •••••• 2.875 2.647 2.875 3.000 2.700 2.200 3.000 
Control charts of attributes •••••• 2.833 2. 706 2.875 3.·000 2. 700 2.400 3.000 
Statistical analysis--time series data. 2.792 2.647 2.813 3.000 2.500 2.600 2.818 
Forecasting and marketing research ••• 1.917 2.294 2.750 3.000 2_. 900 2.667 2.636 
See Table XIX for details concerning columnar headings. 
KEY P N-KEY ALL 
1 .500 2.028 1 .896 
2. 083 2.528 2. 417 
2.083 2.528 2.417 
2. 125 2.306 2. 260 
2.250 2.4 17 2. 375 
2.292 2.556 2.490 
2.333 2.583 2. 521 
2.417 2.514 2.490 
2. 209 2.403 2.354 
2. 625 2. 792 2.740 
2.667 2. 806 2. 771 
2. 708 2.792 2. 771 
2.458 2.694 2. 635 
2. 500 2.722 a.667 
2.750 2. 694 2.708 
2.583 2.736 2.698 
2.625 2.778 2.740 
2.625 2.736 2.708 




these topics merits the reccmnendation tha t they be included within the 
statistical courses made available to the business applications 
progra11111er. 
Forecasting of future events and marketing research were important 
topics to progranmers of business appl icationso These topics were rated 
in the f requency range between 106 and 2o5o 
In many cases a progranmer is employed by a firm which also employs 
a permanent statisticiano As a result , the statistical knowledge which 
the programmer is expected to master is r ather generalo It is doubtful, 
however, that the introductory course in statistics that is offered in 
most business curricula could pr ovide an adequate amount of general 
statistical knowledge for busi ness appli cat ions programmers . 
I 
The statistical courses that should~ a part of the education of 
the business pregranmer should stress the areas of elementary n1.Uber 
usage techniques, probabil ity theory, principles and methods of 
scientific sampli ng, and correlation and analysis of varianceso The 
programmer should also encounte r learning experiences through business 
problems that involve statistical quality control relating to production 
and management functions, forecasting of future occurrences, and 
marketing researcbo An advanced statistks cour se should logically 
include these learning experienceso 
Frequency of Occurrence of Mathematical Topics 
The fact that mathematical topics are important to the programmer is 
established by the data presented in Table XXVIII. The concepts of 
notation concerning subscri pts , factorials, and superscripts were 
important to programming activities. Tbe actual functioning of a 
TABLE XXVIII 
WEIGHTED AVERAGE FREqUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF MATHEMATICAL TOPICS 
.IN THE WOBX 1'F BUSINESS APPLICATIONS P~OGR~HERS 
Mathematical Topics B&F M&D SG&EI UTIL INS FED G PETR 
= 
The concepts of notation (sub$eripts, 
factorials, etc.) ••• _ •••• o o o 2.208 20353 2.125 3.000 2.300 10 667 10909 
The number systems (base 10, binary and 
octal, rational and irrational, 
powers and roots, etc.) ••••• o o 1.750 t . 887 2. 125 3.000 2. 100 1.333 10600 
Basic symbolic l~gic (statements, 
deductive and indqttive logic, con-
junction and disjunction, truth 
tables, arginents, etc.) ••••••• 1. 917 1. 706 2.313 3.000 2.400 1.667 10727 
Sets and Boolean expressions (inter-
2.600 ·section. and union, Boolean algebra) • 2.708 2.471 2.688 3.000 2.533 2.636 
Equations and inequat.ions ••••••• 2.208 2.059 2. 125 3.000 10800 2. 133 t. 818 
Functions and their graphso ••••• o 2.792 2.529 2.750 3.000 20400 2. 133 2.364 
_ Linear functions ••••• o ••••• 2.J75 2.588 2.500 3.000 2.500 2.533 2.364 
Non-linear functions ••••••• o • 2~833 2.529 2.500 3.000 2.500 2. 667 2.636 
Exponential functions •••••••• 2.917 2.588 2.500 30000 2.600 2.667 2.636 
Trigonanetric fur:,ctions ••••••• 2.875 2.765 2.500 3.000 2.600 2.667 2.636 
Basic probability theory (concepts, 
permutations and combinations) •••• 2.625 2.353 2.500 3.000 2.400 2.467 2.545 
Vectors and matrices (matrix algebra 
and applications) •••••••••• 2.792 2.471 2.625 3.000 2.400 2.467 2.545 
Basic operations research techniques •• 2.875 2.412 2.688 3.000 2.800 2.533 2.727 
Iterative process--the alogrithm ••• 2.833 2.529 2.688 3.000 2.800 2.533 2.727 
Mathematical models ••••••••• 2.792 2.471 2.688 3.000 2.600 2.867 2.818 
Lin~~r progranming •••••••••• 2.708 2.529 2.688 3.000 2.500 2.333 2.727 
KEY P N-KEY ALL 
20042 1o764 2. 104 
10667 1 .819 1. 781 
1., 750 1.875 1.844 
2.458 2 .61 t 2.5<73 
10875 2.292 2o 188 
2.292 2.556 2.490 
2.333 2.667 2.583 
2.375 2.681 2.656 
2.375 2.750 2.594 
2.458 2.750 2.677 
2. 167 2.583 2.479 
2.375 2.264 2.281 
2.542 2.708 2.657 
2.542 2.708 2.656 
2.500 2.750 2.688 
N 
2.417 2.625 2.573 N 
TABLE XXllIII (Continued) 
Hatb~ati~al Topi~s B&F M&D SG&EI UTIL 
' 
Introduction to differential and 
integra1-calcu1us o o o o o o .. o o o 30000 20706 2o7SO 3.,000 
The derivativeo o o o o o o o o • o o 30000 20706 20750 30000 
Maxima and minima" " • o o o o o • o 30000 20647 2o7SO 3.,000 
Definite and indefinite integralo •• 30000 20706- 2o7SO 30000 
Advanced calculus. o· ..... " o o .. o 2.958 2.824 20938 3.000 
Differential equatio~s ..... o • " " • 30000 20765 2o87S 3 .. 000 
See Table XIX for details concerning columnar beadingso 
INS FED G PETR 
2.,700 2.,667 2e626 
2.700 20667 2.818 
2.,700 20600 2.818 
20700 2.,800 20727 
20900 20800 2.909 
20700 2.800 20818 
















computer i•s built around the number systems; therefore, the base t O 
number system, binary and octal, rational and irrational numbers, and 
powers and roots must be mastered by a progranner of business appl i.ca-
tions. It seems reasonable to recomnend that the mathematics courses 
offered the business applications programmer include: {1) concepts 
of notations and {2) different number systems. 
124 
Basic symbolic logic involving statements, deductive and inductive 
reasoning, conjunction and disjunction, truth tables and argumen~s were 
frequently encountered by business applications programmerso The 
frequency ratings within the range of 1.6 to 2.5 for these topics may be 
interpreted to mean that it is desirable to include these topics in tbe 
content of the mathematics courses designed for business programmers. 
The ratings t>etween 1.6 and 2.5 given to equations and inequations, 
sets and Boolean expressions, and functions and their graphs prove tbe 
usefulness of these fields of mathematics. An understanding of the 
applications involved in matrix algebra was also necessary for the 
business applications progranaer. Matrix algebra was rated with a 
frequency of occurrence of 2.264 by all non-key progranmers. Operations 
research techniques involving linear programming, mathematical models, 
and iterations are gaining a place of importance in the business 
applications problems of the programners. As these topics in tbe 
mathematcics area were rated within the "reconmended" frequency range, 
it would be desirable to include them in the content of mathematics 
courses offered for business applications programmers. 
Topics in calculus and differential equations wer~ rated above 
2.5 by progranaers. This rating indicates tbat knowledge of calculus 
and differe~tia1 equations is not esse~tia1 to the success of the 
practicing busi~ess applications ptrogtraimmetrG 
Several courses in the field of mathiematics would apparently be 
necessary in the educati-on of a business ptrogiranner.. Tbe spira 1 
learning pattern hivolved in the learning of mathematics would imply 
the need for mere than a basic mathematics courseo Tbe mathematics 
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courses should i~ve1ve prq~lems which require a working knowledge of the 
different number systems, basic symbolic 1~gic, and sets and Boolean 
expressionso The courses should, in additio~9 develop the ability to 
solve equatic~s and inequations and to ~~detrstand functions and their 
graphs. Hi!·,trix algebra which includes mathematical applications 
concerning vectors and matrices should pr'evide a foundation for the 
learning of basic G»perations research tecblfl)iques which involve itera-
tions, matbemati~al models, and linear progr:ams. 
FrequeACy of Occurrence of Marketi~g and Economic Topics 
Tables XXIX and XXX reveal that ma~y top;cs in the fields of market-
;ng and ecenomies are relatively unimporta~t in the work of the business 
It should be noted, however, that the areas 
I 
of principles ef marketing, distribution management, marketing research, 
and economic principles of producth,n al 1 have ratings in the range from 
1.6 to 2oSo 
The rating$ given to topics in marketing and economics may be 
;nterpreted to mean that survey cQurses ;n these two areas would be 
desirable in a curriculum for business applications programmers. 
TABLE XXIX 
WEIGH1f'ED.AVERAGE fRE~UENCf Of ottURREICE Of MARKETING TOPICS 
IN TIIE_ WORtCOf BUSINE~S ~PLI~"TIQNS .. PROGRAMMERS. 
Marketing Topics B&F M&D SG&El UTIL INS FED G PETR 
Principles Qf mar1~etti111g o o .. o ., o o o 20798 2.929 2o87S )oOOO 2e900 30000 2.273 
Retail management., ~ o o o • ., • o ., e 2.,875 2 .. 165 3.,000 3 .. 000 3.,000 3 .. 000 2.273 
Distribution management., o o ., o ., o ._2.,875 2.588 2..,,3$ 3.000 2.000 2 .. t3J 2.,364 
Sales manage~nto e .... ., i.., ., ., ., ., ., 2.,833 "2o16'5 2.,~)38 )oOOO 2.,900 30000 2,,364 
Advertising tnanagement • .,.,., .. ., ., o o o 20875 2.765 30000 3.000 3.,000 3.,000 2.,727 
Marketing research .. ., o • o .. o .. ., ., o 2 .. 833 2.,706 ,t .. ooo 2.500 2 .. 800 3.000 2 .. 4ss 
Advertising copy and layout., ., • ., ., ., 20833 2o ]6-S J.,000 30000 3.,000 3.000 2.,818 
See Table XIX for details co~cerntng columnar headingso 



















WEIGHTED AVERAGE FRE~UENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF ECONOMICS TOPICS 
. . IN TME WORK _OF BUSINESS APPLICATIONS _PROGRAMMERS 
Economics Topies B&F 
' 
M&~ SG&EI UTIL INS FED G PETR 
Economic principles of preduction o • o 2o87S 2()588 2.875 30000 20800 2.,733 20636 
Ec.onomic principles of consumptiono ., .. 2.692 2o82S 3.000 3.000 3 .. 000 20600 2.818 
Economic principles of distribution 
of wealth ..... " ...... ·• 0 0, o/2.692 2 .. 824 30000 3 .. 000 3 .. 000 3 .. 000 2.,727 
Price determination o ... o ••• " ... ·2.823 20706 2o87S 30000 30000 20867 206)6 
Allocation of resources~ o •• o o .. o 20692 20706 f,.750 3oOOO· 3.,000 2.667- 2.,727 
Market structure in tbe private 
sector of the econemy ...... ·," o " 2o9S8 20824 2.938 3 .. 000 30000 2.867 2.818 
Modern currency and its place in a 
financial organizationo ••••• o o 2 .. 667 20882 2.~'38 30000 30000 )oOOO 30000 
Banking and credit and its place in 
a financial organization ••• o .. " • 2.458 20824 2 .. 938 30000 3 .. 000 2.867 30000 
Ca1.:1ses for period of prosperity in a 
business ..... o .......... " o o 20583 2 .. 824 2.813 30000 3.000 2.867 2 .. 909 
Causes for period of depression in a 
b1.:1siness •••• o ~ •• ., · ..... o • 20583 20821+ 2.~,a 3 .. 000 30000 2o87S 2.909 
Determinants of national inceme and 
distribution ....... · .. o ......... 2.708 2.882 3.000 3.000 30000 2.867 2 .. 909 
Pro~lems of underdeveloped areas •• " .. 2.708· 20882 3.000 3.000 3 .. 000 2 .. 867 3.000 
History of public utilities ........ 2.583 2.882 3.000 3.000 3.000 2.867 3.000 
Relation of public utilities to tbe 
COIIIDUnity • • • • • • • • • • o • o o 2.667 2.824 2.875 3.000 3.000 2.fJ67 3.000 
See Table XIX for d$tails concerning columnar headings. 
KEY P N-KEY All 
2.583 20778 20729 
2.,933 20778 20729 
2.917 20861 2o87S 
2 .. 750 20792 20781 
20667- 20861 2 .. 813 
2 .. 875 20889 2.886 
2.833 2 .. 861 2o8S4 
2 .. 798 20792 20771 
2.875 2 .. 792 20813 
2 .. S75 20806 2.823 
2.875 2 .. 792 20802 
2.917 2 .. 847 2 .. 854 
2 .. 917 2.847 2o86S 
2.875 2.833 2.854 
-N 
....... 
CHAPTER VII I 
CURRICULUM RECOMENDATIONS FOR BUSINESS APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS 
AT CENTRAL STATE COLLEGE, BASED 8N THE ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The recommendations concerning tbe development of a four-,-:er 
curriculum for programmers of business applications may be based upon 
the analysis of tbe data of this study and related 1,terature. 
The second part of the problem of this study was to develop-a,. 
suggested four-year curriculum for Central State College. Such a 
curricuhn should provide for enough student choice of courses to,make 
it democratically sound; yet, it should be rigid enough to prod~ce - , 
competent employees for business applications progranning occupations. 
At the same time, the curriculum must adhere to the philosophy .and 
requirements that are basic to all curricula at Central State CoHege. 
Philosophy Governing Curricula at Central State College 
The philosophy behind all four-year curricula at Central State. 
College is that each pattern should include a group of general 
education courses. The courses in the general education area ar~. 
predetermined and almost standard for any degree, regardless of the 
major emphasis. 
A second part of each curriculum is identified as speciali~~4 
education. In the general education segment, the courses are founda-
tional and general in nature. In the specialized education se~nt, 
advanced courses receive major emphasis. 
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The purpose of the studies in the general education is to acquaint 
the student with the social, scientific, and cultural inheritance. It 
is believed that the student's experience and development in these vital 
areas will assure the establishment of a background which will contribute 
much to a successful, satisfactory, and responsible adult life ~nd 
provide an avenue for his understanding of and intelligent participation 
in a democratic society. The student's studies in the general education 
segment provide a basis for the successful pursuit of the advanced and 
professional studies in the specialized education segment of his 
curriculume 1 
General Education Recommendations 
The d~limitations of this study emphasized the fact that a curricu-
lum designed for Central State College must conform to the established 
degree patterns. A four-year curriculum leading to a degree may take 
either of two patterns~ (1) It may include at least 50 credit hours 
of general education with one major area of subject mat,ter specializa-
tion and two 18-credH-hour mh:1or areas of subject matter specialization; 
or, {2) it may include 50 credit hours of general education with two 
major areas of subject matter specialization. 
The pattern involving two minor areas of specialization is, recom-
mended for programmers of business applications because that pattern 
could provide a general business background with breadth in accounting, 
mathematics and statistics. 
lcentral State College Bulletin {Vol. 52, No. 5, November, 1963), 
p. 1. 
The general education segment of the curriculum for business 
applications progranmers at Central State C.ol 1ege 'should be based upon 
the following recommendation: 
The general education content of a curriculum for pro-
granmers of business applications should be basically the scime. 
as that for other business majors. An effort should be made 
to include as many courses as possible in the fields of 
written and oral communications, psychology, economics, and 
mathematics. 
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Courses that must be included in the 50 credit hours of the general 
education pattern of a degree curricuhm at Central State College are 
selected from several divisionsj (1) Language Arts, (2) Social Science, 
(3) Heal th and Physical Education, (4) Science, (5) HumanHies; and (6) 
Mathematics, Psychology, Foreign t,anguage, Fine Arts, or Practical Arts. 
The courses from these areas that are recommended for the business.. 
applicatiens pr-ogr~er are analyzed in the following sections<>,· 
Language Artso · In order to meet the minimum college requirement 
for language arts)> at least eight credit hours must be earned in the 
fields of granmar, composition, and speech. The catalogue descriptions 
of the three courses that should ordinarily be taken by the business 
applications programmer to satisfy the language arts requirement are: 
English 103, English Grammar ~ Composition. Review of the 
pdnciples of grammar and basic mechanics for effective u~! of 
the English language, both written and oral, with emphasi~ oe1 
writing as required for successful college study and adult life. 
Study of specimens from literature. Standard first course for 
freshmeno 
English 113, English Granmar and Composition. Continuation of 
Eng 1i sh 103 with a greater emphasis on c:ompos it ion on a higher 
level. 
Speech 103.9 F~~damentals of Speecho Elements of speech all'1ld 
principles of effective speaking in everyday social relation-
ships as we11 as ilni oral reading and p1U1btic addresso2 
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Social Scie~~e. At least nine credit hours in the field of social 
science are required by Cell'1ltra1 State Col !ege$ In order to ccmply with 
legislative requirementsj three hours of government and three hours of 
America!!il history should be il'lldudedo A three-semester~hour course in 
Economics is recOl!mlended for business applications programmers because 
it should help build a foundation for further specialized courses in 
the ciurriculumo The catalogue descriptions of the social science courses 
that are recommended for the prospective business applications , . 
progranmer are& 
Hist0ry 223a 9 History of the United States to 18650 A 
sur~ey with emphasis on the political, social, and economic 
dewelopment of the United States to the end ?f the Civil War; or 
History 223b 9 History of the United States Since 1865. 
Cor1ltirnuation:u cf History 223a. 
Governme~t 103 9 American National Gewerriment. Origin, structure 
and functions of the national goverl!'IJfflent. 
Ecell'1lomics 203 9 Principles of Eco~emics. Fundamental economic 
pri~cip1es appearing in production9 cons1..m1ption 9 and 
distributioA of wealth; selected problems in applied 
ecc,ncm ic s" 3 
Health!..!!! Physical Education. Four credit hours of physical 
activity courses and two credit hours of personal health must bt'! com .... 
pleted to comply with the minimum college requirement in Health and 
Physical Educatiolrllo The catalogue description of the personal ·health 
course is& 
2Ibida, p. 1550 
3Ibido 51 po 1]0,, 
Health 102 9 Personal Healtho A sun,e( of habits and practices 
which affect personal healthy 1ivi~go 
Scienceo lhe general education segment cf each curriculum must 
contain two four-credit-hour courses frem the field of science to 
satisfy the ~i~imun college requirementso One course must be in 
biological science and the other in physical science. The two courses 
at Celrlltral State :C@Mege which are recaimended are 1 isted below~ 
Bio1@§y 1049 General Biologyo The outstanding discoveries . 
and generalizatiolnls in the field ef biolegy, with particular 
attentiolnl te the cell and heredity. Le~ture and laboratoryo 
General S~ie!llce 104, General Ph!nical S~ienceo A lecture-
demcnstration course designed to assist students to interpret 
their physical environment. A study of important topics in 
astrenomy 9 chemistry, geo1ogy 9 and physics.5 
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tlumanitieso · At least f he credit hours in h111mani ties are 'required 
to meet tbe general college requirement in that areao Tbe course 
recommended i s s 
Huma~ities 105 9 General Humanitieso Study of significant ideas 
of Westerg ma~ as manifested in the arts, philosophy and 
'll"e1igh»m&o 
Arts. Courses frem each of the areas of mathematics, psycbology, 
foreign language, fine arts, and practical arts are not likely to be 
essential ha the education of the progranmer. The catalogue for;-,:Central 
State College emphasizes the point that the general education segment ef 
any cwrric:ulum must include one or more courses amounting to at least 
five credit beurs a~d i~c:1uding at least two of the five areas. The 
41bid.,, P· 1so. 
5Ibido, f)o 168. 
6Jbido., P• 157 • 
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most h,gh:a1 areas tc <eoHider .for the b1U1siirness applications programmer 
are mathematics a~d psycboiogyo Courses fran tbese two areas could 
logically serve as a foull'\ldatio~ for f~rther learning experiences. Tbe 
two courses that are re<eonvnended are~ 
Mathematics 165 9 College Algebra!!!. Trigonometry~ A combined 
cours- of plane trigonometry and ad~all'\lced algebra including 
basic <eo~cepts of function 9 logarithmi~ aRd exponential 
full'\l~tioll'\ls 9 trigonometric functio~s 011'\1 the real numbers as welt 
as functiooos of all'\lgies, complex tml(Ulfflbers, solutions of linear 
equatic~s usi~g simple matrix manip~1ations~ determinants, 
bi~Gmia1 tbecrem9 permutations and ~ombinations, mathematical 
ilftd"1llt·ti Gat1s, a11md ill'\lverse tr igoB1Jometric fwnct i ens. 7 
Psycho~ogy 203 9 General Psyrchclogy., The basic facts and principles 
of the mental activity cf hlt.lffla~ beings; a cr~tical study and 
evat~atioll'\1 of modern psychological theorieso 
Etectiveso The prospective programmer should choose from the 
general educati~~ areas enough courses to account for a minimum total 
Sped a 1 i zed Educ at i o!nl Receommenda t ions 
'fbe specialized segmelnlt ~f the curricula ©onfines tbe study of the 
student largely to @!nle or more selected fields. These fields are 
developed tbr~~gh more ac:hfanced courses as majors and minorse As a 
rule 9 these fields of co~ce~tration will have been selected by the 
student durilnlg the sophonnore year, and sane of the introductory courses 
will bawe hee1111 cmip1eted while tbe studell'\lt is completing the general 
educatie~ segme~t cf his c~rricu1UJno The mere concentrated work comes 
at the specialized education level" 
7Ibid., P• 162. 
81bid.,, p$ 148 .. 
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It is tne aim of Central State College through the organization of 
its spec;at ized educatiollll program to make it possible for the student, 
through a series of progressively advanced studies, to acb·ieve relative 
thoroughness in these more limited areas by tbe end of his four-year 
courseo 9 
The specialized sector of tbe curriculum fer business applications 
progra~rs should consist of one 38-credit-bour major area and two 
18-credit-heur minor areas of special izathm.. The courses recommended 
in the major area represent the fields ef accounting, mathematics, 
statistics, and written C011111tn1ications .. · They should help to develop 
the backgrealllld needed to carry out computer science functions. These 
courses should be followed by courses in computer science ~hich 
incorporate the student•s background of business with actual business 
applications utilizing computing macbineryv 
The first miner area of specialization should eonsist of accounting 
courses designed to acquaint the student with topics sucb as inter-
preting and analyzing financial data, the fUffllds flow statement, and 
techniques of reporting using percentages and ratios. Other topics that 
should be included in these accounting ~ourses are break-even chart 
con~jfuction and iamterpretation., ana 1 ysis and understanding of cost 
accounting variances., management reporting dealing with relevant, future, 
and differential cest factors, and inceme tax accounting for the 
individual and business concerno' 
The second minor area of specialization should include basic courses 
in several areas of a general business ~ature~ Tbese courses should 
\. 9Ibid., p. 1 o 
represent thie fields of marketfog, managemem&t 9 business law, finance, 
and CCIIIIIIIUllllicationso 
lbe specialized courses which are re~ennended for inclusion in 
the specialized s~u:tor of, the curricu1• fer _business progra•ers are 
analyzed ho tbis section •. Tlmese specialized ~oiurses fal 1 ,-ithin dx ·· 
- . 
general activity areas wbicb are usie to the daily job aictivities ef 
the busi11Jess appH~atiolllls programmer. These activity areas arei 
l3S 
(1) Commullllicatiollll Skills, (2) Accoulllltim&g 9 (3) Mathematics, (4) Miscellane-
Ggs Businessg,{S) :cmputer, Sdence, .and (6) )lumari A.elations • ., 
Cemmunicatie~ Ski11s. The fact that malllly programmers program 
applications fer firms which have multiple departments within t~eir 
structures p•rtraws. the presence ef CCDl'INll!lication problems tba.t pro-
grammers are iikely to encounter. In addition to the three foundation 
courses in Eng1ish9 two more concentrated and specialized courses in 
the field of eemmullllications could belp property prepare tbe programmer 
for problems be may enccunterG Two cM1rses recommended are: 
Business Pra@tkes 313a, Bus;ness CN111t1111llicat;ons. The essential 
qualities of bus;ness writi~g; compositien of sales letters 
and respollllse; application letters. 
Basi111Jess Pra~tices 313b, Report Writillllg~ A study of the procedures 
aaid methods of gatberinig, assembling of 1!,usiness, informath,n, 
and the writ;~g of business reportso19 
Ac~eulllltilllllo Accou~ti~g courses offered at Central State College 
which are recommended for inclusio~ i~ a programming curriculum and 
which are related to the accounting duties of the programmer are2 
Accou~ting 213, Accounting lo An introductory course in gathering, 
recorijin!h and usi,.,g financial data of a business. 
H>Ibido, p .. t4S. 
Accounting 223P Accountjng l!.o A C$mtinuation of Account;ng 
213 w;tb increased emphasis upon tbe interpretat;on and use of 
accounting data; partnerstiiip and ~orporation accounts. 
Acceu~ting 333a, Income .I!!.Accounti~g. Accounting for income 
tax requirememits., fede:tal and state; tax forms; income tax 
problems; preparations of returnso 
Account i IIIJlg 34 3, 1 Cost Accou1nrt h1g o E 1 emeaita r y pr i nci p 1 es of cost 
aceountingo Int~rnat records of ma1M11facturing business. Process 
and job lot cost 'accou~ting. 
Accounti111g 3'+3b, Cost Accounting. APH1c:ed principles of cost 
accounting. Problems dealing witb by=products, estimated and 
standard costs, budgets, and cost analysis.11 
Appropriate elective courses should be selected to complete the 
first minor area of specialization. 
Mathematics. An analysis of the mathematics cour.ses offered at 
Central State Co11ege reveals that the CHrses in mathematics that are 
listed 1De1ew include many of the topics that are important to the 
business applications programmer. 
Mathematics 333, Matrix Algebra. Elementary operations in matrix 
algebra, determinant~, inverse of matrix, rank and equivalence, 
linear equatiens and linear dependence, vector spaces and linear 
transformations, characteristics equations of a matrix bilinear 
quadratic, and Mermition forms. 
Mathematics )82a, Modern Algebra!.• Numl!ler theory, equivalence., 
ecmgruences 9 Boolean algebra, group theory, dngs, integral 
domains, and fields.12 
In addition, a course which would emphasize operations research 
techniques is desirableo 
Miscel 1aneeiu11 @~siness. Business courses that are general in nature 
and that could provide a broad backgrcHtDHI of ausiness principle!r and 
tools are described below. These courses should cc:impri~e tbe content of 
the second minor area of specialization. 
11tbfd~, po l~S. 
12Ibido, f)o 1630 
Markethig 383 9 Prin(:ip1es of Marketirrngo A survey of the f ~.eld 
of distrib~til!Mlo A study of tbe place of the cooperative,.t~e 
cha i 8'D store, and tbe j obber in the dla hm dis tri but ion e 
Management 393 9 Principles ef Managemernt. An introductory 
· managemetrnt course dealing witb tbe funmdamentat principles cf 
management such as planning, orga!Jilizinmg9 actuating and 
ccntre11i~g t~e fundamenta1 processes& 
Busi.ll!less ?rac.etkes 363 9 Business Statistics. · P1dndples of 
s.tatisti~s 9 methods of cot leictio!ffll a!Jild tabulation of data, 
average ~•striuction i1n1 the ffl!se llf ·iiiroclex nmumbers. 
Basi~ess Law 303a 9 Business Lawo Inmtrodw:tory course dealing 
primarily with the legal principles of ccmitracts, negotiable 
instruiments, agen~y and emp1oymento13 
A~ adwaKed (l;:@iurse ilnl statistics sh@uild be made av1i 1able. One 
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course in statisti~s would not likely offer e~ough learning experiences 
to adequately prepare the programmer ef ~silriless applications. I~ 
addition, a course concerning tbe prin~iples of finance is recommended 
for tbe prGspeetive programmero This c~urse is considered to be an 
essential for a bricad business backgro~~do 
Computer Scieooce. No spe~ialized ~ourses in business computer 
science are offered at Central State Collegeo It is recC11111ended that 
at least four courses of this nature be added to insure adequate 
training for tbe programmer. Tbe computer s~ience courses should be 
designed to devel@p a tec~~ica1 backgro~~d. They should develop an 
acquainitance witb tbe many pie<ees of maitbinry connected with the·· 
computer 9 provide opportunities to program a ~umber of business appli-
cations~ and enco~rage first-hand assoc:iatio~s with actual business 
,_ 
progra11111ing problemsQ A description of tbe four co,1rses might bei 
lll!btroduction to Unit, ~ecord Equipment!!! tbe Field .2f. 
Electronic Daia Proc'essinigo Designed to acquaint the student 
with the f~ll'il~tioll"ils all"ild eperatioll"ils @f ~llllit record equipment a1n1d 
the roi1e ll.llll'il'nt re«::ord eq1U1ipmellilt a11:t1d e~e~tlf'(@l!ll1J<C dig,llt;al comput~rs 
play iln) m®derln) busi1n1esi. 
Tedu11iques oif CompQJJter ?rogrammill:'llg~ Oesign:oed to acquaint the 
-s~udent with the bask fu1n1ctipins aln)d @perations of the 
ele~tronic digital eompl!Jlter and be~ir!l to formt111ate within the 
student the abi 1i ty to write progiram!l1led ill'ilstructioriis that wou1 d 
activate the ((;:OfflJ)ll.iter hot\OI s~1vhng bllllshiless prob1emse 
Systems a1r11d IP>tr<G©edrures @if Bll.llsill"iless Appl foatioll!1lso hicludes 
adequate disefllssio1n1s iQ>f mariiy appiihcatio111Us in the business world 
that are subject to beill'ilg me~ha~ized al!lld the systems and 
pro~edures m@st adequate for me©banizi~g themo A~ amount of flow 
charti~g a~d some pr~grammill"ilg woll.ll~d be expectedo 
Praetictmo Ties together the techft!lliques of progranming and 
systems at!ld procedures desig~ing a~d applies them to actual 
business problem sohin,go Each stadellllt would be expected to 
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study a defilll!ite busir!les.s app1 icatio!l'1l for a gofog concern, write a 
program that wou1 d me~hanize that appHcati on.,, and run it 
successfully on a computer. 
th.nan Re1atic~IJi)So A prospective pr~glfammer COJl:i'ld choose a nwmber 
of psycb~logy a~d/@r socicnogy courses that wo~ld help him develop an 
understa!l'1lding of h~an relatio1MJs; howewer, t~e course described below 
is speci.fh:ally suiggesteds 
Sociolegy 223 9 Social hychofo19yo Ami i1MJtegratiorn of sociology 
and psych@1ogy stressing pers~!l'1la1ity de~e]©pment of the 
individual gr~ill'ilg out of (;;Ontaet witb &liis fel fow beings; 
soeia 1 adj ustmervt ai,d sod·a 1 colriltlfoh. 14 
Electives., A prospective prograimmer sb®u1d elect additional 
courses to complete the tota] of 124 ~ll"edit b~11J1rs required for a degree. 
Outline ~f C@urses at Ce1!'11tral State C@l h!,~e Which Should 
Logically be the Contell'.ilt of a Curri<C1;JJtum for 
Business Applicati@~s Pr~gremmers 
On pages 140 a1M1d 141 are sumnaries ~f the courses at Central 
State College whicb are recomnended fer inclusion in a curricu!um for 
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business applicatiens ~rogrammers. On page 140 these courses are 
listed according to the level at which it is reccmmended tbat they be 
taken by tbe student. It should be noted that the freshman and sophomere 
years contain all of the general edtreation courses plus a small number 
of specialized education courses which ,rovide a foundation for m~re 
specialized courses in tbe junior and senior years. 
On page 141 the courses that are reconnended are classified accord-
ing to whether or not their selection for inclusion in the curriculum 
for business applications progranmers is supported by the findings of 
this investigation. 
As the curriculum is planned to meet all academic requirements for 
a bachelor's degree, the general education segment necessarily includes 
same courses that are not supported by specific findings of the study. 
All prescriptions for the major and miner areas of the curriculum are 
supported by findings of the study. 
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE FOR BUSINESS APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS 
Freshman Year 
First Semester Second Semester 
Engl. 103, Grannar & Composition Engl. 113» Granmar & Composition 
Gov 1 t 103, American Natio1nal Histo 223ap U. So History to 1865 or 
Government Hist. 223b, U. S. Hhtory Since 1865 
Humanities 204, General Humanities Health & Physical Educ:$, 1 er .. hour 
Health & Physical Educ., 1 er., hr. Gen .. Sci. 104, General Physical Scd. 
Biology 104, General Biology Psychology 203, General Psychology 
Hea 1th 102, Persona 1 Hea 1 tm 
Total ...... ., •••• 16 hours Total ... o • o • o ........ 16 bGurs 
Sophomore Year 
First Semester 
Speech 103, Fundamentals of Speech 
Econ. 203, Principles of Economics 
Acctg. 213, Accounting.: I 
Health & Physical Educ~, 1 er. hr. 
Sociology 223, Social Psychology 
Elective, 3 hours 
Second Semester 
Matho 165, College Algebra and 
Trigonometry 
Acctg. 223, Accounting:n 
Mktgo 383, Principles of .Marketing 
Health & Physical Educ., 1 er. hour 
Bus. Law 303a, Business law 
Total ......... . •• 16 hours Total .. • 0 • • • • • 15 hours 
Junior Year 
First Semester 
Math. 382a, Modern Algebra 
Acctg. 343a, Cest Accounting 
Acctg. 333a, Income Tax Accounting 
Hgmt. 393, Principles of 
Management 
Introduction to Data Pro.cessing, 
3 hours 
Elective, 2 hours 
Second Semester 
Math. 333, Matrix Algebra 
Acctg .. 343b, Advanced Cost Acctg. 
Bus. Practices 313a, Business 
CG111l1un ica ti ons 
Buso Practices 363, Business 
Stati sties 
Techniques of Progr~mming, 3 hours 
Total • ., • 0 • • ..... 16 hours Total. o•c,,•oo•o•oo- 15 hours 
Senior Year 
Bus. Practice$ 313b, Report 
Writing 
Operations Research, 3 hours 
Systems and Procedures, 3 hours 
~tectiv,, 6 bours (Accounting 
and/or Nath•matics) · 
Practict111, 3 hours 
Elective, 12 hours (Accounting, 
Mathematics and/or Com~uter Science) 
Total .............. 15 hou~s Total .... ., ••••• ., • • 15 hours 
SUMMARY OF CURRICULUM RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BUSINESS 
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMERS 
General Education courses supported by study: 
English 103, Granmar and Composition •••• 
Eng 1 i sh 113, Granmar and Composition • • • 
Speech 103, fundamentals of Speech •••• 
. . . 
Economics 203, Principles of Economics •••••••• 
Mathematics 165, College Algebra and Trigonometry ••.• 
Psychology 203, General Psychology ••••••••• 
General Education courses not supported by study: 
History 223a, United States History to 1865 or 
. . . . . . . . . . 
History 223b, United States History Since 1865 •• 
Government 103, American National Government •••••••• 
Hea 1 tb 102, Persona 1 Hea 1th. • • o ,., • • • • • • • 
Health and Physical Education--Activity ••••••••••• 
Biology 104, General Biology. • • • • • • • • • •••• 
General Science 104$ General Physical Science. • • ••• 
Humanities 205, General Humanities. o • • • • • • 
E 1 ect i ves O e • 0 0 0 0 0 D (I • • • Q • 0 0 0 • • • • • • 
Specialized Education courses supported by study for major 
concentration area: 
Accounting 213, Accounting I ••••••••••• 
Mathematics 383a, Modern Algebra •• 
Mathematics 333, Matrix Algebra ••• 
, Operations Research Techniques • • • 
Business Practices 363, Business Statistics •• ·• • 
Business Practices 313a, Business Communications 
. . . . . . 
. . . 
i Introduction to Unit Record Equipment and the 
--;:fetd of Electronic Data Processing •••••••••••• 
, Techniques of Computer Programming •••••••••• 
-, Systems and Procedures of Business Applications •• 
::::, Practicum, 3 hours, and 8 hours electives •••• 
Specialized Education courses supported by study for minor 
concentration area in General Business: 
Marketing 383, Principles of Marketing •• 
M,anagement 393, Prine ip 1es of Management • 
Business Practices 313b~ Report Writing •• . . , Advanced Business Statistics •• 
Business law 303a, Business Law ••• 
_' _, Finance • ... o ••••••••••• 
. 
. . 
. . . 
• • 
• . . 
Specialized Education courses supported by study for minor 
concentration in Accounting: 
. • . . . • . • . • . . 



































Accounting 223, Accounting II ••• o • • • • • ••• 3 
Accounting 343a, Cost Accounting •••••••••••••• 3 
· Accounting 34 3b, Advanced Cost Accounting. • • • • • • 3 
Accounting 333a, Income Tax Accounting & 6 hours electives. 9 18 
Tota 1 taours recomended • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . 124 
CHAPTER IX 
CONCLUS'IONS 
History, in many cases, dictates future actions. In some cases 
future actions are also _gover.ned by tha:t wt,i.c;b:·seems. theore,titaJlt: '.' :, 
.. ··~ ~ -
ideal. In the case of curriculun development, however, it would seem 
logical to permit those factors that definitely exist to carry the 
bulk of the weight in determining curriculum content. 
I ., ... , .- ·. 
The conclusions in this section have an historical element as the 
basis of their formation; however, considering the future changes and 
complexities that are developing in tbe field of computer science and 
business appl ic:ations programming, it would .be wr'ong not to envi.sion 
both current and future., situations that should modify a curricuhn. 
More detailed topics and specialized fields wi 11 develop within busineul ,.L_..,,,,,, 
<-. 
appl icatiens progralllQing as time progresses. 
The first part of the problem of this study was te determine 
what factors should influence the content of a four-year curricut•· 
in computer science with emphasis on business applications programming. 
It is the purpose of tbis, section to sl.lllR8rize conclusions whfob s~rved 
as the basis for the maj,ority of the recemme111dations for curricuha 
content that were reported in Chapter VIII. 
1. Tbere is evidence that should encourage any interested fndivi.d-
aaJ : to' seek'.:: C·O lJem, tr.a i ni n:g ; n ;.-erder,. t·e becc:pe : •:::lli.1P1t!~/pr,qgrc~11111er;; ~.' 
Eighty-three per cent of the 100 programmers interviewed bad rec~.ived 
. 142 
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college trainhig., The Hanke study supp~rts the conclusion of this study 
h, that 80 per cent of the progranmers in ftanke 8 s study had received 
1 
some college training and close to one-half possessed a bachelor's degree. 
2. Apparently, employers of bushness p!iogranmers Prefer an employee 
who possesses a degree in mathematics er business or a combination of 
mathematics and business. This conelusio~ is based on the fact that 
64.04 per cent of tbe degrees possessed were in mathematics. A Ht~le ,, 
more than 88 per cent of all bachelorso degrees held by the progranmers 
involved in this study were in business @r mathematicso 
3o, Accounthilg seems to be the first preferen,e of employers for a 
major concentration in business. 
4. The analysis of technical training seems to indicate that 
specialized training.ll closely associated with the computers involved, 
is inevitable for a newly employed progranmer., It is clear that this 
I 
specialized training is taken regardless of the amount of formal educa .. 
tion an employee bas experienced. There is doubt, therefore, that any 
curriculum for progranmers wi 11 provide learning experiences that wi 11 
train the progranmer to the extent that be will be fully qualified 
to hold a programing position inmediately following his graduation .. 
5. The technical learning experiences provided in a formal curricu-
tum should be such that the future progranmer will develop a w~tt .. rounded 
background concerning the field of data processing and a technical 
vocabulary which will enhance intettige~t conversations regarding the 
use or operations of data processing equipment. The learning ,xperiences 
should also pro,dde for meaningful practice in writing programs which 
1Manke, po 36 .. 
would solve a variety of practi~at busimiess problems. These technical 
learning experiences should accelerate the progress of the progfammer 
in his post-employment training programso 
60 The multiple number of depar~~ts with which the programmer 
must cGIIIIDUnicate i1111dicates the importance of i~ctuding within a formal 
curriculum for pr®granmers learning experiences which will develop 
adequate commu1111ication skills. About ollle-half of the progranmers inter-
viewed performed programing functions·. for ten or more departments within 
the fr ffrmse Manke ranks E0'1)9lish and comnn~m1iications ski 1 ts as four:tb in 
the order of importance as recommended fer inclusion in a training 
program by tbe pirogranmers in his f hady. Employers of programmers 
indicate that the trahaing of programe1J( applicants is deficient ht 
English and cenaunication ski11s. 2 
7. The re1ationship of the programmer with the multiple number of 
departments within bis firm also suggests tbe need for learning 
exper;ences which would develop an understaRding of sociological and 
psychotogicat factors which influence hanan behaviore 
B~ Tbe dec;sions made by programmers are closely related to the 
routine of the data processing departmeoot. The decisions tbe programmer 
makes iu1d the management level with whhd, the progranmer associates 
himself im~ly the usefulness of a broad general business background. 
This viewpoint is further emphasized by the large number of programmers 
who have bad major or minor concentrations i~ a field of business. 
General business fields are often related to the actual duties of the 
programmer. 
14S 
9. fregramm,ing activities involve a~~e~~ting topics which are tbe 
subject matter content of a selected 'll!!l(UIIM!ber cf accounting courses. 
The accountill!!lg topics which a progranmer erJlccu~ters show the importance 
of accounting within a curricuhm for business programmers; yet the 
topics are not inMtlusive enough to pro-we thlat a progrc1RNr must 1. be an 
accounting major to be successful OR tbe progranming jobo A prospective 
progranmer ~euld learn tbe properties of different accounting topics 
through taking six courses in acceuntiln!g ill!!lstead of the nine or ten that 
are normally required for a major cen~entratioft. 
19. Many ~f the mathematiia1 topks wbh:h are frequently e11ceun-
tered t,y the progiranmer are 'indicative of the content of advanced ceurses 
in a formal curricuhan for mathematics. The topics which are 
encountered represent mathematical knowledge that would be essential to 
understand the composition of the camputer ailed of mathematical knowledge 
which is necessary to solve many business problems. 1~a,,ew~_edge of 
mathematics for klnlowledge's sake alone is 1rn@t tbe objectf'(fe of the 
1,usiness pregrallllll8r. Formal mathematics ceurses s,hculd pro~de 
. ·,'. ~I'\ 
for the business programmer learning experiences directly related to 
solving practical l>usiness problems. The-content of formal mathematics 
courses must be revised if these business problem learning experiences 
are to 1,e. provided .. 
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APPENDIX 
INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR DEVELOPING MODEL CURRICULUM FOR 
PRO-~AMMERs·oF· BUSINESS APPLICATIONS AT 
CENTRAL STATE COLLEGE 
Name of Type of 
Company~.,.,-.----------------Business ____ - __ _ 
Address of 
Company ____ ......... ~-----------...-......... ..-..--------......... ~ Name of Person Title or 
Making Rep 1 y _______________ P.osi ti on _______ _ 
PART A--EDUCATION OF RESPONDENT 
1. How many years of college education have you completed? (Encircle 
appropriate year): None 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 
2. Did you receive a degree? (Please check item) no__yes_What 
year? From what institution did you receive your degree? 
What was your major area(s) of concentration? ________ ......... __ 
What was your 1st minor area? ______ 2nd minor area?_ ....... __ _ 
3. How many years of technical education did you complete other than 
your formal college education? (Encircle one) none 1 2 3 4 
S 6 
4. What was the source of your technical education? (Please check i~em) 
Independent Technical School_; Manufacturer.s Training School_~ 
On-thei.job Training_; Public Supported Institution_; Others: 
(Please specify) ---------~~----------~---
PART B--PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES 
1. At what management level of your firm's organizational structure 
are you classified? {Please check item) Operative level ; Middle 
level_; Upper level_; Other_(Please specify) -
2. How many separate departments are within your firm? Approximately 
how many of those departments bring to you business applications 
to be progranmed? __ _ 
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3. Do you, as an individual, help to make management decisions? 
(Check one) yes_no_o If yes, please give one example of a 
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management decision you have helped to make. __________ _ 
4. Are you working for a parent organization? (Check one) yes_no_. 
If yes, how many subsidiaries doe·s your ·f; rm have?_.----
5. D~f your office prepare standclrdi~etl computer programs for 
subsidiary firm 1 s business app1 ications? · (Che~k one) yes_no_. 
If yes, approximately what percentage of those business programs 
are standardized? -----
6. Do y~ur duti~sinvo1ve the use of 'hat!dafdized programs produced 
by some othe'r'"firm or parent organh:il~4oni . (Check one) yes~no_. 
If,yes, appq>xjmately what percentag~ of your programs are 
standardized? ' . . . 
7. Do you study the work f 1 ow of eacfr·depattment before ma kin, a 
program for its business app1 ications? (Check one) yes( no • 
. .. - ,..-
8. Whaf phases of business have you hid'oc~~~ion to study in order to 
gain knowledge concerning the systems irwol:ved? ___________ _ 
9. ApproximatelyJiow long ;s each phct~i of yo~r business operations 
studied before you attempt to design a computer program to accoomo-
date that <>pes;ation? ______ ·-------------------
10. Are you ever responsible for operJlinga C:Qmj)Uter? {Check one) 
y~~;.;;_ no.;.:.,_. 
11. Are. yourespo!Mlsible for preparing f!)r management 
based'on'data derived from coinput~r aperatfons? 
Y~t .. 1':9~· 
PART C--CURRICULUM 
written reports 
( Chec:k. one) . · · · 
Jrnhca't! .. ,}1:1!.",fre'quency of the occ:y~rence J)f the topics which f,oflow 
as th~1,:,ar'e i~yolv~.c:l in your ;performance of your duties as a programmer 
of bu,$f'ness applications. . 
Use the fortow1ng code to indicate'the'ffequency with which each 
topic is involved in your work as a programmer: 
1--0ccurs frequently 2--0ccurs infrequently 3--Never occurs 
ro_pics _ _That Might Oiecur 
Accounth,go • 0 0 0 Q 0 0 . 0 0 0 . . 0 0 ., 0 • 0 • . . • . .. 
Basic account fog concepts " . . . 0 0 .. 0 " 0 0 0 • . • 0 The accrual conicepts. 0 • . 0 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 " 0 0 • . . G The me,chani~s of accounting (a..oc:t:s.,9 • c::frs • ., crs., j rnl s.}. · 
lhe'\.:Cchlrrnfo~ @f a~co~mting (c1<;1j o · & d@:iing process) •.• 0 
Accou th1g Hi1formation for managemenit 9 s use .. • . • • • . 
Overa 11 repoll"'tillilg and analysis using tbe funds fl ow 
teclu:lli q ue 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 " • 0 0 • • • Over a 11 reporthlig and analysis using ratios and 
percentages 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . " 0 0 • • • 0 • • 0 0 Control by 11:Jse of analysis of cost accounting variances • 
Dilrect labor -variances. 0 0 .. . • 0 0 " 0 0 • 0 0 0 • • 
Direct material variances 0 • 0 0 " 0 0 0 0 • 0 • • 0 • Overhead 'ti'ariances. . 0 0 0 . 0 . .. .. .. • " 0 .. • " " 0 
.P~r..Dll accounitingo O Q C () .o 0 0 0 :Q, • -G, .. 0 •,f>. 0 • • . • • . 
Period planOJ'ilmg. and budget~ing • 0:", 0 .. o··. Ot. .. ·o· • 0 • 0 0 ... . 
tBr,:&ak,..,~ven chart (construction and h1terpreta ti on). • 0 0 
Relevant costs (profit maximization)., " .. .. 0 0 Q • • . 0 
Future costso 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 .. 0 0 0 • 0 • • . 
Differential c:ostso . 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 " 0 0 " • 0 . .. • • Income tax accounting ( i ndividua 1 and business) . 0 • • • 
Fiduciary accou~ting (receiverships, trusts, estates) . • 
Hunicipa 1 Oil"' g!Ol'l!fernmenta 1 accounting principles . . . 0 • 
Accounting for cash (petty cash and special cash funds) . 
Accounting for securities 0 0 . . 0 • 0 0 " 0 . . 0 • . • Permanent and Temporary Investments 0 0 " 0 0 • 0 . 0 0 Usted and UlrllHsted 0 • 0 0 0 . 0 0 • 0 " • . . • . 0 . Marketable and l!'lonmarketab'le. 0 0 0 0 0 0 " 0 • • • • • Other 0 0 0 • .. 0 • ... ..... _ 
Accounting for receivables. • 0 . 0 0 . .. • .. • • • .. . . 
Notes receivable. . . 0 . 0 0 . 0 e • 0 0 • 0 • . • . . 
Trade customers' notes. 0 0 • 0 0 () 0 0 0 . 0 . 0 • . 0 
Discounting notes . 0 0 0 • • 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 • • • • . . 
Past-due notes. • 0 0 • 0 0 . 0 0 0 <> . • 0 • • • . . • 
Accounts recei~abte (eva 1 uat ing ,f) aging) 0 0 • . . 0 • ,; 
Assigned accounts 0 . 0 0 • 0 • . • 0 .. 0 0 . • . 0 0 . 
Ins ta 1 lment accounts. 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . 
Consignment accounts. 0 0 0 . • 0 0 () 0 . 0 • . • . • • 
Capital stock subscriptions . . • .. • .. • 0 . 0 " . • • 
Inter company accounts . 0 . . • . . . Q • • 0 . 0 0 . . 
Advances to employees 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 . .. . .. . • . 0 0 . 
Accrua ts receivable • 0 " Q .. . . .. ., 0 0 " . . . • • • Other . • • • . • • 
Inventories • 0 • . .. 0 • . 0 . . 0 0 " .. 0 0 • • 0 • . 0 Types of inventories ( perpetua 1 and periodic) . • .. . 0 
Goods net possessed . 0 0 0 • 0 0 " 0 • 0 • • • • . 0 • 
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Frequency 
1 Z 3 
'·.· ... 
Goods pledged o • o •••• 0 0 0 0 o ___ o_ . • o ~ o ca, o o o 0 . 
+--+--1--11 
Basis of valuation. o o •• 
Lower of cost er market c 
• 0 O O 00000000 •• • • ------O CJ O O e O e O O e e e & 0 • • "t--+-'!-11---11 
Cost basiso o o o ••• o •••• o o •••• 
Retail metb~d cf valuation •••• o •• o •• 
Gross profit method of valuation •• o o o •• 
First=i~9 first-out •• o o ••• o • o o •• 
last-in, first-out •••••••••• o ••• 
Other ••• ----------------------·-· Fixed assets •••• ,, • o • o •• o _o _ o •••• 
Land$ buildings, machinery and equipment ••• 
Patterns, dies, drawhigs, and electrotypes •• 
Other · · • 0 • 
Wasting assetso ..... o • 0 0 o • _ ··"" e o 0 0 0 
Intangible assets ••• o .. 0 0 0 0 Q- G O O 
Goodwi 11. • • o o • • • ... • • 0 • " . • • .. . 
o o • e • 
• I) 0 • • 
O e O e • 
e • e O O 
• • • • • 
• • ... -+-fo---1 
• • ------
0 ·1--+-1---1 ........ _..,._.,..__, . . ------• • ___ ! -· ~-----~ ··- 0 ...... _ ................... 
• • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
0 0 • • • 
• • +--+--ii,--i 
·+--+-1--1 
• • . . ·1--+--11--1 
• ------• o • e • • • . ·- ··- --------···· ..... ..,.._ ......... ... 
0 0 • • • • 1--+-..... -1 
0 • • • • 
0 • ..... - ......... - ... Patents. 0 O O O 8 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 e O e e e e O e G ..,.._ ......... _ ...
Copyrights., •••• o o •• o •••••••••••••• ·------
Trademarks.. .. • • • • • • • .. o o • • • • .. • • • • • , ~---~+--+-...... 1---1 
Franchises ... o o ......... o • ., o ••••••••• +--+-..... 1---t 
Other • • .. • • • • • • • 
Def erre_d,,... .. i_t_e_m_s-.--.--.-.. --.--.-.--.-.--0--.-.--.. --.. . . . . . . . .... --~ .. +--+--ti--..... 
+--+---1i,--1 
Deferrecl cbffge--s.---to-operations .......... ., •• _• • "+--+--+--1 
lll!IISUrance e o o • • o ., o o o • • " • • o o • • • • • • •+--+--ti--..... 
Interest ........ o •• o ............... . ------Discount o~ bonds o •• o •••••••••••••••• .. +--......... ~ ..... 
Di SCOU!lllt ~~ ©ap i ta 1 stock • • • .. 0 .. .. • • 0 • • • • • • ..... - .... -ti,-..... 
Experintel!!ltal expenses ••••• o ••••••••••• ·1--.... --11-.... 
Organizatiein expenses • o •• o ............. "+--...,.-..is---1 
Adver ti sing .. • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • .. • •. • .___ .... -+--..it---t 
Other .• ... ~·- ..... ____ • _____ • ..... __ • .... - ......... i,--i 
Deferred c_red·U:s to incGme .................. -,,.. . ., · 
Intere(st. " ., • • .... • o • ., • • • • • o • • • • • ·---~~- __ .-----.------
Rent. o o o o o • e c e • o • o • e • o • .. o • " • • • o ,__ .......... _ ....
fnsta·1 hn•n!lt· sa·tes-- • • • • • o o • • • o • • • • • • • • • ------Other •••••••••• ·curre·n-t 1 i abi 1 it ies • C) 0 • Q O • • e O • 0--··-~ • • • • -:--~---···~··- ..... - ....... i,-.... 
----·-·- ... 
Notes payab 1 e o • • .. • • • • • o .. • .. o • • • o • • _•.. .. • ·1--+--1--1 
Accounts payable {trade and officers and enapl~yeesr::~- •• "t---+--t---1 
Dividends· .. payable ••••••••• • •••••••••• •1--+--1--1 
Merchandise received on consignment o .......... .. ..--......... ~ ... 
Contracts for future de 1 ivery • • .. • • • .. • • • • • • • .... _ ....... _ _, 
·G-oods in transit ........................ . ... -.......... -... Accruals payable ....................... __ ••• "1--+--ti---t 
Sa laries and wages. • • • • • • • ............. ·+--.............. ... 
Interest. o .... c .... o •••••••••••••••• .. +--+--t..--11 
Cammissions o o •• o o • o o •••••• o •••••• o • 
+--+--t--11 
Roya 1 tieS o • • o • o • o o o • • e e • • o • • • • • • • ·------
Taxes • • e • • • ., • • o " • o o • • • • • • • • • • • • o 
__ .... ___ _ 
Topi~s That Might Occur 
. . . .·,· ~ ..... ·--::.; ,--:.:-·····:·":'· ....... ~-· ·.· ··.· 
Contlngeiit-:TiabfH ties. 
.. . ... - ... -. 0 0 0 0 0 ___ o. _o ... '! • 0 • • . 0 • • . • 
Fixed -liabilities 0 0 . 0 0 0 . • 0 -~ • • 0 • • • • • • • . . 
Mortgages • 0 0 0 . .. 0 0 • 0 0 • • " 0 0 • • • . . • • 0 • .. 
Bends • .. 0 0 0 0 . • Q • • • . 0 0 • " • • • • • • • . • • Class if icati en. • 0 • 0 • • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • . . • • • .. . 
Recording bo~d issue. 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • • • . • • . • • . - . 
Amo:ill"ti zati ~IRI of bond premi m and discount • . e • . • • . 
Methods of amor ti zat ion • 0 0 . • 0 0 • 0 0 • • • • • • • 
Bond s1·.rift~iomg fund . • 0 0 . • • 0 • • 0 . " . . . . . . • -- . 
Business Owll'llell" sh> i p. 0 • 0 0 • • • • 0 0 .. • 0 • • • . • . " . so1e pll"oprietorsbip • • 0 0 . . 0 • 0 .. . • • . . • . . .. • 
Partnership (formation, operatic,~, di solution). • • . • .. . 
Corpcratiollll 0 .. 0 0 • 0 0 0 • .. 0 .. 0 0 0 0 • • .. • 0 • . • 
Organizati03'b. 0 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 .. • • • 0 • 0 • • • • 
CapHal sterck 0 0 0 • • 0 .. 0 . 0 .. • 0 • • . • • • • • • 
Treasury stock. . 0 . • 0 0 0 . 0 " • • • • . • . • . 0 • No-par-vahae stock. 0 . 0 • . • .. .. • 0 .. . . • • • • • • 
Retained earnings • 0 • • • • 0 0 .. " • • • • 0 0 • • . • - -Appropriated retained earnirirgs·,, 0 0 .. 0 • • • . . • . • • 
Other • • • • . • • • • • • ... -·- .. 
Stati sties .. 0 0 0 .. 0 • • • . 0 .. 0 . .. .. • • 0 • . 0 • • • 0 • 
The field ili)f statistics . 0 . . 0 .. 0 • . " • . . • . • • . • 
Elementary llllumber usage techniques. • 0 • . • . • • • • 0 • • 
Probability (equally 1 ikely outcome). '0" 0 • • . . • • . • 0 
Principles i ffl!'WG> 1 'Wed hll sampling 0 • 0 0 .. • • • • . • • 0 • • 
Random-1e.l.ec::tion in scientific sampling 0 • • . . • . • . 0 
Standard 81l"ll"W of the mean. " • . • 0 .. • & . • • • • • 0 • --
Tbe statemel!!lt cf reliabi Hty .. 0 0 " • .. .. • • . . • • • • • 
Sta tis tica 1 ilrilference • 0 0 • . " .. .. • . • " . • . 0 • . .. 
Sampling methods .. 0 .. 0 . • 0 . 0 • 0 • • • 0 • . . • . .. . • 
Bivarfate data a11d regression ana 1 ysis. 0 • • • • • • • • • • 
C cmf i dence i11tervals in regression analysis • • • . • • . • 
Regressioll!l all!a1ysis in economics and business . • . . • • 0 .. .. ~ -
Corre 1 a ti on and tbe analysis of var i a111ce1 .• , • .. • • • . • • • . 
Analysis of 't'ar i anceu 'the one-way c;tlass if i cation. • " " . Ana 1 yoi,&.sof.. ,IN-r:- i ances g the two-way classif kation. • o ., .. o ..,· • 
· Stat;~ stica l · equality· contro 1 in production and ma na gemerrt. · • 0 
Statistica 1 survei I lance of repetitive process. • • • . . . 
Control charts of variables . • • • 0 • • .. . • • . . . . . ·-···· 
Control·cbarts of attributes. 0 .. 0 0 .. . .. . . • 0 • • .. • 
Statistica 1 alnlalysis of time series data. • • . . • • • . . • 
Forecast i rit!' and:: ma:.1".ke t-i:ng re sear.ab .. ·• o·,,.,::•, • • • • 0 . • . • • 
Management .. • . 0 0 0 • 0 . 0 • • 0 0 0 .. .. 0 0 0 . 0 • 0 • • • 
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}~p_J~.s "!'.'hat Might Occur 
Mathematics . 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 • ... • ---. 0 .. . ~- ·-~- 0 • . . • • • . -- --
The cencepts cf 11'1)0tation ( subscripts, factorials, etc.) . 
The liUinber: syst~s-(base 1 o, binary and oc ta f, rat i ona 1 ... --
and - irrati~lffil-l9 · powers and root~, logarithms, etc.) . . 
Basic S'JffibCliC l@gic ( statements, deductive and induct hie 
logic, cclffilj uooc ti on ~_n_d_ d_i~_uft!!ct ion, truth tables, 
- .arc:u.-nen.t.s). 0 <> 0 0 . 0 0 0 . . . .. A " ·- 0 .. • • • • • 
Sets. and 8@c1e-al!1l expressions. ( intersecti:on and. un.ion, 
---
Boolean algebra). 0 0 0 . 0 . . . 0 • . 0 • . • .. . • . 
Equations and iMquations . 0 0 0 0 "- • • 0 . . . • • . . 
Functions and their graphs .. 0 • • 0 .. 0 0 • • • • . . . . 
Linear ft111nlctiol!l'ls. 0 0 . . 0 . . 0 • 0 . " 0 . . • . • • 
Non-linear fu111Jcti oms. . 0 • 0 0 . .. . 0 . . . .. . • • . 
ExpoMAtial f Ull\t t ions • • . . . . 0 • .. • 0 . . • . • .. 
Trigoln!ometric functions • . .. . 0 <> .. " " • . . • • • • 
Basic probability th~ory (con-=epts, permutations and 
~ 
combinations) • 0 • • 0 . 0 . . • e 0 • 0 • • . . . . . 
Vectors and matrices (matrix algebra and applications). • 
Basic opera t hllffi!S research techniques .. 0 • • • . • • • . • 
Iterative plJ"!Kess--tbe alogritbm. 0 .. 0 .. 0 • . • e • • 
Mathematical models . 0 . . • . .. . • • . . . . . . • . 
Linear programrongo . • • " 0 . • . .. 0 .. . . . • • • . 
Introduction to differential and fotegral calculus. • . • ---
The derivative .. . .. 0 . 0 . .. 0 .. . • • • • • . . . • • --· 
Maxima and mi1m1ima . . 0 . • . 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 • • • • . . 
Definite and fodef illld te integra 1. " 0 0 . . . . . . .. • 
Advanced calculus . • 0 0 . 0 0 . " " • . • • 0 . . • . • . -
Differential equations. • . 0 . .. . .. 0 • • 0 . " . . . • 
Marketh11g • . 0 .. 0 .. . " .. • . • 0 • • 0 0 . .. . . • . • . -
Principles of marketing . 0 . . 0 . 0 . . • 0 • . . . 0 . 
Retai 1 management . . . . . . .. . . 0 .. • • • . " • . • . 
Dis tri buti Cll!!l managemeir&t .. " . . 0 . .. . 0 . • • . . . . . 
Sales managemeAt;, . . . . . . . 0 0 " .. . .. 0 . • . . . • 
Advertising management. . . . . . " . 0 .. • . . . • . . • 
Marketing research. 0 . • . " " . 0 • . 0 " 0 . . . . 0 . 
Advert i shag ccpy and layout . 0 . . • • " . 0 . . . . . . 
Economics • 0 . . . . 0 0 0 0 . . • . • . • • . .. . . . . . 
Economic principles of production . .. . • . • . . . . • . 
Economic principles of consumption. • .. . . • . • • • • 0 
Economic pr inc:: i p 1 es of distribution of wealtb . . . . . . .. 
Price determination . . 0 . . .. . 0 .. • 0 . 0 . . . . . . 
Allocation of resources 0 . 0 . . " . • 0 • . . . . .. . . 
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'Fr'equency 







• . . . . 
0 . . 
• . . . 
.. 
.. 
0 . . 
0 
0 . . 









T~eics_That MJ_ght Oc~ur 
.. Modern - -- ---- its ;;race - financial organization currency and in a . 
Bankfng and credit and its place in a financial organization 
Ca1,1ses for period of prosperity in a business . . . . . . . 
<;auses for period of depression in a business . . . . . . . 
Principles underlying pub]ic expenditure, revenue and 
indebtedness. 0 . . . 0 . . . . . • . . 0 .. . • . . . . . ·-·--
Determinants of national income and its distribution. . . - . 
Problems of underdeveloped areas. . 0 (> • . • . . . . . . . 
History of public utit ities . . 0 . 0 . 0 . . . . . • . . • 
Relation of public utilities to the coovnunity . . . . . . . 
Wage tbeor ies and practices . . . . 0 . . . . . . . . . . . 
. 
. . 




1 2 3 
firms By WMch ,rogramNrs Were Employed 
Cempany Name Key 
American General Life and Accident Insurance Co. 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Anderson-Prichard Oil Company 
Ok 1 aboma Ci ty, tl!)k 1 ahoma 1 
Centra 1 State Cel lege 
Ecinond, Ok1abma 11 
Federal AviatiOffll Agency 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 1 
Fidelity Natiollllal Bank 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 1 
First National &ank and Trust Company 
Oklaboma City, Oklahoma 
Fleming C<0mpany 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 1 . 
General Electric Company 
Ok 1 aboma CJ ty, Ok 1 ahana 
Globe Life ("sqrance Company 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 1 
Humble Oil Company 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 1 
Kerr-McGee Oil :t«:mpany 
Oklabema City, Oklahoma 1 
Liberty National Bank 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
local Federal SaviAgs and Loan Association 
OklahQ!lla City, Oklahoma 
National Bank ef Tulsa 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 
OklahQ!lla City Federal Savings and Loan Associa-
tion, Oklahoma City,,Oklahoma 
Oklahoma Gas •nd Electric Company 
Oklahoma City, Okl~homa 1 
Oklahoma State Highway CORlllission 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Oklahoma Tax Commission 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 1 
Oklahama University Medical Center 
Oklahoma Cit1, Oklahoma 1 
Oklahoma Welfare Cemmhsion 
Oklahana City; Oklahoma t 
Pan American. Oil CGmp~ny. 
Oklab•a City, OklaJ1ana 1 
Skelly Oil Company 
Tulsa, Oklabcna 1 
Standard tife and Accident Insurance CG11pany 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 1 
Tinker Air Force Base 
Oklahoma City. Ok1ahcma 1 
Western Electric Company 
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